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ABSTRACT 
 

 The purpose of this qualitative, ethnographic case study was to learn the nature of 

the discursive practices of English learners in playground peer cultures.  Additionally, it 

sought to understand the relationship between these practices and ideology, gender, and 

school performance.  Three questions guided this study:  (1) what are the discursive 

practices of English learners in peer culture, playground interactions? (2) how do gender 

and ideology play a role in children’s games? and (3) what is the relationship between 

these discursive practices and school performance? 

 This inquiry was conducted over ten months at a school in Northern California 

where four English learner second graders were observed playing each day during their 

lunchtime recess.  Data sources included audio and video taped observations and field 

notes, audio taped interviews, and artifact collection.  Data analysis was ongoing, 

characterized by member-checking, peer review, and multiple codings.   

 The findings of this study reflected the dynamic, sophisticated nature of 

discursive practices which were co-constructed in peer culture settings.  These practices 

included the exploration and explanation of new games, uses of imitative and counter-

imitative behaviors, performed rule talk, integrated displays of gesture, pitch and 

silences, and code-switching strategies.  Students employed these for a variety of 

purposes, including the facilitation of alignment within groups, the manipulation of social 

organization, the orchestration of inclusion or exclusion, and the creation of positions of 

power. 
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 This research also proposed a working model within which the playground 

became a site for the interpretive reproduction of ideologies.  Students at Westside 

demonstrated that they had appropriated adult ideologies in creative ways.  They 

negotiated these in their peer cultures, and preserved and transformed adult culture. 

 Finally, this study revealed that, based on the discursive practices observed on the 

playground, proficiency levels and instructional goals, as determined by the California 

English Language Development Test (CELDT) and the state English Language 

Development (ELD) standards were inaccurate and underestimated student ability.  

Policy reform reflecting greater awareness, both of the social nature of discourse, as well 

as the power of peer cultures, was recommended. 
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CHAPTER 1 
 

PURPOSE OF THE STUDY 
 

“The true object of all human life is play. Earth is a task garden; heaven is a playground.” 
 

   G. K. Chesterton, (1925, p. 40). 
 

 Barreling down the clanging metal ramp, he tears in and out of the mud puddles 

steeping in the old cracked asphalt, even as the teacher’s voice behind him commands, 

“¡Caminando!”  The bilingual poster that advertises tonight’s parent meeting greets him 

at the restroom door where his buddy elbows in with the objection, “No, I’m gonna be 

goalie!”  Small fingers cling to his elbow as his little brother breathes, “¿Vas a jugar 

soccer?” into his ear.  Nodding avidly, he races around lunch tables, under mulberry 

trees, past the last wing of classrooms, and rounds the corner to enter into a humming 

chorus of screams and laughter, knees and arms--the school playground. 

 Israel, like many seven-year olds, cites recess as his favorite time of the day.  As a 

bilingual student though, it may be he finds it even more fascinating because of his 

experiences with two languages spoken out on the yard.  Recent census data tells us that 

one in five United States residents, ages five and older, speak a language other than 

English at home (U.S. Census Bureau, 2003).  English learners1 like Israel comprise 1-in-

12 of the general school population (Crawford, 2002) and more than 25% of the total 

enrollment in California public schools (California Department of Education, 2004). 

                                                 
 

1The state of California defines English learners as ". . . students who are otherwise classified as 
limited English proficient" (California State Board of Education, 1998).  These students are first identified 
according to parental  identification during initial school registration; formal evaluations are used to 
monitor their status.  In California, students cease to be considered EL and become FEP (Fluent English 
Proficient) when they pass three formal evaluations:  the CELDT (California English Language 
Development Test), the CST (California Standards Test) and a district-authored writing measure. 
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Heightened concern with this increase has been reflected in recent local and state 

adoptions of English Language Development (ELD) standards and assessments, as well 

as the federal appropriation of $665 million annually toward the instruction of English 

learner students as part of the No Child Left Behind Act.  Unfortunately, not all of the 

resulting expectations for these children have been based on solid research findings about 

second language acquisition.  In fact, early indications show that many fly in the face of 

well-founded theories (Shin, 2004).  Clearly, though concern for English learner 

education is heightened, instructional results have been mixed. 

 This study investigated the discourse practices of young English learners as they 

interacted within peer cultures2 on the school playground.  It sought to understand their 

everyday processes for acquiring, developing and negotiating language use, with the hope 

of shedding light on the efficacy of instructional programs, standards and assessments 

designed for this population.   The choice of peer cultures as the focus of study was 

important; research into actual language use within these elementary-age groupings has 

been scant.  Some studies have noted though, that language used among peers reflects 

institutional contexts (Eckert, 1989), mirrors class distinctions (Zentella, 1997) and even 

plays a significant role in linguistic development and variation (Labov, 1972).  This 

project proposed that an ideal place to witness such phenomena is the school playground, 

a site both intrinsically tied to, and at the same time removed from, the power relations 

                                                 
 

2 Corsaro defines peer cultures as "A stable set of activities or routines, artifacts, values and 
concerns that kids produce and share in interaction with each other" (2003, p. 37).  Peer cultures are 
characterized by  interpretive reproduction, a process in which children ". . . create and participate in their 
own unique peer cultures by creatively taking or appropriating information from the adult world in order to 
address their own peer concerns" (Corsaro, 2005, p. 349).   
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and structures inherent in classroom-based relationships.  Additionally, this research 

examined the relationships between discourse, school performance, gender and ideology.  

Specifically, the research questions guiding this proposal were the following: 

1. What are the discursive practices of English learners in peer culture,    

playground interactions? 

2. How do gender and ideology play a role in children’s games? 

3. What is the relationship between these practices and school performance? 
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CHAPTER 2 

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

 This study sought to examine the playground discourse of English learners, the 

significance of gender and ideology, and the relationship between these and school 

performance.  In this chapter, I outline the theory that informed this investigation, and 

explore literature within these fields relevant to the peer play discourse of young children. 

 Some research has already considered the importance of language in peer groups 

(i.e., Dunn et. al., 2002, Mostow et. al., 2002, Moore, 2002, among others).  In much of 

this work however, language typically has carried importance only as one of several 

factors facilitating participation within groups.  In addition, such studies have often relied 

on standardized measures of verbal ability (vocabulary sub-tests) rather than on 

systematic analyses of instances of language use.   

 The current study instead placed discourse at the center.  The theoretical 

framework that informed this inquiry emanated from the fields of discourse analysis, 

gender studies and social cognition.  Specifically, the literature reviewed for this work 

reflected three perspectives: (1) the ethnography of communication, (2) the 

performativity of gender, and (3) ideology as discourse.  In the following chapter, I 

review work from these perspectives related to discourse and young peer play groups.  

First, I review the field of discourse analysis; in particular, I highlight four approaches to 

discourse study that have yielded studies with young children, and argue for the 

usefulness of an ethnographic stance in considering competency and context in work with 

children.   
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 Second, I consider recent developments in the study of gender, and encourage a 

perspective that emphasizes the performed nature of gender in research with young 

students.  Finally, I review various schools of thought on the significance of ideology, 

and discuss the usefulness of the socio-cognitive model developed by Teun van Dijk for 

discourse work.  I end the chapter by considering how an ethnographic approach that 

views gender as performed, and ideology as discursive, lent itself well to pilot work 

preceding the current investigation. 

Review of Literature 

The Ethnography of Communication 

 Actual language practices are rarely analyzed as a focus of study for 

understanding the complex relationships between language and peer cultures, especially 

with young children under age 10.  Eckert (1989, 2000) has focused on adolescent peer 

groups; while others look at those that develop in college settings (see for example, 

review by Renn and Arnold, 2003).  The few studies considering the discourse use of 

younger speakers have been categorized in different ways.   Sanches and Kirshenblatt-

Gimblett (1976) for example, differentiate research according to a “generative 

competence” or “child language” model. Ochs and Schieffelin (2001), in their review of 

language socialization and acquisition research, classify much of the work either with 

Chomsky’s linguistic competency approach or an ethnographic communicative approach. 

 Discourse research can also be considered according to its particular field.  Four 

areas involved in discourse studies include: (1) developmental pragmatics, (2) language 

socialization, (3) folklore, and (4) the ethnography of communication.  Jaworski and 
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Coupland (1999) note that definitions of discourse abound, from simply language in use, 

to more complex notions of “. . . language use relative to social, political and cultural 

formation” (p. 3).  Certainly, discourse is the concern of many disciplines; these four are 

not the only ones, nor are they mutually exclusive.  Indeed, there is often overlap in 

empirical work, such that explorations share the characteristics of more than one field.  

The four reviewed in this section are highlighted because of the significant corpus of 

research each has contributed to the peer discursive practices of very young children. 

 When considering studies emerging from these four fields, two themes become 

central--competency and context.  Hymes (2001) reminds us that the linguistic 

competence of Chomsky’s transformational generative grammar refers to the innate 

ability of a speaker in a homogenous, ideal setting, set apart from linguistic performance 

(use of the speech code).  Hymes’ own notion of communicative competence challenges 

this division, as well as the separation of speakers from actual language practice in the 

real world.   

 As Goodwin and Duranti (1992) note, it is almost impossible to give an exclusive 

definition of context.  They recognize that context commonly involves the relationship 

between “a focal event” and “a field of action within which that event is embedded” (p. 

3), and that research concerned with context most often begins with the point of view of 

the participants as they enact activity within a dynamic cultural context.  The four 

traditions described here have treated both competency and context differently.  Here it is 

argued that the ethnography of communication’s unique regard for socio-cultural context 

and genre-based competency best serves inquiry into childhood peer discourse. 
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 Pragmatics is perhaps best understood for relating the study of linguistic code 

with context (setting, speakers and functions), seeking to understand how communication 

is successfully achieved.  Within the field of developmental pragmatics, competency is 

viewed in terms of increasing sophistication throughout the lifespan.  Context not only 

refers to the setting and time within which language is used, it also includes, “. . . the 

social and psychological world in which the language user operates at any given time” 

(Ochs, 1979, p. 2).  Examples of young peer group discourse studies emanating from this 

tradition include Dunn’s (1996) look at conflict talk, Pak et. al.’s, (1996) consideration of 

preschool discourse markers, and Ervin-Tripp’s (1979) exploration of early childhood 

turn-taking skills.  These studies exemplify the developmental pragmatic emphasis on 

competency as developing through the life span, and context as the field of the particular 

linguistic event. 

 On the other hand, in language socialization work, context becomes larger, 

including the processes for initiating novices.  This in turn, reflects the important 

practices and understandings of the community itself.  Context includes greater socio-

cultural structures and ideologies (Schieffelin and Ochs, 1996).  As in developmental 

pragmatics, competency is generally believed to develop as children grow and gain 

varied experiences with language.  Additionally, however, children take on the role of 

novices, their skills increasing through interactions with the more experienced.  Examples 

of work from within this tradition include Schieffelin’s (1982) look at sound play among 

Kaluli toddlers, Ochs’ and Capps’ (2001) consideration of “tellership” with preschoolers 

and Haring’s (1985) research focusing on riddling and oral poetry with Malagasy 
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children.  These studies demonstrate the concern of language socialization with 

developing competencies and broader, socio-cultural contexts. 

 Folklore study adds to both developmental pragmatics and language socialization 

theory by emphasizing those elements of language perceived to be unique by the 

participants themselves.  Bauman (1982) suggests that competency with all displays of 

folklore should be looked at in terms of their own meaningfulness and the competencies 

of the speaker within the specific folklore genre.  He posits that the act “doing of 

folklore” (Bauman, 1972, p. 33) places emphasis upon the social contexts, relationships 

and interactions through which folklore is constructed.  Examples of folklore studies 

examining young peer group language include Sanches and Kirschenblatt-Gimblett’s 

(1976) look at the speech play of children, Sutton-Smith’s (1972) concern with jokes or 

rhymes as expressive forms , Goldstein’s (1971) examination of games, Arleo’s (1997) 

review of literature on counting-out strategies and McDowell’s (1979) focus on riddling.  

Such work reflects the folklorist’s concern with genre-based competency and the context 

of the specific folklore enactment. 

 In 1964, Dell Hymes introduced the ethnography of communication, emphasizing 

the need for dramatic change in the ways we study language: 

It [the ethnography of communication] must call attention to the need for fresh 

kinds of data, to the need to investigate directly the use of language in contexts of 

situation. . . . such an approach cannot take linguistic form, a given code, or 

speech itself, as frame of reference.  It must take as context a community, 

investigating its communicative habits as a whole, so that any given use of 
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channel and code takes its place as but part of the resources upon which the 

members of the community draw (pp. 2-3).  

Here and later, Hymes identifies the central goal of the ethnography of 

communication as “. . . the description and explanation of the use of language” (1971, p. 

45).  Its primary unit of analysis is the entirety of the communicative event, “. . . the 

multiple hierarchy of relations among messages and contests in view” (1964, p. 6).  The 

ethnography of communication departs from the linguistic competence (implicit 

knowledge about language structure) and linguistic performance of transformational 

generative grammar.   Instead, it relies on the union of these within the socio-cultural 

context, involving “. . . the ways in which the systemically possible, the feasible, and the 

appropriate are linked to produce and interpret actually occurring cultural behavior” 

(Hymes, 2001, p. 67). 

 Hymes points to major contributions made by folklore to the field of the 

ethnography of communication.  It is perhaps of no surprise then, that genre figures so 

prominently within his framework for analyzing communicative events.  Hymes (1972b) 

suggests that genre, along with participants, purposes, sequences, channels, codes, 

settings, topics and the event itself are all part of communicative events and are vital to 

an understanding of situated communication.   He notes, “. . . the analysis of speech into 

acts is an analysis of speech into instances of genre” (Hymes, 1972a, p. 65).   

 Ethnographies of communication that concern themselves with childhood 

discourse situate the competency of an individual within the communicative event, and 
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hence, within the genre.  This is because ethnographies carry with them a tradition for 

accepting cultures as they are.  Bauman (1982) notes:  

One of the most fundamental commitments of ethnography, really a basic 

ideological principle, is to the necessity of accounting for the realities of a 

culture in its own terms, free of the bias inherent in the imposition of 

frames of reference, or functional imperatives, or a priori moral judgments 

from without (p. 173).   

 Placing competency within a frame containing a goal of adult development 

removes the ability of the ethnographer to view youth culture “in its own terms.”  Instead, 

Bauman contends that such views of competency are in fact adult-centric in their biased 

frame of reference emphasizing adulthood as the desirable outcome.  He suggests that 

ethnography’s emphasis on viewing competency from within particular genres allows it 

to remain open to possibilities regarding the language of children within their own youth 

cultures. 

 Additionally, work within the ethnography of communication demonstrates 

comprehensive, detailed attention to context.  Consider again Hymes’ (1972a, p. 65) 

components for analyzing speech events in Figure 2.1. 
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Settings 
Participants 
Ends 
Act sequences 
Keys 
Instrumentalities 
Norms 
Genres 

 

 

Figure 2.1.  Hymes’ components for analyzing communicative events 
 
 Here, the component of norms ties analysis to belief systems within a community, 

ideological structures tied to the socio-cultural context.  Hence, it could be said that 

ethnographies go beyond the agenda set by most folklore studies, tying communicative 

events to the social, cultural and ideological contexts within which they are performed.   

 An example of research emanating from this field and focusing on young peer-

group language use can be found in Philips’ (1983) seminal ethnography of schooling on 

the Warm Springs Reservation.  At Warm Springs, Philips finds that in contrast to 

teacher-directed or independent structures for learning in the classroom, Indian students 

display greater engagement and concentration with academic materials in peer group 

collaboration.  Likewise, in peer-generated playground activities (vs. those organized by 

a teacher), Indian students show greater participation.  Philips considers competence in 

terms of the particular school-based genres of group projects and playground games.  She 

also recognizes the socio-historical context of the Indian students, caught between 

conflicting home and school modes of instruction. 

 Additionally, Gilmore (1986) considers the importance of exploring genres of 

child language that reflect meaning for children within their own social sphere.  She 
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focuses on sub-rosa practices of literacy, that is, those generated and practiced within 

peer contexts.  Two such practices, Steps and Dungeons and Dragons play, are observed 

outside of class time, yet both reveal complex linguistic forms, as well as a sophisticated 

awareness of literacy functions.  Were Gilmore to view literacy competency strictly in 

terms of adult literacy development, she, like the adults interviewed in the study, might 

discredit the sub-rosa displays as meaningless or even undesirable.  Yet, because she 

considers competency as developed within the sub-rosa genre, she is able to demonstrate 

the well-developed literacy skills of both groups socially deemed at-risk.  For Gilmore, 

context becomes not only the situation within which practices occurred, but also the 

socio-cultural context, including school systems plagued with low expectations, unable to 

recognize literacy competencies outside of their own structures.   

 Corsaro and Maynard (1996) look at the specific folkloric genres of oppositional 

discourse and teasing at the work and lunch tables of both Italian pre-school students and 

American first graders (in both middle and working-class settings).  They discover that 

format tying (the strategic use of features of prior turns of talk) is important for 

constructing displays of opposition within the peer cultures in both contexts.  Corsaro and 

Maynard consider the competencies of children as related to their abilities to strategically 

manipulate the prior phonological or syntactical contributions of the peers at the table 

within the specific genre of oppositional talk.  At the same time, they relate their findings 

to the larger context involving cultural attitudes and class ideologies.  In Italy, for 

example, debate style is encouraged and admired, and the performances of the children 

seem to reflect this.   In the United States, children in the middle-class setting display 
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more individualized forms of debate, while those in the working-class setting 

demonstrate a collaboratively constructed and more complex form of oppositional talk.  

The authors relate these to cultural and class sensibilities. 

 In related work, Eder and Corsaro (1999) and Corsaro (2003, 2005) argue that the 

greatest possibilities for understanding childhood language use and socialization are 

found in an ethnographic approach.  They maintain that peer cultures develop through an 

active negotiation of adulthood, or interpretive reproduction.  Interpretive reproduction 

highlights the active role of children in adapting and reinventing adulthood while creating 

their own peer cultures.  It implies that competency is found within the peer culture, and 

that this peer culture in turn is intrinsically tied to the context of societal institutions and 

reproduction.  For these researchers, ethnography, because it is long-term, flexible and 

concerned with micro- and macro-analysis, is the most appropriate way to study peer 

culture. 

 It can be said that studies of young peer group discourse emerge from four fields 

made distinct by their unique perspectives of both competency and context, as illustrated 

in Table 1. 
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Table 1 

Four Approaches to the Study of Peer Group Discourse 

 
 

 

Developmental 

Pragmatics 

 

Language  

Socialization 

 

Folklore 

 

Ethnography 

of 

Communication 

 

Competency 

 

Related to  

lifespan 

 

Related to 

lifespan 

 

Related to 

genre 

 

Related to  

genre 

 

Context 

 

Related to  

event 

 

Related to the 

socio-cultural 

 

Related to 

event 

 

Related to the 

socio-cultural 

 

The current project maintained, as Eder and Corsaro suggested, that the study of 

young peer culture discourse benefited best from the theoretical perspective of the 

ethnography of communication, a commitment to viewing competency within genres 

(respecting peer cultures in their own terms) and a recognition of the importance of the 

social, cultural and ideological structures that necessarily permeate a child’s world.   

Gender, one of these structures, contributed to the theoretical perspective of this research 

as well.  
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The Peformativity of Gender 

 Coates (1998) reminds us that consideration of gender within sociolinguistic study 

is a relatively recent phenomenon.  The field has developed through three general phases, 

as illustrated in Table 2 (Adapted from Coates, 1982). 

Table 2 
 
Phases in the Field of Gender and Language 

 

 Early Phase Middle Phase 

 

Later Phase 

 

 

Research Focus 

 

 

Generative linguistic 

themes:  phonology, 

syntax, morphology 

 

 

Conversational 

strategies 

 

“Doing” of gender 

 

Groups Studied Mixed-sex groups Mixed-sex groups Same-sex groups 

 

Analytical 

Categories 

 

Biological/Social Cultural Social-constructivist 

Methods Quantitative Qualitative 

(ethnographic) 

Quantitative and 

Qualitative 
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As in the fields of discourse study, these phases are general; they neither represent 

an evolution from the extinct to the actual, nor are they absolute.  The earliest phase of 

the development of gender and language studies arose in response to a heightened 

concern for understanding the structures and structural variations of language and was 

characterized by a preoccupation with grammatical features. During this period, the work 

of Labov (1972) exerted great influence.  By focusing on the phonological variation of 

large groups, Labov demonstrated correlations between language use and social variables 

like socioeconomic status and gender variation.  Other work reflecting this influence 

usually likewise dealt with specific linguistic variables and variation within populations, 

focusing primarily on other variables like class.  Gender, however, often emerged as 

notable in these studies.  The works of Thomas on Welsh phonological variation, of 

Trudgill on standard forms in England, and of Gal on Hungarian language shift, have 

been but a few of such studies (see Eckert and McConnell-Ginet, 2003).  Unfortunately, 

work from this period focusing on the language of peer cultures is scant, despite Labov’s 

own indication of the importance of the peer group in influencing childhood language,  

“In the great majority of cases that we have studied or encountered, children follow the 

pattern of their peers” (1972, p. 304).   

 A greater interest in conversation characterized the second phase of gender and 

language research.  The work of Gumperz was influential in emphasizing the subtle ways 

in which stylistic elements (like prosody and syntactical choices) as well as cultural 

background lead to interethnic group interpretive problems (Gumperz, 1982; Gumperz et. 

al., 1982; Gumperz & Cook-Gumperz, 1982).  Likewise, Goffman’s work, considering 
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the importance of studying conversation in use, established most speech acts as 

individual or team performances in which “fronts” become constructed and maintained 

for particular audiences (Goffman, 1959).  He highlighted face-to-face focused 

interaction as a unit of social organization, or as a “. . . situated activity system” 

(Goffman, 1961, p. 8) and emphasized the significance of the entire participation 

framework within which an utterance occurs, analyzing elements like changes in 

“footing,” or “. . . change(s) in the alignment we take up to ourselves and the others 

present as expressed in the way we manage the production or reception of an utterance” 

(Goffman, 1981, p. 128).  During this period, an example of work focusing on gender and 

the use of conversational strategies by young children was that of Maltz and Borker 

(1982).  Maltz and Borker’s work proposed a subcultures hypothesis for explaining 

gender differences in conversation.  The researchers maintained that, just as interethnic 

miscommunication can be traced to cultural difference, so too can the conversational 

misunderstandings occurring between men and women be attributed to their development 

in different childhood subcultures. 

 The latest phase in the development of gender and language study is characterized 

by a greater emphasis on gender as learned, socially co-constructed, performed and 

asymmetrical (Eckert and McConnell-Ginet, 2003, pp. 31-32).  Particularly influential 

has been the work of Butler (1999, p. 173) on gendered performance, “. . . acts and 

gestures, articulated and enacted desires create the illusion of an interior and organizing 

gender core, an illusion discursively maintained for the purposes of the regulation of 

sexuality within the obligatory frame of reproductive heterosexuality.”   
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Butler further highlights gender as constructed through a “stylized repetition of 

acts” (p. 179) at particular points in time.  Gender identities, as performed, become 

established through ongoing social interactions, concealing true human nature and 

lending credence to dominant male and heterosexual-centered ideologies.  Lakoff 

similarly recognizes the asymmetrical nature of gender in analyzing women’s talk and 

politeness.  Her work was controversial in highlighting gender styles of speech, yet her 

final conclusions emphasize the oppressive nature of language by and about women.  

Lakoff remarks that, were gender symmetrical, “. . . all these words, together, would 

cease to be nonparallel” (1975, p. 49). 

 Current work viewing gender as performed and asymmetrical no longer 

necessarily restricts itself to mixed-sex groups, rather, single-sex groups are also of 

importance.  Method often involves a mix of quantitative and qualitative analyses.  The 

fieldwork of Eckert (2000) in language variation among the “jocks” and “burnouts” of 

Belten High reveals the leading role of burnout girls in linguistic and stylistic change.  

Perhaps more importantly, Eckert (2000) has discovered the greatest intra-group 

differences existing among girls in general:  

In developing patterns of behavior, in assessing their own place in the world, and 

in evaluating their progress, people orient above all to their own gender group.  

Gender creates such a profound identity divide that while people may be able to 

compare individual skills, and, rarely, characteristics across gender lines, such an 

assessment of the whole self is difficult. (p. 123). 
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 In this vein, Sheldon and Rohleder (1996) have observed four and five-year-old 

children in same-sex triads as they play unsupervised.  The authors are particularly 

interested in what dramatic play is like when triads are asked to play with gender-typed 

toys (in this case, a housekeeping set of toys).  They find that the talk of the children 

already demonstrates extensive knowledge of social norms, particularly related to gender.  

Boys, for example, are six times more likely than girls to transform the housekeeping 

toys into fantasy objects and are more likely to tell complex, non-housekeeping stories.  

Meanwhile, girls utilize objects and tell stories that are also complex, but conform to the 

housekeeping setting. Sheldon and Rohleder note that through play groups such as these, 

children demonstrate that they are important agents of socialization for one another, 

particularly as they “do gender.”  The authors link the playroom language use of the 

children to the real life gendered language interactions in the community. 

 Similarly, Lampert (1996) is also interested in gendered practices, this time in the 

development of conversational humor in children.  He begins by watching preschool 

children in both same-sex and mixed-sex pairs, finding that children tend to modify the 

type of humor they use based on the peers they are playing with (physical humor used 

with boys, verbal humor used with girls).  Comparing this to data collected in studies 

conducted with older children and adults, Lampert finds that the awareness of gendered 

humor talk by preschoolers is reflected in the humor talk of adults, particularly in the use 

of self-directed humor (used more by women).  Lampert links this to well-established, yet 

dynamic gender roles in society. 
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 Goodwin (1990) focuses her attention on dispute talk, gossip and storytelling in 

the contexts of jump rope and pretend play games in an urban neighborhood.  She 

uncovers evidence of the children in both same-sex and mixed-sex groups as actively 

engaged actors in the co-construction of neighborhood play talk.  In particular, Goodwin 

discovers that girls are agents in constructing activities that strategically create 

asymmetrical relations between players.  They use language to debate issues of justice, 

and are able to allow for cooperation and competition to co-exist.  Goodwin’s work is 

important, not only because she is able to demonstrate the heightened competency of 

these girls within the storytelling and gossip genres, but she also views the interactions on 

their own terms and is hence, able to demonstrate exception, both to Maltz and Borker’s 

(1982) subcultures hypothesis, and to stereotypic notions of working class and Black 

speech as deficient.  In more recent studies focusing on hopscotch (1998) and jump rope 

(2001) routines, Goodwin continues to emphasize both the importance of developing 

competency within game genres, and the relevance of conflict within the play routine of 

girls.  For example, by focusing on hopscotch as an event, she has been able to study 

social organization, roles, rule structures, stances and pitch, concluding that indeed, 

contrary to popular belief, girls do take part in games that are rule-driven, competitive 

and aggressive. 

 Kyratzis and Guo (1996) also conduct research demonstrating limited support of 

the subcultures hypothesis.  Both researchers focus on play talk in pretend play and role 

playing situations with children age four to six in both the United States and China.  

Students grouped in mixed sex configurations of two or three are observed playing with 
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props.  Kyratzis and Guo find that while in the United States girls do tend to conform to 

cooperative, empathetic forms of talk; in China they do not.  The authors look at the 

competency of children to engage in play talk, and find that in different cultural contexts, 

girls and boys participate in different ways.  They relate these differences to the strong 

cultural value in China placed on interdependence within the family, suggesting that 

gender is constructed in different ways cross-culturally. 

 Heath (1983) also considers the performance of gender among young peer groups 

through her landmark work studying play songs in the community of Trackton.  She 

notes that the enactment of play songs among nine to twelve-year old girls teaches 

younger peers about both content (i.e., foods, animals) and about linguistic features (word 

play, rhyme.)  Heath discovers that several of the elements found in the play song 

performances are incorporated into other activities (i.e., selecting of books to read to 

younger siblings.)  Furthermore, she highlights the incorporation of insult and mockery 

into the girls’ play songs, providing them with access to “. . . the public-stage challenges 

given boys” (Heath, 1983, p. 97).  

 Finally, work with young bilingual children has been conducted by Zentella 

(1997a).  Rather than focusing on particular situated activities, Zentella conducts 

longitudinal, ethnographic investigation of a particular setting, “el bloque,” a New 

York City Puerto Rican neighborhood.  She explores language practices in relation to 

the maintenance of Spanish, discovering that children are constantly involved in 

gender-based networks designed to prepare them for certain roles.  These roles in turn 

determine the amount of Spanish and English the young children are using.  In 
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Zentella’s research, for example, girls tend to use more Spanish, because they are 

included in more activities with mothers and grandmothers, like running errands to 

corner stores and attending Spanish language religious services.   At the same time, 

girls are more conservative in their notions about language and identity.  For 

example, more than their male counterparts, girls tend to believe that true Puerto 

Rican identity is inevitably tied to Spanish language dominance.   

 Particularly intriguing about Zentella’s study is her in-depth analysis of 

language choices and code-switching.  She discovers that several elements determine 

a child’s language choice or switch in code, including needs for clarification, the 

language needs of a listener, or changes in conversational footing.  Both boys and 

girls in the study participate in such language shifts.  Other studies, however, have 

found girls to be more sensitive to elements that facilitate a code switch, such as 

interlocutor proficiency.  The current study maintained that, as in this recent work, the 

perspective of gender as performed best framed the study of discourse used by 

English Learners.  Consideration of discourse as ideology was likewise informative. 

Ideology as Discourse 

 Eagleton (1991) notes that a wide range of definitions of ideology exist.  Most 

definitions, he believes, originate in one of two traditions:  one concerned with illusion 

(cognitive) and another concerned with the role of ideas in society (sociological).  He 

points to a concept of ideology as a discursive or semiotic phenomenon as lying at the 

intersection between cognitive conceptualism and social practice.  Such a notion views 

ideology as existing within discourse.   
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 Marx’s contributions to the notion of ideology are fundamental.  For Marx, 

human activity forms the basis of our “species-being.”  Through activity, we create 

concrete representations of our species life.  Labor is central in understanding activity.  

Three elements intrinsic to labor include: (a) productive forces, (b) production relations 

and (c) superstructures.  Marx (1998) viewed superstructures (including ideology) as 

unconscious tools of our history, dependent upon the real forces of human activity: 

Morality, religion, metaphysics and all the rest of ideology as well as the forms of 

consciousness corresponding to these, thus no longer retain the semblance of 

independence.  They have no history, no development; but men, developing their 

material intercourse, alter, along with their actual world, also their thinking and 

the products of their thinking (p. 42). 

Marx views ideology as emanating from a narrow point of view, legitimizing a 

particular social group through its seeming universal appeal (Parekh, 1982).  In this way, 

ideology creates illusion and distortion, what others have called the “veiling,” or 

“mystification” of reality (Dittberner, 1979).  Marx suggests that this veiling of society 

emerges from the state, or “. . . the form in which the individuals of a ruling class assert 

their common interest” (Marx, 1998, p. 99).  He posits that all ideologies have a logical 

structure, one that could be studied and understood, both to unveil their distortions, and to 

display their underlying assumptions.   

 Also contributing to our modern concept of ideology is Karl Mannheim (1936).  

On the one hand, like Marx, Mannheim’s early work demonstrates a theoretical basis in 

historicism and group thought.  “Ideological thought,” the opposite of “utopian thought,” 
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is that which is adopted by groups seeking the maintenance of society as it is.  For 

Mannheim, however, the study of ideology is to be undertaken by a group of intellectuals 

who would interpret ideology using the methodology of the Sociology of Knowledge and 

dissolve it.  In perhaps the greatest contrast to Marx, Mannheim even comes to suggest 

that the move toward capitalism has already made the concept of ideology unnecessary, 

predicting the “end of ideology’ as long as capitalist societies dominate.   

 Others have likewise questioned the usefulness of ideology (see Montenegro, 

2002). Recent empirical work in language ideologies, however, has attempted to put a 

face on this complex area.  Kroskrity (2000) describes the range of definitions of 

language ideology, from an analytic tool relating speech practices with 

political/economic interests and positions, to sets of beliefs about language articulated by 

speakers, to systems of ideas about social and linguistic relationships.  Freidrich (1989) 

observes that language ideology research can be classified as either “ideational” 

(descriptive), or as “pragmatic” and “notional/linguacultural” (pejorative.)   

 Adopting a descriptive view of language ideology implies emphasizing the 

ideas expressed (Freidrich, 1989).  Such studies consider the themes of discourse 

content (Hill, 1998) with little thought to how these reflect relationships of power.  

Such a perspective finds the site of ideology to be either subjective or in socially-

constructed entities (Silverstein, 1998).  Most studies in school settings have adopted 

this view of ideology, focusing on eliciting the beliefs and attitudes of participants 

toward language (for example, Pease-Alvarez, 1993; Hakuta & D’Andrea, 1992; 

Saucedo, 1997 and Craig, 1996).  Viewing language ideology descriptively, however, 
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can be problematic.  First, it implies that all individuals participating in a particular 

social structure or entity must share the same ideology (Silverstein, 1998).  Second, it 

fails to consider how language is used, in the Marxist sense, as a tool of power.  

 Another view of language ideology is one that views it pejoratively, or 

critically.  In this way, language is seen as embodying relationships of power and 

hegemony, and is often further conceptualized as a tool for masking reality (Woolard, 

1998).  Yet in elementary school settings, this view of language ideology as 

pejorative has been largely neglected.  In other arenas, pejorative views have been 

considered, both in pragmatic and notional/linguacultural senses. The pragmatic 

perspective focuses on the uses of language and how these uses reflect institutions of 

control (for example, the works of Johnson, 2002; Kroskrity, 1998; Hill, 1993 

Schiefflin, 2000 and Silverstein, 1998).  Meanwhile, the notional/linguacultural view 

emphasizes speakers’ own notions about their language, recognizing “. . . the 

complementary processes by which the values implicit in a language determine, 

define and affect the culture” (Freidrich, 1989, p. 307).  This latter perspective 

implies placing importance on speakers’ reflexivity and consciousness rather than 

relying solely on the outside, linguistically analytical perspective of the pragmatic 

sense (Kroskrity, 1998).   

 In the notional/linguacultural sense, sites for witnessing language ideology are 

not just discourse, but metadiscourse strategies, not merely pragmatics, but 

metapragmatics (speakers talking about their language usage) (Silverstein, 1998).  

Hill’s (1998) look at the use of nostalgia discourse, for example, involves not only the 
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ideas or the structures older men use when speaking Mexicano, but the ways in which 

they talk about their own speech.  Mertz (1998) discovers explicit metapragmatics 

already to be a part of the law school discourse embodying ideologies of language 

through, for example, the reframing of student speech.  Philips (2000) considers the 

Tongan court room as a site for unearthing speaker awareness of hegemonic 

relationships hidden in everyday discourse.  Additionally, Valdés and colleagues 

(2003) discover the predominance of a “discourse of monolingualism” amidst the 

common sense ideas described by Spanish language department members asked about 

their language use and beliefs.  Finally, Echeverria (2003) demonstrates, through 

exploration of the metadiscourse strategies of Basque students that language, gender 

and national ideologies reflect and reinforce each other. 

 Studies based in a notional or linguacultural sense of ideology do not rely 

simply on dominant sets of beliefs about language; rather, by emphasizing speaker 

perspectives, they privilege member consciousness and are controversial.  They are 

criticized for treating member perspective as non-ideological and separated from 

dominant sets of beliefs (Briggs, 1998).  However, Silverstein (1998) notes that 

whether or not an ideology is conscious, it remains pejorative, that is, tied up with 

relationships of power.  Both metapragmatics and metadiscourse are indexical and 

hence, necessarily ideological.  This is why Silverstein recognizes the importance of 

ritual as a site for metapragmatics and ideology.   Irvine and Gal (2000) further point 

to the importance of speaker ideology and awareness of linguistic differentiation 

indexing social status as a factor in language change.   
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 A focus on metadiscourse and metapragmatics not only provides more insight 

into the language ideologies of students; the stance itself in raising speaker awareness 

about their own beliefs has libratory possibilities (Kroskrity, 1998).  Mertz (1998) 

suggests that beginning to view language ideologies as generative, rather than fixed 

and dependent on language structure and past use, holds transformative possibilities 

for the speaker, especially since explicit expressions of language ideology do create 

and transform future ideologies.  Awareness of the ways strategies, such as code-

switching, are used for distancing may even influence the positioning of an entire 

ethnic group (Kroskrity, 1998).  Indeed, Bakhtin (1981) maintains that awareness of 

one’s own ideologies leads a speaker to position himself consciously toward language 

itself,  “. . . the inviolability and predetermined quality of these languages came to an 

end, and the necessity of actively choosing one’s orientation among them began” (p. 

296).   

 Such awareness holds powerful possibilities for students in elementary school 

settings.  Zentella’s (1997a) work with young children and families in a New York 

Puerto Rican community, as mentioned, brought out the subtractive attitudes of 

schools toward Spanish and second language learning as well as the dominance of 

monolingual English speakers’ definitions of language and culture.  Zentella herself 

recognizes the transformative possibilities of awareness of these ideologies and 

advocates for community agencies to participate more in the formation of language 

ideologies in schools (1997b).  Valdes (1997) also recognizes ideology both as 

pragmatic and notional in her discussion of dual language immersion programs.  
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After observing community members discussing language, she reminds us of the 

notions of competition inherent in language, the ideology that views language as a 

resource, whose dispersal to all societal members immediately places some at a 

disadvantage.   

 This paper maintains that a view of ideology as pejorative and notional best lends 

itself to inquiry about peer cultures. Such a perspective necessarily places ideology at the 

intersection of Eagleton’s social-cognitive continuum; ideology becomes discourse.  

While very few have developed a model for analyzing ideology from this place, van 

Dijk’s multidisciplinary work has been promising.  van Dijk defines ideologies as “. . . 

basic frameworks for organizing social cognitions shared by members of social groups, 

organizations or institutions” (1995a, p.18).  Social cognition serves to organize social 

representations, or, “. . . the ‘contents’ of such socially shared systems of knowledge, 

attitudes and ideologies of group members” (van Dijk, 1996, p. 9).  van Dijk notes that 

ideologies have several important functions, some of which are social, others of which 

are cognitive.  Socially, ideologies form a “group self-schema” that organize beliefs 

groups have about things, like group membership requirements, group goals and tasks, 

values, resources and the positioning of the group and its members (van Dijk, 1996, pp. 

19-20).  Cognitively, ideologies influence the discourse (talk and action) of individual 

group members. 

 Though Van Dijk admits that ideologies are seen and reproduced through action 

of various forms and at different levels, he contends that the most typical form of action 

by which ideologies are expressed is discourse (text and talk).  Hence, his model 
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concerns itself most with this form of action as it is produced by individuals and groups 

(van Dijk, 1995a).  An adaptation of van Dijk’s model for explaining the relationship 

between discourse and ideologies can be seen in Figure 2.2.  For the purposes of this 

paper, his model has been simplified considerably to highlight the positioning of 

ideologies and discourse (adapted from van Dijk, 1995c and 1996). 

 Group Ideology     Text, Talk and Action 
 
[generalization]↑   ↓      [interpretation]↓   ↑[context model] 
 

(mental model) 
Group Attitudes   ↔      Opinions 

       
       
Figure 2.2.  van Dijk’s model relating ideologies and discourse. 
 

The left side of Figure 2.2 represents what van Dijk has referred to as “social 

cognition,” including ideologies.  The right side simplifies the complex area of discourse, 

which includes components like pragmatics, expressions, syntax, meaning and rhetoric.  

Perhaps the most significant aspect of this model is the indirect relationship between 

social cognition (including ideology) and discourse.  As Figure 2.2 demonstrates, there is 

no direct relationship between what is said or written, and the ideology underlying it.  

Instead, personal cognition (mental model in Figure 2.2) becomes the vehicle both 

through which ideology influences discourse and discourse influences ideology.  It is 

within the mental model that the group attitudes of our social cognition convert into 

personal opinions of particular situations.  The mental model becomes the key 

component, not only for our discourse production, but for ideology production as well.  

Just as social cognition influences mental models which in turn pass through a context 
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model to influence discourse, the production of discourse is interpreted, passes through 

our mental model for a particular situation and is generalized to influence social 

cognition and hence, ideology. 

 The notion of opinions is central to van Dijk’s model.  Van Dijk recognizes two 

types of beliefs: (a) those that are socially justified (true facts), and (b) those that are 

thought to be false, or possibly false (opinions).  Opinions are important because they 

provide us a link to the values groups hold for goals, membership, etc.  They are formed 

within the context of mental models; since they are associated with specific events they 

are usually context-specific and unique, at the same time, often stable because they are 

tied to social attitudes (van Dijk, 1995b).  They are not ideologies themselves, rather, 

they are organized by ideology.  This handling of “opinion” has provoked considerable 

criticism.  Billig (1995) objects first to van Dijk’s emphasis on beliefs, knowledge and 

opinions as propositions within particular contexts.  Second, he criticizes the distinction 

between fact and opinion, noting, “. . . the implication is that facts exist apart from 

ideologies; indeed, facts may be what competing ideologies share in common” (Billig, 

1995, p. 164).   

 Such differences in perspective reflect the very heart of the debate concerning 

ideology and discourse.  Viewing discourse as either context-free or context-bound, and 

adopting common sense distinctions (for example, between facts and opinions) form part 

of the ongoing struggle to understand the methodological implications of studying 

ideology and discourse.  Preliminary pilot studies by the current researcher reflected 

attempts at considering young peer cultures, discourse and ideology.  
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Pilot Work 

 Pilot work in the area of peer discourse was conducted by the current researcher.  

One investigation analyzed student discourse within peer literary discussion groups, in 

which the use of interruptions and code-switching were two practices that shed light on 

the underlying mental models of the young participants.  Additionally, through 

interviews, student notions about language were gleaned.  Opinions allowed for a better 

understanding of the personal biography informing a child’s negotiation of social 

cognition.  In short, analyses of both discursive content, such as opinions, as well as 

discursive strategy, clarified the picture of the intermediary role of mental models.  

 Another investigation highlighted the importance of playground circle-clapping 

games for the maintenance of Spanish in same-sex (female) peer groups.  It was 

discovered that these circle games provide one of the only remaining sites for primary 

language use on a playground rapidly shifting to use of English for social interaction.  

Another playground study focused specifically on the discourse of English learners in 

mixed-gender peer groups.  Video data transcribed using the conventions of conversation 

analysis led to insights focusing on the “rule talk” co-constructed through the playing of 

routines like tag.  Finally, pilot work was conducted at the current research site involving 

the collection of discourse samples with children as they constructed jump rope routines.   

Summary 

 The current study was particularly informed by theory emanating from three 

fields:  the ethnography of communication, the performativity of gender, and 

ideology as discourse.  While many approaches have characterized the development 
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of the field of discourse analysis, the ethnography of communication was considered 

the most influential for the current investigation.  By highlighting the significance of 

genre and the socio-cultural nature of context, the ethnography of communication 

contributed an approach to understanding childhood peer cultures on their own terms, 

situated within larger communities and historic moments.  Gender studies have 

evolved over time, influenced by a variety of perspectives.  The latest developments 

in this evolution, emphasizing the performed, asymmetrical nature of gender, have 

especially informed the present study.  Finally, socio-cognitive approaches to 

considering the relationships between thought and group processes have influenced 

the way ideology is conceptualized.  This perspective, situating ideology within 

discourse, also framed the current work.  These three approaches became particularly 

significant in the collection and analysis of data for this playground ethnography.  

Description of the research design for this inquiry follows in the next chapter.       
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CHAPTER 3 

METHODOLOGY 

 This study sought to investigate the playground discursive practices of English 

learner second graders, the role(s) of gender and ideology in the dynamics of game 

co-construction, and the significance of school performance.  To these ends, as a 

teacher researcher, I adopted a qualitative case study design focusing on four primary 

participants within a dual language elementary school in a medium-sized community 

of Northern California.  The details of this design are elaborated upon here.  First, my 

role as teacher researcher is described.  Then, the setting for the study is situated 

socio-historically.  This is followed by an introduction to the participants of the study.  

Finally, the procedures for data collection and analysis are detailed.   

Role of the Researcher 

 Cochran-Smith and Lytle (1993) define teacher research as “systematic, 

intentional inquiry about teaching, learning and schooling carried out by teachers in their 

own school and classroom settings” (p. 27).  They note that while there are several forms 

of teacher research, the type that results in classroom studies is often generated from 

questions that arise in a teacher’s everyday experience.  Often, discrepancies between 

theory (what is intended) and practice (what actually occurs) arise, prompting educators 

to ask such questions.  This sense of discrepancy has been common for me in my 

experience as a primary grade teacher during the past 15 years.  Most recently, for 

example, I returned to California after teaching in another state, and discovered that a 

new set of state standards and assessments for English learners had been designed in my 
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absence.  For the past five years, I have worked with both the English Language 

Development (ELD) Standards for California Public Schools and the California English 

Language Development Test (CELDT), both of which are mandated within the state 

accountability system for Standardized Testing and Reporting (STAR).  In the process, I 

became interested in what characterizes the five levels:  (a) Beginning, (b) Early 

Intermediate, (c) Intermediate, (d) Early Advanced, and (e) Advanced, used to describe 

English learner students, and I sought to understand how these related to the children in 

my class. 

 Immediately, discrepancies and questions arose.  One, for example, had to do with 

the relationship between the ELD and English Language Arts (ELA) State Standards.  

One document, The Map of Standards for English Learners (Carr and Lagunoff, 2003) 

states, “ELD standards were developed with achievement of the ELA standards as the 

ultimate objective” and, “ELA standards across grade levels are not designed to follow 

the progression of second language acquisition that is supported by research” (p. 1).  How 

then, I wondered, were the ELD standards supported by second language acquisition 

theory?     

 More questions have emerged as I observe my second graders.  The state ELD 

standards are organized by grade span (K-2, 3-5, 6-8 and 9-12), and are related to ELA 

domains (such as Listening & Speaking), strands (such as English Language 

Conventions) and sub strands, (such as Giving and Following Directions).  Again, each 

English learner student is characterized by one of five levels as determined by 

performance on the CELDT exam; each level has its own set of expectations within the 
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ELD standards.  A student designated Beginner for example, is expected to “Respond to 

simple directions and questions by using physical action and other means of nonverbal 

communication” for the Listening and Speaking strand.  I found however, that this 

standard often fails to capture the interactions of my students who have tested as 

Beginners.  While some of their responses to directions are nonverbal, at other times they 

are quite verbal and complex.  How, I asked myself, do the ELD standards capture the 

actual abilities of my students, in a myriad of settings and with multiple participants?   

 The current research emerges from my own need to come to grips with questions 

and discrepancies such as these, as they have presented themselves in my own classroom 

and at school.  Hubbard and Power (1999) refer to a process of “mining tensions” (p. 25), 

or “transforming gaps” in understanding into opportunities for inquiry.  I participate fully 

in school-wide efforts at giving English learner students extra support by attending 

special meetings, instructing and monitoring the second grade advanced English learner 

group, and teaching after school everyday.  I observe how our English learners appear 

more confident, how their reading and writing have improved, how they continually 

astonish me, expressing themselves in more complex and profound ways, in a variety of 

settings.  And yet, I watch with frustration as our English learner sub-group fails to meet 

federal testing goals, resulting in an “Underperforming” status for the school.  This 

frustration, this gap in my understanding of how children learn, has created a curiosity for 

what English learners are doing with language, particularly, on the playground with their 

friends, where I see them less, interact with them little and have almost no influence. 
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As a classroom teacher, in some ways I am a member of the community, a 

situation which is both advantageous and problematic.  Foster (1996) notes that an insider 

perspective such as this is one that, while eliminating much of the problem of “othering”, 

can be fraught with conflicts of interest.  Zentella (1997a) reflects that while researchers 

of their communities can count on “native knowledge,” they must also not assume that 

theirs is the “complete story” of it (p. 8).  I value the opportunity to describe the 

schooling experiences of my participants from the “inside-out” (Cochran-Smith and 

Lytle, 1993).  At the same time however, I recognize that my position as a white, middle-

class adult, whose educational and second language learning experiences have been 

distinct from those of my students, implies separateness from them and urges a unique 

sensitivity in all aspects of investigation. I grew up, for example, in the same region as 

my students and was educated in their same community.  However, I was raised in a 

middle-class English-speaking home, went to parochial schools, and had the luxury of 

learning Spanish in college classes and during a year abroad.  In contrast, most of my 

English learner students live in working-class, Spanish-speaking immigrant households, 

are educated within an English-centric public school system, and already know that 

learning English is not a luxury, but rather, an urgent must, and the sooner, the better.  In 

my teaching and research, I find I constantly have to keep in mind the differences 

between my grounded experiences and those of my students, and often stop and check 

myself for any impatience, lack of compassion, or misinterpretations that emerge from 

bias. 
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In short, this current teacher research study emerged from a grappling with 

observations made of my English learner students in a socio-historic environment ever-

characterized by standardized assessment.  Further description of this environment 

follows. 

Research Setting 

 Many studies of the education of English learners have taken place in 

metropolitan urban centers.  Few have addressed the significant impact of demographic 

change on smaller and medium-sized communities. This study focused on a relatively 

small city in Northern California, where approximately 15% of the population of 73,000 

is made up of elementary school-aged children.  

 As early as 10,000 years ago, the area was populated by three sophisticated 

indigenous groups with well-developed housing, crafts, and religion and trade practices.  

In the late 1700s and 1800s, the area was drastically transformed by the successive 

arrivals of Spanish missionaries, Mexican Californios, American settlers and finally Gold 

Rush squatters and rancher families. By the mid-1800s, a town began to form with the 

birth of industry (glove, wool, silk and shoe factories built along the river), agriculture 

(the planting of wheat and prune-plums), dairy farming and shipping.  As recently as 

thirty years ago, the small city was most known only for its state mental asylum.  Now 

however, thanks in large part to its burgeoning wine industry, it has become one of 

several premier tourist destinations in the area. 

 This most recent transformation has had a significant impact on the community’s 

demographics. Grape production now comprises nearly 98% of crop value and related 
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service industries (wineries, hotels, resorts), and it dominates the labor market.  Cultural 

diversity has always been a part of the town’s heritage.  For example, in the early part of 

the 20th century, Chinese laborers joined settlers and Californios in the orchards.  

However, with the recent growth of commerce and services catering to year-round tourist 

demand, immigrant populations have especially soared.  Since 1980, the Latino 

population in the town and surrounding county has more than tripled (Coodley, 2004).  A 

recent article in the New York Times by Asimov, notes of the area:  

The California wine industry was built on the backbreaking labor of a largely 

Mexican seasonal work force.  But the rise of the fine-wine business created a 

growing demand for year-round workers with special skills. . . . Many former 

migrant workers settled down in wine country.  They sent their children to school 

and taught them how to tend the vines. (10/17/04) 

Westside School 

The surge in the immigrant population has especially impacted Westside 

Elementary School, the school that is the focus of this study.  Nestled between the state 

highway that runs through the center of town and an affluent neighborhood of the western 

hills, Westside’s neighborhood has seen dramatic changes.  Built in 1949, the school was  

small, serving only the immediate neighborhood.  Dolores, a teaching assistant and yard 

duty supervisor at Westside, had attended the school back in 1961, when she arrived as a 

kindergartener:  

. . . it was a much smaller school, and everyone went out (to recess) at the same 

time.  So you had, not kinders, kinders were kept separate, but first grade through 
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sixth grade, everyone went to recesses together.  Everyone went to lunch together, 

so you got to know a real wide range of kids. (5/30/06)  

In 1990, around the time Westside began its first Title VII bilingual program, only 

18-24% of the neighborhood residents, ages five and over, spoke a language other than 

English at home.  Today the same population has risen to almost 45% (US Census Data, 

2000).  Now, Westside Elementary School’s 560 students are 72% Latino and 26% 

White, with 65% of the children qualifying for the federal free and reduced lunch 

program.  English learners make up 58% of the students.  

 Westside School became a charter school3 nine years ago in response to 

Proposition 227, a state law seeking to eliminate bilingual education options for families.   

Principal Della Watson, who has worked with the school for nearly twenty years as 

teacher, assistant principal, and now, lead administrator, recalls:  

Definitely, you know, our school did not support that law at all.  And so we 

started a political action committee that some parents actually started, and they 

registered and everything so that they could take donations.  And we did flyers, 

we did informational types of things in (the community), lots of, you know, media 

things, and you know, we met one day where we did like door to door leafleting, 

so we got a pretty good organized effort here against Prop 227.  Still passed, even 

in (our) county, but it didn’t pass at such a high rate as it did in other counties, so 

we felt that we made an impact. (4/3/07) 

                                                 
 

3 The state of California defines charter schools as, "Public schools that may provide instruction in any 
of grades K-12 that are created or organized by a group of teachers, parents, community leaders or a community-based 
organization."  (California Department of Education, 2004). 
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Upon passage of the proposition, the school initiated the process to become a 

charter school.  On the one hand, the faculty hoped to avoid the unwieldy process of 

having to acquire the new state-mandated parental waivers required for participation in 

the bilingual program each school year.  On the other hand, the school hoped to establish 

local control of the school’s enrollment policy, and hence, create a more diverse student 

body.  Della, the principal, remembered: 

Our neighborhood is heavily Hispanic.  So the year before we became a charter 

school, we had 95% of our entering kindergarteners were Spanish speakers. . . . 

So it was going to be…the writing was on the wall you know, was pretty clear.  

We were going to become an all Hispanic school just like other schools…have 

become. (4/3/06) 

As part of the charter, the school now offers local families a Two-Way (Dual) 

Immersion (TWI) Program for grades K-5.  The school-authored enrollment policy 

allows the school to give preference to neighborhood students up to a 50-50 linguistic 

balance.  Approximately equal numbers of native Spanish-speakers and English-speakers 

attend the school and receive instruction in both Spanish and English.  Such approaches 

have been reviewed extensively in the literature (see, for example, Christian, 1994, 

Howard & Christian, 1997, Thomas & Collier, 2001).  

 Up until 2004-2005, Westside’s program had approximated the 90-10 model of 

other TWI programs.  Spanish comprised 90% of the instruction in kindergarten and 

English instruction gradually increased each year so that by fourth grade, the day was 

evenly divided between Spanish and English instruction.  Federal, state and district 
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pressure to increase English language test scores however, led to modifications of the 

model, increasing the amount of English instruction at each grade, especially for English 

learner students and most markedly at the intermediate levels.  The current model 

adopted by the school can be found in Table 3.  At present, a kindergartner receives 80% 

of her instruction in Spanish, and by fourth grade, English comprises 60% -70% of her 

instructional time.  As can now be seen, in grades 3-5 English instruction far outweighs 

Spanish instruction. 

Table 3 
 
Westside Elementary’s Two-Way Immersion Model 

 
 

Grade 

Level 

 

Percentage Instructional Minutes in 

Spanish/English for Non-English 

learner Students 

 

Percentage Instructional 

Minutes in Spanish/English for 

English learner Students 

K 

K 

80/20 80/20 

1 80/20 70/30 

2 80/20 70/30 

3 45/55 35/65 

4 40/60 30/70 

5 40/60 30/70 

  

Westside’s curricular program has also changed in recent years, particularly for 

Language Arts.  The school has adopted and implemented Houghton-Mifflin’s 
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Lectura/Reading Program, one of three choices mandated by the state for Language Arts 

(Lectura is used for Grades K-3 for Spanish Language Arts, while Reading is 

implemented in Grades 4-5 for English Language Arts).  Hampton-Brown’s Avenues 

Program is used for English Language Development classes throughout the school.  Both 

curricular programs are similar in emphasizing mastery of state standards through 

comprehension of a variety of texts provided in student anthologies.  The school also 

takes pride in being one of the few in the district to have trained all of its teachers in the 

G.L.A.D. (Guided Language Acquisition Design) model, which is used to complement 

Language Arts, Science and Social Studies programs.  G.L.A.D., not a textbook program, 

is a model of strategies for incorporating high academic language in authentic ways. 

  Despite the implementation of these programs, the school entered into Year Five 

of Program Improvement under No Child Left Behind due to failing test scores, just as 

this study was to commence.  Specifically, the school had been deemed 

“Underperforming” for a fifth year in a row because the English learner, Hispanic and 

Low Socioeconomic Status subgroup populations failed to meet federal benchmark 

expectations on the Language Arts portion of the California Standards Test (given in 

English to grades 2-5.)  Consequently, governance of the school changed.  An Alternative 

Governance Team, made up of state, county, district and school administrators, met 

regularly, reviewing data and mandating changes for the school.  One such change, for 

example, was daily implementation of AFS (Academy For Success) strategies, including 

Board Math, Board Language, and Reading Tools.  All emphasized quick review of all 

Math and Language Arts standards each day.  They were drill-like methods that featured 
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frequent repetition, exposure and practice.  The Governance Team required that all 

teachers use the strategies daily at prescribed times, and would visit classrooms to 

observe their implementation. 

The Playground 

 In addition to instructional time spent inside classrooms, Westside students spent 

three recess breaks outside on the playground, the primary setting of this study.  The 

playground, lying just east of school buildings, had been limited extensively during the 

year  preceding this inquiry due to a remodeling project adding two new buildings on top 

of what was once play space.  During the year-long period of construction, student- 

accessible areas were restricted to a grassy field and a corner of the blacktop dotted with 

giant blue storage bins.  A sketch of the schoolyard under construction can be seen in 

Figure 3.1.  Students were expected to stay within the confines defined by a construction 

fence and a line of five storage bins.  Numbering 300-400 at any one recess time, they 

were generally observed either playing soccer on the grass, using balls, jump ropes and 

hula hoops on the black top (decorated with four-square grids and one accessible 

basketball hoop), running or standing/sitting around talking.   
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Figure 3.1.  Map of schoolyard, year preceding study (under construction). 

The following August, when this study commenced, remodeling of the school was 

complete.  Two new buildings were added onto the surface of the blacktop, and the play 

area expanded two-fold.  Additionally, a jungle gym play box with jungle gym structures 

and swings opened up on the corner of the playground (see Figure 3.2).   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

   

     Figure 3.2.  Map of school yard, year of study (post-remodel), structures. 

When the students arrived for the first day of classes, they also found that new 

pavement markings had been painted on the blacktop, indicating areas for play, including 

hopscotch, two-square and four-square grids, volleyball and basketball courts, and dodge 
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ball circles.  Soccer and kickball, as before, were to be played on the expansive grassy 

area, upon which no markings were made (see Figure 3.3). 

   

 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure 3.3. Map of school yard, year of study (post-remodel), play areas (pavement 
                markings). 

 

The new playground became a source of pride and a reason for celebration.  Just 

six months before the study commenced, discipline problems on the crowded blacktop 

had been numerous, so much so that a voluntary Behavior Management Task Force, 

comprised of concerned administrators, teachers, staff members and parents convened to 

review playground rules and brainstorm ways to create greater behavior accountability 

and structure on the playground.  A memo resulting from this meeting was distributed 

(see Appendix A) which, among other things, emphasized the importance of consistency 

on the part of the teacher on yard duty, and introduced the idea of a freeze bell.  For the 

new school year, teachers were asked to teach students in the classroom about playground 

rules, and practice freezing when the bell rang outside.  Still, the school community 

marveled at the extensive area for play.  And though the equipment check-out system, 
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facilitated the prior year by the physical education teacher and parent volunteers, was no 

longer in service, individual classes had each received two to three playground balls, 

along with several hula hoops and jump ropes for students to use on the blacktop.  The 

first days on the new playground were filled with multiple games and activities. 

 To recap, the current study took place in a medium-size city with a historic legacy 

of diversity and dramatic demographic change that has affected Westside School, its 

instructional program, its playground and community.  Members of this community, 

including students, parents and school faculty, were included in the research so as to 

represent the myriad of voices that make up Westside.  An introduction to these 

participants follows. 

Participants 

 The current inquiry has followed a case study approach.  Smith (1978) defines 

case studies as characterized by “bounded systems,” while Merriam (1998) reminds us 

that such a design is not only particularistic, but also descriptive (providing “thick 

description”) and heuristic (bringing about new understandings).  A case study approach 

lent itself well to this research. Given Westside’s large English learner population, 

particularly in the primary grades, and the recent, relative stability of the TWI program in 

the K-2 classes, the case of interest became Westside Elementary’s English learner 

second grade students. 

 Sampling within the case was criterion-based (LeCompte and Preissle, 1993), 

with the goal of selecting particular students for in-depth study.  First, students solicited 

for participation were second grade English learners who attended Westside in the year of 
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the study.  Second, case study students came from my own class, a group mirroring the 

general demographic and programmatic characteristics of Westside School.  This 

criterion enhanced my access to data and knowledge of relationships with the 

participants. One of five second-grade classes on campus, there were 20 students in the 

class; 60% were English learner students.  The class followed a daily schedule, as seen in 

Table 4.  Of note are the particularities of English Language Arts instruction; students 

were with a different teacher for this period.  Additionally, for thirty minutes each day, 

they were grouped by level (CELDT score) for second language development and in 

many cases had a third teacher for this period also. 

Table 4 

Room 27’s Daily Schedule 

 

Time of Day 

 

Subject 

 

Language of 

Instruction for 

Non-English 

learners 

 

Language of 

Instruction 

for English 

learners 

 

8:15-10:00 

 

Language Arts 

 

Spanish 

 

Spanish 

10:00-10:15 A.M. Recess   

10:15-10:45 Language Development 

(leveled time) 

Spanish English 

10:45-11:45 Language Arts English English 
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Table 4 (continued) 

 

Time of Day 

 

Subject 

 

Language of 

Instruction for 

Non-English 

learners 

 

Language of 

Instruction 

for English 

learners 

 

11:45-12:30 

 

Lunch Recess 

  

12:30-1:20 Language Arts Spanish Spanish 

1:20-1:35 P.M. Recess   

1:35-2:30 Math Spanish Spanish 

 

Though primary participants for the study would come from my own class, I had 

to remember that a playground is a busy place, with multiple players and fluid groupings.  

I realized that many other individuals may come to participate in the study, albeit 

indirectly, simply by playing with the students I was focusing on.   Preliminary 

observations from the year before had shown me that though first, second and third 

graders share the same recess; second graders usually play with other second graders.  At 

the beginning of the study, I sent a letter to all 100 second grade families at the school 

(see Appendix B and C), in addition to all faculty and staff (see Appendix D), briefly 

informing them of the study and inviting them to attend a classroom meeting to hear 

more about it.  Those who attended the meeting received and signed parental/staff 
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consent forms (see Appendices E and F).  Those second grade families who were unable 

to attend the meeting received a consent form with their child the next day after school.  

Of the 100 second grade families, 38 returned their consent forms with 36 giving consent 

and two denying.  Since second graders are shared between teachers, I knew most of the 

students and could easily recognize which students had the consent of their parents, and 

which did not.  This became important later during the collection of data. 

Twelve of the twenty families in my own class agreed to participate, and of these, 

four were selected, based both on gender (two boys, two girls) and CELDT level (two 

Intermediate students and two Advanced).  The students were asked to assent (see 

Appendix G and H) and the parents agreed to participate as well (see Appendix I and J).  

These four children became the primary participants of the study.  A brief biography of 

each follows: 

Andrés (7 years, 2 months old). 

Born in Manzanillo, Colima, Mexico, Andrés went to live with his grandparents 

back in their hometowns of Zamora, and Pajacuarán, Michoacan, when he was one and a 

half years old while his own parents came to Northern California to find work.  When he 

was three and a half years old, he came to live in the U.S. with his parents, older brother 

and grandparents, and a year and a half later, entered Westside as a kindergartener.  That 

year, he scored as an Early Intermediate speaker (Level 2) on the CELDT, but showed 

progress, and by the beginning of second grade was classified Intermediate (Level 3).  

His kindergarten and first grade teachers noted that though Andrés was a quiet, slow 

worker who could be easily distracted, he showed motivation to work.  Entrance 
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assessments in second grade showed that he was approaching grade level expectations in 

both English and Spanish.  

Nicolás (6 years, 9 months old). 

Nicolás (Nick) was born in the local hospital.  His parents and older brother had  

settled in the community three years earlier, after moving from El Llano, near Zamora, 

Michoacán.  Nick attended a local Head Start program; then entered Westside as a 

kindergarten student.  Like Andrés, he first tested at Early Intermediate (Level 2) but 

quickly progressed to Early Advanced (Level 4) by first grade.  His kindergarten and first 

grade teachers both noted that Nick benefited from “great parental support” and grade 

level proficiency in most areas.  Early second grade assessments showed that Nick  

was at or above grade level in both English and Spanish reading. 

Roberta (7 years, 10 months old). 

 
Roberta was born in the village of Maravilla, in the municipality of Ecuandureo, 

Michoacán, Mexico.  She came to live in the United States with her parents and two older 

brothers in April of her kindergarten year.  Westside kindergarten classes were full, so 

she was bussed to an English-only program across town for the final two months of the 

school year and the beginning of first grade.  By November of her first grade year, a spot 

had opened up at Westside, and she was able to transfer.  However, due to low 

performance that year, she was retained, repeating first grade.  For both first grade years, 

she tested at a Beginner Level (Level 1) on the CELDT, but by her early second grade 

year, had progressed to Early Intermediate (Level 2).   Her first grade teacher noted very 

slow progress the first year, with greater improvement in her retained year, despite 
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missing about 25 days to go to Mexico for Christmas break.  Early second grade 

assessments showed that Roberta was below grade level in both English and Spanish 

reading.   

Roxana (7 years, 8 months old). 

Roxana, like Nick, was born at the local hospital.  Eight years earlier, her mother 

had moved from her home in Ario de Rayón, near Zamora, Michoacán, Mexico, to join 

her husband, who had been living and working in the local community for 17 years.  In 

her early years, Roxana returned frequently to Ario with her mother and two older sisters 

to visit her maternal relatives, but remained in the community to complete pre-school 

with the Even Start Program, located on Westside’s campus.  After that, she entered 

kindergarten, where she immediately scored Advanced on the CELDT (Level 5).  At the 

beginning of second grade, she was still scoring Advanced.  Her kindergarten and first 

grade teachers noted excellent progress with good support at home, and that she 

“ . . .  takes her time on all work.”  Early second grade assessments showed her to be 

approaching grade level in English reading, while being above grade level in Spanish.  

 The four case study students represented a range of English language 

proficiencies.  Both Andrés and Roberta were at Early Intermediate/Intermediate levels, 

while Nick and Roxana were at Early Advanced/Advanced levels.  They also represented 

diversity in immigration status.  Andrés and Roberta were born in Mexico while Nick and 

Roxana were born in the local community.  Curiously, all four families were from the 

same region, near Zamora, Michoacán Mexico (see Figures 3.4 and 3.5). 
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    Figure 3.4.  Map of Michoacán, Mexico. 

 

                                   
 
Figure 3.5.  Pajacuarán, El Llano, Ario de Rayón and Atecucario, in the Zamora region  
         of Michoacán. 
 

Secondary participants in the study were not observed, but were interviewed.  

These included the four mothers of the case study students, the school principal, two 

second grade teachers and two yard duty supervisors.  All adults were also asked to 

provide informed consent prior to the commencement of the study (see Appendix I and 

J). 

In sum, the primary participants of this study, all English learner second graders, 

were selected, based both on gender and on English proficiency, as determined by the 
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CELDT measure.  Their inclusion, in addition to those of their families, and select faculty 

members, ensured that the ethnographic portrait of Westside’s playground would reflect 

multiple voices and experiences.  The details regarding the collection of these voices in 

the data follow. 

Study Design 

Data Collection 

 Data triangulation was important to this study.  The sources of data that 

corresponded to research questions can be found in Table 5.  They highlight the 

importance of observations, interviews and artifact collection.  

Table 5 

Research Questions and Sources of Data 

 

Research Questions 

 

Primary Sources of Data 

 

What are the 

discursive practices 

of English learners 

in peer-group, 

playground 

interactions?   

 

 

Observations: 

Field notes of playground interactions. 

Daily audio/video transcripts of playground. 

Interviews: 

Interviews with administrator/ playground supervisor. 

Artifacts: 

Student-authored maps and writings. 

Other documents related to playgrounds. 
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Table 5 (continued) 

 

Research Questions 

 

Primary Sources of Data 

 

How do gender and 

ideology play a role 

in children’s games? 

 

 

Observations: 

Audio transcripts of classroom events. 

Interviews: 

Interviews with case study students. 

Interviews with family members. 

Artifacts: 

Student-authored writings and socio-grams. 
 
Other media and school authored documents. 

 
What is the 

relationship between 

these practices and 

school performance? 

Observations: 

Daily field notes of classroom interactions. 

Interviews: 

Interviews with teachers. 

Artifacts: 

Student assignments and evaluations. 

Other media and school authored documents. 

 

As can be seen, the most significant source of data involved participant 

observation on the playground.  These observations took place during the lunch recess 
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(see Table 4), since this is a longer period of play during the school day.   During 

observation times, I adopted an ethnographic, longitudinal approach to play, as reflected 

in the work of Corsaro (2003, 2005) in developing his theory of interpretive reproduction 

among childhood peer cultures.  Such an approach focused on researcher entrance into 

the peer groupings by de-emphasizing one’s own adult status, following the lead of the 

children, participating in games and listening rather than speaking.   

In this way, I hoped that much of the observational data collected on the 

playground would reflect as closely as possible the true nature of the peer cultures from 

within.  As a participant-observer, this meant transforming my usual role on the 

playground, from occasional yard duty supervisor (disciplinarian) to player.  Since our 

school has a uniform policy, I began wearing the school uniform with sneakers.  I left 

behind the bright orange plastic yard duty vest and whistle I usually used on the 

playground and carried nothing in my hands.  For the first two months of the study, 

(September and October), I would go out to the playground and quietly stand or sit on the 

side of games, and was usually invited to play.  I carried a small notebook in my pocket 

and jotted down key ideas and impressions when I had a moment.  At the end of the 

lunch period, my students would write and draw for 15 minutes in a playground journal, 

relaying their experiences on the yard.  Meanwhile, I would write in my own playground 

journal, recalling everything I had seen and participated in. 

In November, the level of my participation changed.  I began to carry a clipboard 

with me outside, and focused more intently on documenting my observations.  I used an 

observation form (see Appendix K) which guided the use of my observation time.  The 
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first five minutes were for a “Status of the Yard,” a brisk walk around the perimeter of 

the playground, in which I quickly noted games being played, number of players, 

numbers of EL students and boys/girls in each game.  The purpose of these first five 

minutes was to establish the variety of games of the day, the menu of selections, as it 

were, that students had to choose from.  For the final ten or fifteen minutes of play, I 

would find one case study student to observe closely.  I carried with me a list of the 

names of the 36 second graders whose families had given consent to participate, and 

referred to this frequently.  If non-consent children entered a game, observations stopped 

and I would move on to a different area.  This practice continued throughout the study.  

The introduction of the clipboard and the written observations decreased my level of 

participation in games significantly.  Though I played much less, I was still asked to hold 

jackets, clarify rules or get equipment for the players. 

In January, my status changed further as I asked my case study students to 

collaborate as co-ethnographers.  Each one agreed.  I explained that their only job would 

be to wear a fanny pack with a tape recorder while they played.  At first, all four were 

excited about the fanny pack, as were their friends.  After a couple of weeks, though, they 

seemed not to notice the pack anymore, and paid little attention to me with my clipboard.  

Finally, in February, I began video-taping play, and left the clipboard inside.  Case study 

students still took turns using the fanny pack, and I used the viewfinder function of my 

camera to maintain eye contact and some participation in games (laughing, smiling).  

Through the end of the study, I remained generally an observer, who many students, like 

Nick below, perceived as making a movie. 
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Figure 3.6.   Researcher role:  Nick’s playground journal.  

  “February 7.  Today on the  yard, I was playing tag with the girls and Ms. Cathy 

was putting us in the movie. The end” (2-7-06). 

In all, there were 86 observations recorded within the ten-month period between 

September 2005 and June 2006.  These included 15 or 20 minute observations of most 

lunchtime periods for each non-rainy school day.  Of these observations, 50 (58%) were 

either audio and/or videotaped, totaling approximately 8.5 hours of audio-taped and 5 

hours of video-taped data.  On average, each case study student was observed 36 times, 

with the largest number of observations recorded for the three students who were in the 

study longest (Andrés was a later substitute mid-study). Table 6 presents a summary of 
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the observed events, in which EL stands for English learner, and EO stands for English-

only (English dominant student). 

Table 6 

Events Observed in Playground Observations 

 

 

Game/Event 

 

Players, 

Gender 

 

Players,  

Dominant 

Language 

 

Language Used 

 

Tag 

 

Boy-Boy 

Boy-Boy 

Boy-Girl 

Boy-Girl 

Boy-Girl 

Girl-Girl 

Girl-Girl 

 

EL, EO 

EL 

EL, EO 

EL 

EL 

EL 

EL 

 

English  

English, Spanish EL low 

English (both if EL g-g start),  

English 

Spanish 

Spanish-English 

Spanish 

 

Soccer Boy-Boy EL, EO Spanish 
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Table 6 (continued) 

 

Game/Event 

 

Players, 

Gender 

 

Players,  

Dominant 

Language 

 

Language Used 

 

Jump rope 

 

Girl-Girl 

 

Girl-Girl 

Girl-Girl 

Girl-

Boy(EO) 

Girl-Boy  

 

EL-EO 

 

EL 

EL 

EL-EO 

       

EL 

 

Spanish, except to invite, explain rules to 

EO 

English, Spanish 

Spanish 

English  

 

Spanish (English with boys) 

 

Basketball 

 

Boy-Boy 

Girl-Girl 

 

EL, EO 

EL, 1EO  

 

English  

Spanish (English to the EO) 

 

Dodge ball Boy-Boy 

Boy-1Girl 

Boy-Girl 

Girl-Boy 

EL, EO 

EL, EO 

EL 

EL, EO 

English 

Both (mostly English) 

English (some Spanish between girls) 

Spanish (some English toward EO’s). 
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Table 6 (continued) 

 

Game/Event 

 

Players, 

Gender 

 

Players,  

Dominant 

Language 

 

Language Used 

 

Four-Square 

 

Girl-Boy 

 

Girl-Girl 

Girl-Girl 

 

Boy-Girl 

 

EL, 1EO 

(boy) 

EL, 1EO  

EL, EO 

 

EL 

 

Spanish (English counting out) 

 

Spanish, English  

Spanish (regulate game),  

English (count out) 

English 

 

Two-Square Girl-Boy 

 

Girl-Girl 

EL, EO 

 

EL, 1EO 

Spanish (counting out),  

English (“You’re out!”) 

Spanish,  

English (Counting and “You’re out!”) 

 

Volleyball Boy-Girl 

Boy 

EO, EL  

EO, EL 

English 

English 
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Table 6 (continued) 

 

Game/Event 

 

Players, 

Gender 

 

Players,  

Dominant 

Language 

 

Language Used 

 

Pretend Play, 

“Personas 

Mágicas” 

 

Boy-Girl 

Boy-Girl 

Boy-Boy 

 

EO 

EL, EO 

EL, EO 

 

English 

English 

English 

 

Pretend Play, 

“Dragon” 

Boy-Girl 

Boy-Girl 

EL-1EO (boy) 

EL-1EO (boy) 

English (some Spanish with girls) 

English 

 

Pretend Play,  

“Cops and 

Robbers” 

Boy-Boy 

Boy-Girl 

EL, EO 

EL 

English 

English (some Spanish between girls) 

 

 

Pretend Play, 

“Dinosaurs” 

Boy-Girl EL, EO English 

 

 

Counting Out Boy-Girl EL English 
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Table 6 (continued) 

 

Game/Event 

 

Players, 

Gender 

 

Players,  

Dominant 

Language 

 

Language Used 

 

Swings 

 

Boy-Boy 

Boy-Boy 

Boy-Girl 

Girl-Girl 

 

EL 

EL 

EO, EL 

EL 

 

English, Spanish 

English 

English, Spanish 

Spanish 

 

 Though playground observations were an important piece of data, they weren’t 

the only one.  Classroom-based observations also become important; as the teacher, I was 

able to keep observations and reflections about each student.  I was also able to keep 

notes of student discussions during read-alouds and literature discussions.  These often 

revealed interesting observations of student uses of language and notions inside the 

classroom.   

 Participant interviews became another key piece of data.  Semi-structured 

interviews were used with all participants based on the “Three-Interview Series” 

described by Seidman (1991), the goal of which is to provide opportunities to revisit 

participant responses to open-ended questions in three interviews.  The first established 

context, the second provided details and the third allowed for reflection. Within each 
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interview, the specific content of the questions was guided by Patton’s (1990) typology of 

experience, opinion, feeling, knowledge and background questions (see Appendix L).  

The case study students took part in all three interviews.  The first two they did alone, 

and the third was completed in a focus group, with all four students present.  Adult 

participants took part in only two interviews.  The first, at the beginning of the study, 

focused on family and labor history or history with the school, while the second, at the 

end of the study, emphasized further perspectives on English learner students, play, and 

the topic in general (see Appendix M).  The questions in all interviews were open-ended, 

with the goal of creating a relaxed, shared discussion atmosphere.  In all, a total of 27 

interviews were conducted.   

 Finally, extensive artifact collection took place.  Artifacts included those 

generated by the case-study students and their peers (writings, drawings, journals, 

assessments) as well as those authored by the school and community (policies, meeting 

minutes, newspaper articles).  In this way, I hoped that a complete socio-historical picture 

would develop that situated, described or explained my preliminary findings. 

 Again, data collection focused on the systematic use of participant-observation, 

semi-structured interviews and the archival of related artifacts to create a complete 

ethnographic portrayal from multiple sources.  Throughout and following collection, this 

data was examined extensively.  The process for these analyses follows. 

Data Analysis 

 The analysis of the data found in Table 5 was ongoing.  After lunch recess 

observations, as my students wrote in their playground journals, I sat and fleshed out my 
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observational notes for ten minutes.  Later at home, I transcribed audio and video taped 

observations.  Classroom observations were kept in a teacher research journal and were 

reviewed periodically.  All interviews were transcribed verbatim.   

 Additionally, data was shared with my graduate advisor, two other second-grade 

teachers and three university colleagues, outside of the school, shared their thoughts 

about my initial interpretations.  In this way I hoped to benefit from the unique 

perspectives of both campus insiders and outsiders.  Perhaps most importantly, the data 

was shared with the participants themselves, as member-checking occurred in follow-up 

interviews with students, parents and others. 

 In-depth analysis of data occurred in five phases.  First, analysis of all data took 

place chronologically, in the order it was collected, somewhat in the tradition of analytic 

induction (Robinson, 1951).  The goal in doing this was to identify any patterns or 

changes longitudinally.  I developed files labeled by month (September, 2005, October 

2005, etc.) and put all observations, interviews and artifacts together in the order they 

were collected.  Each month’s data was analyzed in order, and an analytic memo (Lewis, 

1997, p. 175) was composed for each month.  Analytic memos included general notes 

(events of importance for the month), preliminary findings concerning the three research 

questions, patterns and changes over time, and coded themes.   

 The coding of data became an important process for me.  I decided to use two 

methods for devising codes.  First, I devised three start lists (Miles and Huberman, 1994), 

pertaining to each of my research questions, and used research literature within my 

theoretical framework to create codes.  One start list, for example, was for English 
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learner play.  After studying Zentella’s (1997a) work analyzing the language of bilingual 

children in their neighborhood setting, I borrowed many of her same codes related to 

language alternation and code switching.  Other start lists included one for gender and 

play (drawing from the work of Gilmore, 1986 and Goodwin, 2006), and another for 

language ideologies (drawing from Ruiz, 1984; and Gonzalez, 2001). 

 As I went through the data, I also noted new codes suggested by the participants 

themselves, either in their own words or “glosses,” based on their discussion.  These new 

codes emerged especially from playground writings and interview transcripts, themes that 

seemed significant and relevant to the research questions. As I read through a piece of 

data, I coded it, noted new codes and kept a tally of occurrences of each code.  At the end 

of the chronological analysis of the entire corpus of data, I looked again at my codes and 

revised my lists, adding new codes, removing others.   

Following this first analysis, I analyzed the data chronologically a second time, 

but this time, for each particular case study student.  I had four file boxes, one for each 

student, within which I filed copies of all observations, interviews and artifacts pertaining 

only to that child.  Again, I looked at each piece of data in chronological order, coded 

using both start lists and participant-authored codes, and created a code list for each child, 

much as I had in the first analysis. 

 Third, I wanted to analyze the data thematically across all events using the 

constant-comparative method (Glasser and Strauss, 1967).  This time, I looked at one 

type of data at a time.  I began with all of the observations, then looked at all of the 

interviews, and finally, all of the remaining artifacts.  My goal was to glean greater 
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insight into the types of themes related to my inquiry that corresponded to each data 

source.  I found that the process of coding changed and had to remain flexible 

throughout.   

Fourth, I completed a thematic analysis for each child, and was able to develop an 

overall theme list for each case study student.   Finally, I returned to the observational 

data once more, searching out data for each student that was particularly illustrative of 

themes.  For these I employed some of the conventions of conversation analysis (Sacks, 

1984; Schegloff, 1984), adapting a method of transcription used by Goodwin (2006) in 

her playground work (see Appendix N).   

The end result of these analyses was a portrait of each student longitudinally, as 

they progressed throughout the year, and thematically, across a variety of data methods.  

Additionally, analysis of all data together allowed for an understanding of the complete 

playground itself, within the socio-cultural context of the community and historic 

moment.  The processes of data reduction (coding) and elaboration (participant insights) 

allowed me greater insight into the types of themes inherent in the data.  Furthermore, the 

multiple looks at the data itself assured a comprehensive consideration of all the data 

might have been offering me, within the qualitative process.  And finally, the use of 

conversation analysis for select observations allowed me to delve deeply into the turn-by-

turn construction of situated activities.   

Summary 

The current investigation emerged from questions that arose for me as a teacher of 

English learners, specifically concerning the nature of their abilities and the processes for 
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their learning.  I conducted a study on the playground of the dual immersion charter 

school where I teach, in a medium-sized community of Northern California.  The 

playground and school, like the greater community, had experienced dramatic changes, 

including substantial increases in the English learner population.    The present study 

adopted an ethnographic case study approach in which four second grade students from 

my class were observed while at play and interviewed throughout the year.  Other 

participants included the mothers of the students, the school principal, teachers and yard 

duty supervisors, all who were also interviewed.  Data collection took place during a ten-

month period.  This was followed by repeated, rigorous, triangulated analysis. 

The findings for the study follow in the next three chapters, and are organized by 

research questions.  Chapter 4 details the findings related to the first question (discursive 

practices of the students on the playground), Chapter 5 describes those of the second 

question (the roles of ideology and gender in the co-construction of games), and Chapter 

6 shares the outcomes of the third question (relating the playground findings to school 

performance.)  A discussion follows in Chapter 7 which highlights implications of this 

work. 
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CHAPTER 4 

DISCURSIVE PRACTICES 

“Work and play are words used to describe the same thing under differing conditions.” 
 

                                                                                               Mark Twain, (1998, p. 106). 

 The first question of this study was, “What are the discursive practices of English 

learners in peer culture, playground interactions?”  In this chapter, I present a working 

definition for discourse and discursive practice from an ethnographic perspective, arguing 

for the usefulness of conversation analysis in framing interactions as “situated activities” 

(Goffman, 1961).  Then, I focus on the four case study students and discuss some of the 

major patterns in their use of discourse on the playground.  This chapter does not seek to 

outline every discursive turn each child took.  A finding central to this research was that 

no child had a static, predictable pattern of play.  Rather, Table 6 also illustrated that 

discourse on the playground was ever-changing, as games were co-constructed with 

multiple players in different settings and moments in time.   

 All participants interviewed for this study (students, administrators, teachers, 

parents and yard duty supervisors) shared the general observation that English seemed to 

be the prevalent language of recess on the Westside playground.  In reality though, use of 

Spanish and code-switching practices was common, depending on the game, mix of 

players, or time of year.  As María, a classroom aide and yard duty supervisor observed:  

Juegan en grupo.  Entonces al estar jugando, ellos, no les importa que uno hable 

en el idioma que sea, ellos están jugando y tratan de comunicarse de acuerdo a lo 

que está saliendo en su juego.  Y, y, si hay alguna cosa, lo dicen, como ellos lo, lo 
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saben decirlo.  Si entre los otros niños, de alguna manera ellos siempre se van a 

entender.  Que es lo que los está diciendo, no importa.  Ellos, su juego es lo 

importante [They play in groups.  So as they play it doesn’t matter to them that 

kids use whatever language, they are playing, and they try to communicate with 

each other according to what is happening in the game.  And if there is something, 

they say it the way they know how.  When with other kids, one way or another, 

they will understand each other, what is being said.  For them, the game is the 

important thing] (8-30-06). 

Indeed, this study found that most children at Westside played in groups, and that 

these groups co-constructed the discourse dynamics of play at particular moments in 

time.  Discursive practices were intrinsically tied to peer cultures.  One’s own language 

proficiency, the perceived proficiencies of other players, the game itself, the time of the 

school year are only some of the elements that contributed to the organization of 

discourse in these groups.  For Andrés, Nicolás, Roberta and Roxana, this meant an 

unpredictable, dynamic playground experience.  

Defining Discourse 

 In the second chapter, I wrote that this study was informed by an ethnographic 

perspective which sought to value child discourse both as particular to genre, and within 

a larger socio-cultural context.  But what exactly is discourse?  Working definitions 

abound.  Jaworski and Coupland (1999), highlighting the interdisciplinary nature of the 

field, defined discourse generally as “language use relative to social, political and cultural 

formations – it is language reflecting social order but also language shaping social order, 
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and shaping individuals’ interaction with society” (p. 3).  Most have understood discourse 

to encompass both general theory and specific utterances.  Foucault (1972), for example, 

outlined that discourse encompassed both particular statements and larger practices:  “. . . 

practices that systematically form the objects of which they speak” (p. 49).  Likewise, 

Mills (1997) reviewed the larger critical, post-colonial, feminist voices on discourse, at 

the same time emphasizing the significance of micro-analysis, “. . . a concern with the 

structures and rules of discourse” (p. 49).  Gee (1999), distinguishing between “’little d’ 

discourse” and “’big D’ Discourses,” noted, “When ‘little d’ discourse (language-in-use) 

is melded integrally with non-language ‘stuff’ to enact specific identities and activities, 

then, I say that ‘big D Discourses’ are involved” (p. 7).   

 For the current investigation, my challenge was to develop a working definition of 

discourse, one that could include both specific language-in-use on the playground, as well 

as the more general cultural practices implied by this use.  Again, this inquiry adopted an 

ethnographic approach, considering both genre and context.  At the same time, I looked 

toward social interaction theory, specifically Goffman’s work on performance, face work, 

and footing, for help conceptualizing discourse on a day-to-day basis.   In emphasizing 

the performative nature of any interaction, Goffman (1959) shed light on considering the 

importance of all parts of the “front,”’ or, “. . . that part of the individual’s performance 

which regularly functions in a general and fixed fashion to define the situation for those 

who observe the performance” (p. 22) .    

 For this project, I have concurred with Goffman and others, particularly Goodwin 

(1990, 1998, 2001, 2006) in identifying play as an example of performed interaction.  
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Discursive practices became those mechanisms involved in these performances, including 

words, pitch, gestures, or silences.  Hence, the research here not only focused on 

utterances, but on the setting, appearance and manner that constituted the front of 

playground interaction.  I analyzed not only the words themselves, but the conditions, 

effects and gestures that framed them.  In short, I attempted to consider the totality of 

each game or playground event, be it short or long, as a “situated activity system” 

(Goffman, 1981), or the shared focus of participant involvement.  Analyzing specific 

events, participant alignment and changes in footing became apparent. 

  In addressing the question of the discursive practices of these four students, it 

became clear that none of them had a limited, tidy set of strategies to draw from.  Instead, 

the sections that follow highlight just a few of the more unique discursive practices 

(performances) observed over time for each case study student, relevant patterns of 

interest that emerged from the data for each child.  Each child’s section begins with an 

introduction to the student, and is followed by a closer look at those sociolinguistic 

patterns that emerged particular to each one.    

Andrés 

“Cathy!” Marta, the school secretary sheepishly called, “we’ve found your 

Andrés.”  The second week of school had just ended, and Andrés was the only 

student who hadn’t shown up yet.  Marta explained that actually, he had been 

sitting at the back of Janet Imus’ fourth grade class the whole time.  “He’s tall, 

and so quiet,” Janet later told me, “and with all those kids!  I never even noticed 

him.” 
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  Figure 4.1.  “El patio y yo” [The yard and me] (Andrés, 5-4-06). 
 

Andrés joined the study in January, taking the place of Ramón, a case study 

student who moved suddenly to another school.  That month, Rona, Andrés’ mother, 

asked to meet with me one day after school.  She was worried; Andrés was refusing to do 

his homework and failing to keep up with his responsibilities at home.  “Por favor, 

Maestra, hable con él” [Please, talk to him], she pleaded.   

A few weeks later, I went to visit the family’s home off Mountain Road, the last 

driveway on the edge of a modest, suburban neighborhood, heading out of town.  One 

block east was a neighborhood mini-strip mall with a laundromat, RanchMex market and 

a Wine Country cuisine restaurant.  One block west was a sudden, steep expanse of 

hillside, dotted with oaks, vineyards and the occasional grazing deer.  Turning down the 

dirt driveway, I slowed for the potholes and some chickens crossing the path, and parked 

under the clothesline next to a series of four small cabins.  An excited little terrier 

charged my car, followed by a little girl and boy, both about four or five years old.  In the 

second cabin, a one-room structure, I found Andrés with his older brother, watching 

television from their bunk beds, a couple of dressers lining the walls.  Andrés’ 
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grandmother, Señora Eugenia came in from the front house, with the two smaller 

children.  “¡Ay!  ¡Estos niños!” [Oh! These kids!], she laughed, as she pulled up a stool 

and sat beside me. 

Andrés was a second grade English learner assessed as Intermediate on the 

CELDT.  He was born in Mexico, and immigrated to the local community at a young age.  

In the following section, I highlight two discursive patterns relevant to Andrés as he 

played with peers in second grade.  First, I describe his steady progression over time from 

less-structured games in Spanish to organized events in English.  Second, I illustrate how 

Andrés used gesture and imitative language to establish alignment with other players and 

belonging within peer groups.   

From Pikachú to Tag 

 The first discursive practice was a change over time, from games in Spanish with 

small groups (one or two other students), to games in English with larger groups (groups 

of five or more.)  Arriving after the fourth-grade mix-up, Andrés quickly found a set of 

friends from first grade that he could play with.  In September and October, Andrés was 

most often observed playing near the classroom line, on the edge of the blacktop, with 

two or three other English Learners, usually Beginner or Intermediate-level students like 

himself, both boys and girls.  Usually, these were informal games like “Abrazen a 

alguien” [Hug someone] and “Pikachu” [Rock, Paper, Scissors or “Rochambeau”], and 

almost always, they were quietly played in Spanish.  In his playground journal, Andrés 

wrote little and appeared to have a hard time describing how he played.  Instead, he filled 

the pages with his mixed feelings about the move his family made from his apartment to 
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the cabins out on Mountain Road.  Once, after copying the standard prompt off the white 

board, he combined this personal connection with a story of how he was first introduced 

to tag that day. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 4.2.  Andrés journal entry (10-14-05). 

October 14, 2005:  “Today on the playground.  One day I moved.  And later we 

went to the play box with my friends, but we didn’t know anything about that game and a 

big girl told us and now I understand that game.  It’s called tag.  You tag someone and 

you’re It.  Later you’re It and you tag and you tag." 

Mid-October marked the moment when Andrés began to venture away from the 

area near our classroom, and into the play box [“el parque”] across the blacktop, where 

boys and girls of different grade levels and language proficiencies played on swings and 

monkey bars.  Tag was an especially popular game because the jungle gym provided 

plenty of places to hide; there was a tree on the edge of the box that sometimes served as 
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base.  At the same time, tag in the play box was against school rules.  Students knew and 

played in spite of this, cautiously seeming to run around the area where yard duty 

supervisors could see less.  

Andrés still returned to the area near the classroom occasionally to play with his 

small group of English learner friends (especially Ramón and Gladys), though now he 

began to introduce tag to the group, along with some of the English vocabulary that went 

with it. A tall tree with protruding roots served as the site for tag, and as the students 

walked around its base hugging the trunk, Andrés explained that whoever touched the 

ground would be It.  “¡Si tachas la tierra, entonces tú eres!  Esto es las trais. . . . Mira, me 

taché en el base.  I’m not It, you’re It.”  [If you touch the ground, then you’re It!  This is 

tag. . . . Look, I touched base.  I’m not It, you’re It].   Here, we begin to see Andrés as the 

first among his friends to incorporate a crutching code-switching pattern (Zentella, 

1997a) with vocabulary particular to tag.   

By the end of the school year, Andrés played tag and its variations often.  He 

seemed most excited to learn new forms of tag.  One afternoon, Andrés, Nicolás, 

Roberta, Roxana and I were walking out to the playground.  Andrés enthusiastically 

began to tell Nicolás about a new tag game he had learned (field notes, 6-5-06). 
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Andrés:    (You) have to m-it, it’s like tag, it IS tag pero con   

                 la pelota [but with the ball]. 

  

Nicolás:    I  (1.0) I    KNOW!  
 
         
 
Andrés:       Y necesitas agarrarlo como, como pelota, necesitas 

a quitársela [But you need to grab it, like, like the ball, you need to 

grab it]. 

Nicolás:   Are you talking to ME? Or the teacher. (1.0)  I KNOW that.  (4.0)   

 °I already know.  

Andrés:   Y luego, ya no, ya no mas necesitas, necesitas dársela para EL.   

                           [You just, you just need, need to give it to him.]   

   °You have to tag him.  

 

   

Figure 4.3.  Nicolás (not pictured) to Andrés, (far right):  “I KNOW that.” 
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 Here, Andrés enthusiastically tried to engage Nicolás in talk about a new tag 

game.  He began his explanation in English identifying the game as tag, and then 

switched into Spanish to describe how the game was different from traditional tag.  While 

his switch may have been motivated by clarification (explaining the complexities of the 

game in Spanish to help Nicolás understand), it was more likely a crutching code switch 

(Zentella, 1997a), motivated by Andrés’ greater proficiency in Spanish.  Nicolás was a 

more proficient English speaker, who played almost exclusively in English.  In fact, his 

impatient response in English, “Are you talking to ME? Or the teacher.” may have 

revealed, not only that he already knew about the game, but that he didn’t need to hear 

the explanation in Spanish.  Andrés’ frown and hesitant recovery demonstrated his 

disappointment in Nicolás’ reaction.  He ended quietly in English, “You have to tag 

him,” perhaps relating the word tag with English, or, following Nicolás’ lead.  The 

conversation was over. 

 The prior excerpt demonstrated, not only Andrés’ enthusiasm at the end of the 

year for tag games, but also that relationships existed for him between tag, English and 

other boys like Nicolás.  Andrés switched from English, to Spanish, to English again 

when talking about tag.  He addressed only Nicolás, even though two other girls were 

with him.  The example also showed how Andrés could appear to be shut down.  Nicolás, 

a more proficient English speaker, a boy, a tag player of greater experience silenced him 

by dismissing his description of the new tag game. 

 Andrés, an Intermediate speaker, began the year playing games in Spanish with 

small groups of other English learners.  By the end of the year, he was participating in 
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larger group games in English, like dodge ball and tag.  The next section describes some 

of the strategies that Andrés used to gain entrance into these games and facilitate his 

inclusion as a group member. 

Gaining Entrance:  Facilitating Inclusion. 

A second discursive practice was observed especially as Andrés gained greater 

entrance into large-group English games.  He rarely asked permission to play first.  For 

him, gaining entrance into games mostly meant employing gestural and linguistic 

strategies that were imitative, and aligned him as a fellow player.  Learning tag in the 

play box appeared to be a turning point.  Andrés still played Pikachú back at the line-up 

area with his friends, but he also began to try out new games, like dodge ball, and 

continued to play tag, often in different areas of the yard.  As he began to play with more 

proficient English speakers, the games were played more and more in English and most 

often, only with other boys.    

In January, after the tree near our classroom was cut down (the tag tree) and his 

friend Ramón left the school, Andrés seemed to have a harder time entering into games.  

Sometimes he spent his time alone, picking up garbage (students earned delfinito prizes 

for collecting litter), running laps in Mileage Club, or walking to different classrooms to 

ask teachers if they needed any help.  Other times, he appeared to walk around alone and 

aimlessly on the blacktop.   

One day like this, in February, Andrés approached a dodge ball game in progress, 

with about eight other boys (both English-dominant speakers and English learners) 

yelling in English and playing with three balls flying around the middle of the circle.  
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Hands in pockets, he slowly walked back and forth around the edge of the circle, 

watching the boys, and saying quietly in a low voice, “I could have to play here . . . I 

could have to play, play.”  Then suddenly, looking toward the direction of one of the 

balls, he jumped into the middle of the circle and began to run.  Laughing, giggling, 

crouching, and yelling, “Whoa-hoa!” and “Whee!” as the other players did, allowed him 

to appear as a player, and he entered into the game, without actually having to talk to 

anyone (field notes, 2-8-06). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.4.   Andrés (far left): “I could have to play.”  
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 Figure 4.5.   Andrés joining game. 
 

This example showed Andrés’ use of imitative behaviors to jump in and join a 

game, without asking for permission or even speaking to the other players.  He first 

observed, quietly talking to himself and remaining around the perimeter of the game.  

Watching the ball, he took advantage of a moment when all players were looking away, 

then followed their example by looking toward the direction of the ball also, eventually 

entering the middle of the circle.  In this way, he was able to play, yet avoided any 

structured verbal routines, like, Can I play? that could lead to rejection.      

On another occasion, Andrés gained access to a group of English-dominant 

students digging holes around the roots of a tree; this time, he spoke.  The group of three 

players (one boy, two girls) was known for pretend play together with games like 

“Personas Mágicas” [Magic People] and Dinosaurs.  On occasion, English learners would 

join them, though this wasn’t typical.  On this particular blustery day in March, Andrés 

joined them to use sticks to carve around the tree roots and remove the mud.   Andrés 

later wrote that they were making a hotel for the ants that lived there.   
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At the beginning of the event, Andrés crouched down next to Collin and began 

digging.  Collin appeared to be the leader of the group; he directed others in their digging.  

When other students found worms, they yelled to show them to Collin.  In the following 

excerpt, Henry, an English-dominant boy from another class, approached the group and 

addressed Collin about joining.  At the same time, Andrés used proximity, tapping, 

gesturing and speech with Collin to reinforce his own inclusion in the group. 

Henry:   Collin, can I be right here digging? 
 
Collin:   ((Looking up, shrugs)) I don’t know . . . ? ((looks back down)) 

(0.5) there~re ANts over HEre. 

Andrés:   Cuz of the ants. 
 
Collin:     WHY is ANts. 
 
Andrés:  ((Smiles at Collin, looks at him)) Ni::ce ants. ((points to ground 

with right forefinger)) 

Collin:   ((To Henry)) Sure, ((looks up at Henry)) Sure ((looks down) . . .   

    SURE. 

Andrés:   Jack, na . . . ((taps Collin’s knee twice with left hand, points to dirt 

with right forefinger)) 

Collin:     ((Leans over to left, looks at hole)).  A, OKAY, you have to do it. 

                 ((returns, continues digging own hole)) 
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Figure 4.6.   Andrés:  “Ni::ce ants.” 
 
 
 
 
 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 4.7.   Andrés:  “Jack, na - .” 

Though he initially confused Collin’s name for Jack’s, Andrés used proximity, 

gesturing and language to emphasize the shared task the boys were participating in.  In 

this way he created an alliance with Collin, the understood leader of the activity, and 

reinforced his membership with the group, even as another outsider was trying to gain 

access.  For the rest of the activity, Andrés spoke little, only occasionally repeating the 
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other students, (“A worm! A worm!”), commenting on bugs (“It’s slimy!”) and once, 

calling out after Collin had moved away, “Eh! Eh! Collin, here’s the good dirt! . . . Here’s 

the good dirt!”  Pointing with his stick, looking at Collin, and gesturing toward the hole, 

he reaffirmed his mutual interest and team work with the group leader (field notes, 3-1-

06). 

Summary for Andrés. 

 In this section, I described how Andrés utilized discursive practices throughout 

the school year to participate on the playground.  First, I showed how this Intermediate 

speaker went from small-group or paired games like Pikachú, to larger group games like 

tag.  This progression resulted in Andrés’ increased participation in highly structured 

games, mostly with other boys.  He became initiated into a new network of English-

speaking players, and he was excited about this.  Second, I demonstrated that Andrés 

used eye tracking, proximity, gesture and language choices to imitate others and facilitate 

his inclusion in play groups.  These strategies resulted in alignment with other players 

and access to games without actually having to ask explicit permission to join.  Andrés, a 

first-generation immigrant English learner who was often quiet inside the classroom, 

understood practices which could make him successful as an active participant in 

increasingly English-speaking boy groups on the playground.   

Nicolás 

Una disciplina: que respetar las cosas que normalmente que se tienen que hacer.  

Y pues sí debe de caer en que sean exigentes.  Para el niño, si él no necesita, yo 

como madre yo preferiría que a mi hijo le exigiera, porque así lo van a impulsar.  
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Porque creo que, al menos yo a mi hijo. . . yo pienso que lo puede lograr.  Que si 

a él le exigen, lo puede hacer, lo puede lograr [Discipline. Respecting the things 

that you just have to do.  And yes, it has to do with being demanding.  For him 

(Nicolás), if he doesn’t need it, I as a mother, would prefer that you push him 

anyway, because that way, you’ll motivate him.  Because I think, at least with my 

son, I think that he can do it.  That if you push him, he can do it; he can succeed] 

(Sonia, Nicolás’ mother, 8-25-06). 

  
 
Figure 4.8.   Tag by Nicolás (10-24-05). 
 

Nicolás and I walked together the five blocks from school to his house as he 

talked to me about his two brothers:  José Carlos (in middle school) and Enrique (one and 

a half).  We turned into the quiet cul-de-sac and approaching the house, saw Nicolás’ 

father, José wave, as he kicked a soccer ball in the street with little Enrique.  The fenced, 

grassy front yard was divided by a white stone path winding up to the front porch.  Fruit 

trees and geraniums dotted the way to the door, while a couple of well-tended grape vines 

and tomato plants stretched back along the side of the house.  Inside, the house was cool, 

dark and quiet, comfortable sofas in a sitting room decorated with a crucifix, family 
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wedding and baby photos.  Nicolás showed me the new computer in José Carlos’ room, 

and then lay on the bed to watch some television.  Sonia, his mother sat with me, feeling 

frustrated.  It was the fourth week of classes, and Nick’s new third grade teacher still 

hadn’t sent homework.  “¡Allí donde está el detalle!  La tarea que la están dejando, como 

Nicolás ahorita como casi no tiene, ¡pues quiere tener más tiempo viendo caricaturas!” 

[This is the thing!  The homework they give, like, Nicolás right now that he almost has 

none, he wants to have more time to watch cartoons!], she sighed.   

Nicolás, a second-generation immigrant boy, had been assessed as an Early 

Advanced speaker on the CELDT, and had a history of high grades in school.  On the 

playground he was observed playing with a variety of students.  Of the four students 

observed for this study, Nicolás used the most English on the playground.  He also 

enacted two other frequent practices: rule talk and discursive establishment of status.  

First, I describe how rule talk and concern with rules became a predominant theme in 

Nicolás’ interactions.  Second, I outline how Nicolás used discursive practices to align 

himself as a player of experience and importance in games.   

Discipline, Rules and Tag. 

 Tag was Nicolás’ game.  His favorite game in kindergarten, he reported playing it 

in first grade, and consistently participated in tag games throughout the second grade 

year.  In December and January he took a break, participating in pretend play games like 

Personas Mágicas and Dinosaurs with a group of English-dominant boys and girls, but by 

February, he had returned to tag.  Nicolás said he enjoyed tag because of the challenge 

and the strategy it involved, but he was also especially concerned with the rules of the 
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game.  At Westside, the rules for tag appeared to be in a constant state of flux.  

Determining the base(s), calling “times” (time-outs), deciding who would be “It,” and 

Puppy Guarding (continuously hovering around the same player to tag):  these were all 

rules that changed depending on the setting, mix of players and time of year.  For 

Nicolás, the dynamic nature of the rules seemed hard to accept; he expected a certain 

amount of discipline in the way others approached the rules.   

For example, Nicolás noted that he preferred to play tag with his friends because 

they used the tree (in the play box) as the base, whereas other groups chose yellow or red 

parts of the jungle gym (the jungle gym was made of metal pieces painted yellow, red 

and blue).  “Yo dije, ‘¡Eso no es justo!’, porque amarillo es todas las partes . . . nada más 

es UN árbol” [I said, “That’s not fair!” because yellow is everywhere . . . there’s only 

ONE tree].  He also felt that calling “times” in the middle of the game was to be saved 

only for important reasons, and particularly complained about Lorrie, a girl in the class 

who he felt abused the times rule:   

Y no más siempre está en times, en times, es como, no, éste, no está tachando el 

base, menos todavía no te pueden agarrar.  No siente, menos para hacer el times 

necesitas decir, “I’m in times.”  Necesitas decir, “I’m in times.” Menos siempre 

cuando yo agarro a ella, ella no di-, ella me dijo nada, y todavía dice, menos “¡Yo 

estoy en times!”  Siempre. . . No me gusta eso, entonces así, no la tacho [And 

she’s always in times, it’s like, not, she’s not touching base, when they can’t tag 

you.  She doesn’t, but to be on times, you have to say, “I’m in times.”  You have 

to say, “I’m in times,” but always when I tag her, she doesn’t say . . . she hasn’t 
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said anything, but she still says, “I’m in times!”  Always . . . I don’t like that, so 

that’s why I don’t tag her] (interview, 5-15-06). 

Nicolás was also frustrated by kids who couldn’t commit to the game, those who, 

when tagged, would yell that they weren’t playing.  But later, when they weren’t being 

chased, they would yell that they were playing.  This is why he and his friend Carlos 

invented a rule--the last one at the play box is It.  “Y siempre cuando ya estamos jugando 

y Lorrie dice, ‘Um, ¿Puedo jugar?’ y la dejamos jugar, menos que ¡ella necesita estar It!  

Y por eso no sigue las reglas.  Una regla que tú eres It” [And always when we’re already 

playing and Lorrie says, ‘Can I play?’ and we let her play, but she has to be It!  And 

that’s why she doesn’t follow the rules.  A rule that you have to be It] (interview, 5-15-

06). 

Nicolás, not unlike his mother, appeared frustrated by a lack of consistency and 

discipline.  In his case, it seemed hard to accept the dynamic nature of the rules for tag, 

even though he himself ultimately contributed to this by inventing new rules.  

Furthermore, the very act of playing tag in the play box was against school rules.  Nicolás 

didn’t seem to recognize that by playing in it, he himself was failing to follow rules.  

 Observations of Nicolás showed that of all players, he expressed the most 

opposition to player moves in tag based on perceived rule infractions.  He mostly did this 

by yelling loudly, “Hey! That’s not fair! No way!” and usually when he himself was It.  

One day, he had been playing with a group of six other boys and girls, and yellow areas 

of the jungle gym were base.  Nicolás had been It for the first minute of the game, but 

was having a hard time tagging someone because all of the other players were touching 
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yellow.  In the following excerpt, Pola yelled out to Nicolás, taunting him to tag her, but 

when Nicolás ran up to the top of the jungle gym toward Pola, he realized she was 

touching yellow (field notes, 5-12-06). 

Pola:  ((Pola is at the top of the structure as Nicolás climbs up,   

   approaching her)) NicoLAS. Here. (2.0) ((touches yellow)) BASE. 

Nicolás: Aw:::-come o::n ((turns to right, back to Pola)) YOU’RE   

   ALWAYS ON THE YELLOW. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.9.  Nicolás:  “Aw:::-come o::n.  YOU’RE ALWAYS ON THE YELLOW.” 

 
 Pola was standing right in front of Nicolás, but he still yelled his complaint, 

turning his back to her as though making an announcement to all of the players.  It 

appeared important to him that other players knew of his disagreement with always 

staying on base.  This example showed that for Nicolás, rule clarification and opposition 

to players based on perceived rule infractions was a public matter.  His volume and body 

stance showed that he wasn’t just communicating--he was performing. 
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 In the same game, when Jonathan was finally tagged, Nicolás sat up at the top of 

the structure, feet hanging over the side.  He yelled down, “Jonathan, now you know, 

Jonathan.  Now you know how HARD it is!” seemingly referring to the difficult role of  

being It in a game where everyone was touching yellow (field notes, 5-12-06). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.10.  Nicolás:  “Now you know how HARD it is.” 
 
 Here, Nicolás again chose to announce his preoccupation with the “yellow as 

base” rule.  Sitting at the top of one of the structure’s ladders, he was at the center of 

play.  Other players were on the bridge just to his right watching, while more were below.  

Nicolás appeared unconcerned with the fact that he himself was not touching yellow; 

instead he used his positioning and again, volume, to announce, as though to an audience. 

 A couple of weeks later, Nicolás entered late into a game with three girls, where 

he had no say about the rules for base.  Tara, Jenny and Roberta were starting a tag game 

and trying to decide who would be It.  The girls would count to three and all say, “Not 

It!”  The last one to say “Not It!” would have to be It.  They had done this three times 

already, and kept having to do it over because all three were saying “Not It!” at the same 
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time.  Nicolás walked up to the girls, turned to Roberta and said, “I’ll be It” so that he 

could enter into their game: 

Nicolás:   Can I be? 
 
Tara:   OTRA vez.  [Again.]  

((Girls begin to walk away toward overhead bars, Nicolás follows next to 

Roberta.)) 

Nicolás  ((to Roberta)):  I’LL be It.   

((Girls turn around; Jenny hangs from red overhead bars)) 

Tara:    ((Looks at Nicolás)) I’m on times, times, ((runs away)) 
 
Jenny:  ((Looking at Nicolás)) Red is base. 
 
Nicolás:   Red? 
 
Jenny:  ((Nods once)). 
 

Nicolás:   ((Steps forward, tags Tara)). 
 
Roberta:   No, we’re on times. 
 
Tara:    NO::, we’re on times cuz she? 

   ((looks at Jenny, points, steps next to her and puts hands up on red  

  bar))   

  We’re on red.  Blue is everywhere so (2.0) red (1.0) maybe yell- 

  no? 

Nicolás:  ((Steps backward, looks at the girls, smiles, then frowns. Turns and 

  runs toward the structure.)) 
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Figure  4.11.  Nicolás:  “I’LL be It.” 

 

 
Figure 4.12.  Tara:  “We’re on red.” 
 
 This event was significant, because the girls were violating several rules that 

Nicolás had said were important to him.  First, they didn’t seem to have a sound way of 

choosing who would be It.  They were choosing red for base, and furthermore, they were 

calling “times” to keep from getting tagged, and yet, Nicolás continued to play, even 

offering to be It to get the game started.  He knew that he was entering into the girls’ 

game, and seemed to realize that he had to accept the girls’ conditions of play, including 
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their rules.  Throughout the rest of the game, Tara, Roberta and Jenny continued to touch 

red areas of the jungle gym and call “times.”  Not surprisingly, Nicolás was It for the 

whole game, but interestingly, he made few oppositional pronouncements about the rules 

as in other games.  Later in his journal he wrote: 

 

 
 
Figure 4.13.  Nicolás’ journal (5-24-06). 
 
“. . . and it was almost impossible to tag those three girls because the base was red and 

red is almost all parts of the park and almost never could I tag those three.  It was very 

hard to find them.” 

It was interesting that Nicolás chose to put up with perceived rule infractions and 

remain It when playing in a game established by all girls.  In other games, where he was 

observed playing with both boys and girls, he usually publicly criticized kids who broke 
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rules.  Perhaps rule-based objections constituted a public display that Nicolás reserved for 

larger groups, for boys, or for games that he himself established.   

When asked what he was good at on the playground, Nicolás responded, ‘Juego 

de las reglas.  Porque si veo un juego que yo se como hacer?  No mas, juego juegos que 

yo se jugar” [I play by the rules.  Because if I see a game that I know how to play?  I just 

play games that I know how to play].  In this section, I have shown that rules were a 

concern for Nicolás, and objections to player moves based on perceived rule infractions 

were performances reserved for the larger, mixed-gender groups he usually played with.  

In the next section, I explore how Nicolás employed further discursive strategies that not 

only facilitated his own inclusion, but also assured a status of importance within games. 

Gaining Entrance: Establishing Status 

Like Andrés, Nicolás knew to use observation and gesture to gain entrance into 

games.  Unlike Andrés, Nicolás was observed using taunting and anti-play behaviors 

(rather than imitative ones), not only to enter into games, but to establish status for 

himself as a superior player, especially in games with girls.  Once, for example, a group 

of seven English learner girls were playing tag in a 20-foot area of blacktop between two 

classroom portables.  The facing walls of the two portables were both bases; players ran 

between the two while the one who was It stayed in the middle, trying to tag the runners.  

At first, the girls were playing alone, then, Nicolás and his friend Carlos approached, 

staying off to the side.  By staying close by, talking to the players, waving arms and 

running through the game, both boys inserted themselves and started to play (field notes, 

2-7-06).  
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((Girls are running back and forth between the two walls, screaming)) 

Nicolás:   ((From side))  Roberta las trae [Roberta’s It].  

Sandra:   What. 

Nicolás:   Roberta. 

Sandra:   RoBERta’s It. 

((Nicolás stands against wall, legs spread, looks away, off-camera; walks away 

from game, then comes back. Steps away from wall and jumps up and down three 

times, then touches wall again.  He runs away from game with Carlos, runs 

through middle with Carlos, waving both arms dramatically over his head, and 

walks away.  They turn around, walk back and Nicolás quickly steps toward the 

wall, next to a player.  He runs diagonally across play area, waving arms, then 

back again, where he bumps into Robert)). 

Roberta:  NicoLA::S. 

Carlos:      NicoLAS is it. 

Nicolas:  ((smiling, laughing)) I’m not even- 

Roxana:   Ay, Rober,ta. 

Roberta:   Nicolas? You’re it. 

Roxana:   ((Waving right hand up in the air toward Nicolas))  

                            Oh NicoLA::,S  You’re I::,T. 

Carlos:     I’::M it. 

Sandra:    OK. 
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Roxana:   NicoLAS you’re it. 

Sandra:    NicoLAS you’re it. 

((Carlos runs into middle of game and starts chasing girls.  Nicolás laughs and 

starts jumping away from the wall, pumping hands up and down at waist)) 

 

 
Figure 4.14.  Nicolás: Entering all-girls’ tag game. (Far right) Roberta las trae. 
 

 
 
Figure 4.15.  Nicolás runs through the middle, waving arms. 
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Figure 4.16.  Nicolás enters game (far left). 
 

 
Figure 4.17.  Roberta (to Nicolás, far right):  NicoLA::S. 
 

In this excerpt, Nicolás joined an all-girls’ tag game with his friend Carlos.  He 

used imitative language (“Roberta las trae”) and some proximity at first, participating 

from the side.  Suddenly though, he ran through the middle, from south to north, not from 

east to west between the bases as the girls were doing.  He waved his arms in an overly 

dramatic way over his head, seeming to imitate and mock the girl players with his 

exaggerated arm movements.  He subtly entered the game by touching the base (again, 

imitative) and continued to run in a north-south direction through the middle of the game 

(once again, counter-imitative) until finally bumping into Roberta.  At once, Nicolás 
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denied even playing, and entered fully into the game as Carlos offered to become It.”  He 

played the rest of the game in a similar way, using exaggerated gestures, yelling loudly, 

and running into other players, laughing and rolling around on the ground in the middle 

of the game.  Nicolás ran against the flow of the game, used imitative mocking, teased 

and denied participation to set himself up as a player distinct from the other girl players. 

About a week later, Nicolás again entered the girls’ tag game in the same location, 

this time alone.  Again, he did it by standing against the wall, yelling commentary, and 

then running counter-flow through the middle.  This time, in the middle of the running 

area, he crouched, leaning on one knee with a hand up to his chin in a bored gesture, as if 

passing the time while waiting to be tagged.  While the other girl players ran back and 

forth between the two walls, squealing and yelling out, Nicolas walked slowly around the 

middle area, waving arms and taunting others to tag him.  Once tagged, he would 

suddenly run fast and tag the closest girl.   

 

 
 
Figure 4.18.   Nicolás crouching. 
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Figure 4.19.  Tag!  

 
That afternoon, he wrote in his journal:  

 
 

 
 
Figure 4.20.  Nicolás’ journal (2-16-06). 
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“Today I played tag with the girls and it was easy.  I just did it to be on camera 

and to have fun.  The end.”   When Nicolás entered into these two tag games with girls, 

he did so by using both imitative and mocking behaviors.  When considering why, he 

himself gave one possible reason; he saw me filming and wanted to be “in the movie.”  

Certainly, the presence of the camera always constituted a possible motivation for student 

entrance into games.  But Nicolás gave an additional reason.  He wanted to have fun.   

For Nicolás, playing with the girls was “easy”, and establishing himself as a superior 

player became “fun.”  Gaining entrance into these games was not just a matter of 

inclusion; it became a way to set himself up as a powerful player.  

Summary for Nicolás 

 In this section, I described how Nicolás used two discursive practices on the 

playground.  Of the four case study students, Nicolás most consistently used English 

when playing.  First, I highlighted how he expressed and demonstrated great concern for 

rules, and performed this concern in a very public way, particularly with large groups 

where boys were present.   This resulted in Nicolás developing and displaying an identity 

characterized by rules and consistency, but in a gender-specific way.  Boys appeared to 

be his audience of choice. Second, I outlined how Nicolás used imitation, coupled with 

mocking and counter-play behaviors, when entering into all-girl play groups.  In this way, 

he set himself up as a superior player, “just having fun,” with girls.  An early-advanced 

English learner who was born in the local community, Nicolás knew how to use 

performance of rules and mocking to display his identity as a player, establish status 

among his peers, and reveal underlying notions of gender and play.  
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Roberta 

Ésas, según también yo pienso que como sus mamás los trate.  Y los dejen jugar. 

Porque si Usted desde chiquilla no andan dejar jugar, es como que quitarles pues 

su niñez. . . Y porque, pues, lo de niña, en un ratito pasa, maestra [Also, I think it 

has to do with how their mothers are with them.  And letting them play.  Because 

if you, with little girls, you don’t let them play, it’s like taking away their 

childhood . . .  And because, well, the time of being a little girl, it goes by so fast] 

(Guadalupe, Roberta’s mother, 5-17-06). 

 

 
 
Figure 4.21.  “Brincar la cuerda”:  (Roberta’s journal, 9-28-05). 
  

My husband Steve and I hesitated at the metal security gate, which, pointing 

vertically up in the air, appeared to be in a permanent open position.  We quickly drove 

on through, past five or six two-story apartment buildings to the back, passing kids on 

bikes, moms with arms crossed, chatting on front steps, and teenagers leaning against 
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cars in the parking lot.  Reggae-ton music poured out of one of the buildings, and the air 

was suddenly full of the warm smells of fried taquitos and fabric softener.   

We stopped under a carport at one of the last buildings.  Roberta and her mother 

Guadalupe waved us in from their small, fenced-in back patio as Steve began to unload 

the computer boxes.  Just last week, his work colleague had asked if we knew of anyone 

who might like an older Gateway (having upgraded to a better system), and Guadalupe 

jumped at the chance to have a computer for Roberta and her two older brothers.  We 

cleared a space in the central living room of the apartment, in a corner opposite a couch 

and an entertainment center with a big-screen television.  Certificates and documents 

showing Roberta’s school achievements lined the wall above the entryway.  There was 

one for kindergarten graduation, another for winning Student of the Month, and even one 

her first grade teacher had made her for Most Improved.  Roberta was hesitant with the 

new computer; the haunted house screen saver scared her, and she asked if we couldn’t 

put Rebelde, a character from her favorite Televisa show, on instead.  “¿A cuál rebelde?  

¡Allí no está ninguna rebelde!” [What rebelde?  There’s no rebelde in there!], Guadalupe 

admonished her, laughing. 

Roberta, a first generation immigrant, had scored as Early Intermediate on the 

CELDT, and hence, was assessed as the least English proficient of the four students 

observed for this study.  Out on the playground, she usually played with the same group 

of girls (including this study’s Roxana).  Roberta was a quiet player who spoke little, 

often choosing to interact in Spanish.  In the sections that follow, I highlight two themes 

that emerged from observations of Roberta’s playground participation.  First, I describe 
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how Roberta’s use of language in jump rope influenced social organization, even 

orchestrating the exclusion of other players.  Second, I demonstrate how playing along, 

coupled with skill as a runner, facilitated alignment as a player in other games.   

La Riata [Jump rope]. 

 If tag was Nicolás’ game, then jump rope was Roberta’s. At Westside, jump rope 

was a game that, though boys sometimes joined in, was dominated by English learner 

girls.  Roberta and her friends (Roxana, Toni, Tara, and sometimes others) played it all 

year, though that, of course, depended on having access to a rope.  Since the students’ last 

class before lunch was in a different classroom, they didn’t always get a rope to play 

with.   

 When the girls did come to me for a jump rope, there were several games that that 

they knew how to play, including Ice Cream Soda and Reloj [Clock].  Ice Cream Soda 

involved two turners holding the ends of the rope, with one to three jumpers in the 

middle, jumping to the counting-out song, Ice Cream Soda4.  Whoever’s foot got caught 

on the rope was out, trading places with a turner, or going to the end of the waiting line.  

Reloj, on the other hand, involved no chanting.  The two turners would alternate between 

lightly skimming the ground with the rope and giving a full rotation.  They would repeat 

this in opposite directions (clockwise, then counter-clockwise), while jumpers would run 

through the middle, trying not to touch the rope.  Again, whoever’s foot got caught was 

out and had to trade places with a turner.   

                                                 
 

4 “Ice cream soda, cherry on the top, who’s your boy/girlfriend, I forgot.  Is it A, B, C . . .” 
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For the most part, Roberta was quiet in these games.  Others, like Toni and 

Roxana, gave directives and negotiated rules while Roberta listened, but it was obvious 

she loved the games.  Smiling and laughing, she announced the routines that went along 

with jump rope, like the “one, two, three-and-over” chant (always in English) that 

signaled the start to Ice Cream Soda, or counting out the letters and laughing at the ones 

players got (when Toni’s foot got caught as they were chanting, “W, X, Y and,” she 

laughed and repeated, “Y-and . . . ?” seemingly amused at the idea of a boyfriend’s name 

starting like that).  She also displayed confidence in play, dashing through the jumping 

area for Reloj, faster and more times than any other player.   

Perhaps because of this confidence, her skill, and the grouping with her girl 

friends in jump rope, Roberta sometimes used language to influence social organization.  

Once, for example, Roxana and Toni proposed a new game.  They tied two ropes together 

and told the two turners to give fast, full rotations.  The first player would have to run 

through, jump once, then run out.  The next person would have to run through, jump 

twice, then run out, and so on.  As they were getting ready to start playing, Joseph, an 

English-dominant boy from another class, approached the girls and said he wanted to 

play. 

Joseph: I wanna play. 

Toni:   ((Walking toward line, turning to look at him))  O.K. 

Roxana:    ((To turners, motioning hands in rotation of rope))   

                             No, no más es pa’~acá [No, it’s just this way]. 

Joseph:   ((In line, more adamant)) I wanna PLAY. 
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((Turners are having a hard time getting the jump rope started)) 

Roberta:   ((Looking toward turners, hands out))  NO.  o-KAY, o-KAY, 

Joseph:   Am I gonna PLAY?  (2.0)  Can I PLAY? 

Roberta:   ((Roberta looks back at him))    

  NO. 

   

Roxana:   Sure, sure, yeah. 

Joseph:   Where’s the line? 

Roberta:   ((Turning to right, looks down, points down to ground behind her,  

   a frustrated tone))  Right THERE. 

Roxana:   ((Pointing behind Roberta, frowns))  Where RoBERta is. 

 

Figure 4.22.  Roberta (behind Roxana):  Right THERE. 
 

Roberta appeared frustrated, first by the slow start to the game, and then, by 

Joseph’s interruptions; she preferred he not play.  His repeated questions about playing 

raised confusion about his status in the game, and Roberta attempted to exclude him by 
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responding “No!”  Roxana and Toni permitted him, though (perhaps influenced by the 

teacher nearby, holding a camera) and Joseph joined.  For the rest of the recess, the group 

played Reloj and Ice Cream Soda, all full of directives toward Joseph about how he 

should be turning the rope and how many times he should be jumping.  At one point, he 

suggested playing a new way, and Roberta, frowning, yelled out, “NO:::.”  (field notes, 3-

27-06). 

 
Figure 4.23.   Roberta:  “NO:::.” 
 

This jump rope game was significant, because it demonstrated Roberta’s ability to 

use language and gesture to attempt to orchestrate exclusion of other players.  First, she 

appeared to ignore Joseph, then she turned and responded, “No!” when he asked to play.  

Using pitch, body stance and hand movements, Roberta displayed her irritation with 

Joseph when showing him his place in line.  In very few other contexts did she use 

language to express opposition in this manner.  Jump rope became the game in which 

Roberta used discourse in ways that not only aligned herself as a player, but also allowed 

her to influence social organization, to the point of opposing others.  The next section 
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describes the discursive strategies Roberta used in games other than jump rope, strategies 

that either facilitated or discouraged her own inclusion. 

The Discourse of Inclusion:  Playing Along and Resisting 

 In other games like four-square, (at Westside, a game played by mixed groups of 

boys, girls, English learner and English-dominant players) Roberta played along, and 

used discourse to facilitate her inclusion in the game.  In four-square, four players stood, 

each in one square, and took turns bouncing the ball to each other.  If a player failed to 

catch the ball, and it bounced out of the court, the others would count while it was 

retrieved.  If this took more than ten seconds, then the player was pronounced “Out!” and 

had to go to the back of the line, permitting a new player to enter the court.  María, a yard 

duty supervisor, had noticed that students seemed to follow the leader for language 

choice in this game:   

Si él que empieza a contar empieza . . . “¡Uno, dos!” . . . en español, todos 

cuentan en español.  Si la siguiente pelota se les va y empiezan a contar en inglés, 

siguen en inglés [If the one who is starting to count starts . . . “One, two!” . . . in 

Spanish, they all count in Spanish.  If the next ball goes out and they start to count 

in English, they continue in English] (María, 10-30-06). 

Observations showed that for the most part, María was right, however, after the 

counting to ten in English or Spanish, players at Westside usually followed with the 

customary “You’re out!” in English only.  Roberta and her friends would often play the 

whole game, Toni and Roxana usually directing or negotiating rules in Spanish, but 

counting out, “One, two, three, four, five six, seven, eight, nine, ten, you’re out!” in 
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English.   Sometimes, they would even use strategy, speeding up their counting at the 

numbers six or seven, often when the other player was beginning to run back with the 

ball.  Roberta was almost always observed enthusiastically counting out, shouting out the 

numbers, speeding up her count, jumping, clapping her hands, and even celebrating with 

a “Whoo-hoo!” when a player would be pronounced, “Out!”  In this way, she facilitated 

her inclusion in the game by imitating the behaviors and language of fellow players.   

Roberta also played tag, another game that at Westside, involved mixed groups of 

boys and girls.  As in four-square, she used gesture and imitated the language of others “I 

tagged you! ¡Tú las traes!” [You’re It!] to facilitate her inclusion.  Roberta was a strong 

runner, though.  In fact, though both Andrés and Nicolás speculated that boys were better 

at running than girls, Roberta proved herself the fastest runner in the class at the school’s 

annual Walk-a-Thon, where she ran 21 laps in 30 minutes, far more than anyone else.  

Guadalupe also observed that her daughter loved to run.  When taking her to school each 

morning, she saw how Roberta would throw down her backpack and begin to race on the 

blacktop, “con el que sea, sea hombre o mujer” [with whoever’s there, boy or girl]. 

Roberta’s playground journal was full of descriptions of racing against friends and 

running Mileage Club laps during recesses.   

Perhaps it came as no surprise then, that when playing tag, she bolted from the 

base more than other players, running daringly past the one who was It.  Roberta usually 

left rule debates, taunting, and directives to other players, though occasionally she 

provided clarification, as in this tag game between the two classroom walls: 
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((Roberta dashes across the middle area and pauses at the wall as Nicolás and 

Toni, follow, running across.  Roxana reaches out and touches Nicolás, who 

continues to run toward base, smiling)) 

Toni:  Nicolás ya las TRAES. [Nicolás, you’re It!] 

Roberta:   Ya las TRAES. [You’re It!] 
 

 ((Stepping away from wall, looking at Nicolás, pointing to spot 

 where Nicolás was tagged)) MIra. [Look.] 

Nicolás: Sure--Roxana’s It.  ((Walking to middle, pointing at Roxana)) 

Roxana: No you guys— 

Nicolás: It’s TAG. 

 

 
Figure 4.24.  Roberta (far right):  Ya las TRAES. . . MIra. 

 
This moment was significant, because instead of playing along, Roberta opposed 

Nicolás’ move discursively.  She observed that Roxana had tagged Nicolás, and she 

could tell that Nicolás was ignoring this by continuing to run toward the base.  Roberta 

stepped away from the base, using stance (body facing Nicolás), hand movement (arm 

up, pointing toward spot where tag had occurred), and language ((“Ya las TRAES.” 

[You’re it!])) to reinforce her opposition, and let others know what she had witnessed.  
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She appeared to follow Roxana’s lead in expressing opposition.  After this dispute, 

Roxana continued to be It; Roberta’s opposition was ineffective in getting Nicolás to 

become It. (field notes, 2-16-06).   

In games other than jump rope, like four-square and tag, Roberta used discursive 

strategies that for the most part facilitated her inclusion.  She only occasionally expressed 

opposition, and even then, did so following the lead of others.  Roberta could also use 

silence, stance and gesture, to resist inclusion in games and groupings she disapproved of.  

One day, she and Collin both asked me separately if they could get a ball from the 

classroom.  Believing there were two balls, I told them both yes.  Once arriving at the 

classroom, however, I found only one ball and finding Collin outside, asked him to invite 

Roberta to share it with him.  Shortly afterward, Roberta, Tara, Toni, Gladys, Roxana and 

Lorrie approached me, asking for the ball, and I suggested they play with Collin.  We all 

walked over to the volleyball court, where Collin and two girls were starting to toss the 

ball back and forth.  Tara asked if they could play and Collin said “Sure!” immediately 

directing them to split into teams by pulling each girl by the arm to one side of the court 

or the other.  Upon Collin’s first serve, both Gladys and Roxana, who had never played 

before, let the ball bounce, and Collin yelled, irritated, “Roxana, you’re OUT.  You need 

to catch the BA::LL.”  Roberta, assigned to Collin’s team, seemed tentative and 

unenthusiastic, frowning, saying nothing, standing back, with her hands folded and her 

feet crossed.    She didn’t touch the ball once. 
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Figure 4.25.   Roberta (far left), playing volleyball. 
 

Later in her journal, she expressed her disappointment:.   

 

Figure 4.26.  Roberta’s journal (6-5-06).  
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[June 5, 2006.  Today on the yard I played tag.  Then I told Ms, Cathy if I could 

use the ball and she said yes we could use the ball. But she was going to bring it 

and we waited a long time and she gave the ball to Collin and we were mad 

because we said it first and we had to play with Collin and his game was boring.  

It was called volleyball.] 

Indeed, Roberta was unhappy with me that day.  She was mad that I gave the ball 

to Collin, and became even more disappointed in having to play volleyball with him.  For 

Roberta, having to share the ball with Collin meant having to be separated from her 

friends (on a separate team), learn a new game (that appeared to involve little running), 

and follow Collin’s directives (all in English.)  In short, it meant having to compromise a 

social organization in which she felt the confidence to use language in ways that 

facilitated her own inclusion.  Roberta displayed her displeasure by resisting inclusion, 

using body stance and silence to make herself invisible and excuse herself from play.  

The game ended shortly afterward when the bell rang; Roberta ran toward Toni, and they 

walked together toward line, heads down and murmuring.   

Summary for Roberta 

 An Early Intermediate speaker, Roberta was assessed as the least proficient in 

English of the four students observed for this study.  Of the four, she also used Spanish 

on the playground most often.  In this section, I outlined how Roberta used discursive 

practice to participate in peer groups.  First, I highlighted that jump rope appeared to be 

the game in which she attempted to influence social organization.  In all girl jump rope 

groups with her friends, Roberta appeared to possess a confidence which permitted her to 
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exclude other players and their moves.  Second, I described the ways that Roberta, in 

games other than jump rope, used gesture, language, and stance to facilitate her inclusion, 

express opposition, and display resistance.  These varied responses appeared to be related 

to her confidence, which was tied to particular peer groupings (playing with her girl 

friends), physical activity (enjoying running) and language choices (using Spanish.)  

Roberta, a first-generation immigrant, emergent English learner, seemed to value most 

the contexts of those female social networks in which the use of Spanish during play was 

acceptable.   

Roxana 

Mi hermana inventó lo del Espanglish.  Y se fue por todas escuelas, y mamás, y todo.  Y 

sus hermanos. . . Y, como inglés, es inGLES.  “Glish” rima con “ingl.”  “Ingl” va con 

inglés.  Y “Span” va como con español” [My sister invented Spanglish.  And it spread to 

all the schools, and moms and everything.  And brothers and sisters. . . And since ‘inglés’ 

is inGLES.  “Glish: rhymes with “Ingl”  “Ingl” goes with English.  And “Span” goes like 

with esPAñol] (Roxana, 5-8-06). 
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Figure 4.27.  “Come on mailman, do your duty” (Roxana, 11-7-05). 

[Come on mailman, do your duty.  Here comes the lady with the African booty (beauty).  

Shake it with a pom-pom.  Shake it with a twist.  Bet you five dollars you can’t do this.] 

I recognized Rosa, Roxana’s mother, even before she came to see me.  First an 

aide, and then head teacher at the campus pre-school, she had developed a regular 

presence at Westside.  About a week after classes had started, Rosa stopped by after class 

with a list of her former pre-school students, explaining that her program provided 

tutoring for them.  She asked which of these students might need extra help, adding that 

she herself would be their tutor, once or twice a week during recesses.  I explained that 

Ramón would benefit from extra reading help, and with a shy smile Rosa asked, “¿Y 

Roxana no?”  Roxana had little need for tutoring; she was already performing well, but 

Rosa insisted, and then I understood.  She looked forward to being able to spend a little 

extra time reading each week with her daughter.   
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 A couple of months later, I drove to their house on the east side of town, passing 

the Target shopping center, the local community college and the old mental hospital.  I 

pulled up to the modest home, and with Rosa and Roxana, passed through the living 

room, where a couple of teenagers watching television stood and greeted me politely in 

Spanish.  We sat down at a table under an arbor in the backyard, next to a small 

swimming pool and various flower pots and trees.   Rosa confided:  

Pues una cosa le voy a decir.  Aquí en la casa tiene prohibido hablar inglés.  Yo 

no sé si está bueno o malo.  La cosa que, no queremos que pierda el español, y yo 

sé que le falta el inglés.  Pero lo van a apren- lo puede aprender. . . Y, el español 

lo pueden olvidar también de fácil” [Well, I’ll tell you one thing.  Here at home 

speaking English isn’t allowed.  I don’t know if it’s good or bad.  The thing is, we 

don’t want her to lose her Spanish, and I know that she needs English.  But they 

will learn, they can learn it . . . and Spanish, they can forget it easy] (Rosa, 2-6-

06). 

 Roxana was born in the United States, had scored Advanced on the CELDT, and 

was part of a playground where English was dominant.  Yet, she often played in Spanish.  

In the following section, I discuss two discursive practices which this highly proficient 

English learner enacted on the playground.  First, I highlight the importance Roxana gave 

to group affiliation and the negotiation of language use within all-girl play groups.  

Second, I take a closer look at her professed preference for and practice of what she 

called Spanglish  (language alternation and code switching), in ways that facilitated 

inclusion and designed exclusion. 
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Language and “Mi Pandilla” 

 The first practice involved the negotiation of language use and group affiliation.  

Belonging to a peer group was important to Roxana.  Throughout the year, her consistent 

peer play group included Roberta (just described), and Toni and Tara (all English learner 

girls from the same class).  The four girls sought each other out at the beginning of each 

lunch recess, chose games together and usually played in Spanish.  They played many 

games like tag, Cops and Robbers, and Juego Cuadro Número (played on the blacktop’s 

multiplication grid), but their favorite games seemed to be jump rope and four-square, 

and if they had a rope or a ball, they were usually observed playing these games.   

Toni and Roxana appeared to be the leaders of the group.  They made the most 

decisions about what game would be played, and when they announced changes in 

routines or rules, these were usually accepted without question.  Generally, when a 

conflict arose, players looked toward Toni and Roxana to settle it.  Often, the two girls 

agreed, and constructed an alliance.  One day, for example, both girls were waiting in line 

for a turn at two-square.  Since two-square involved only two players on the court at a 

time, being in line was a routine part of the game for all players, one that could involve 

standing, watching, counting for others and waiting, sometimes for a long time if the 

players were good ones.  Frankly, most didn’t appear to enjoy this part.  Sometimes they 

counted fast or watched for rule violations, just to get players out, speed up the line and 

win their chance at play.   

On this particular day, both Toni and Roxana were in line, and worse for them, 

they were behind two other students, Gladys and Jenifer.  Both looked bored.  Toni 
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played with her lip gloss while Roxana jumped around, dancing and yelling numbers 

from the side.  Roberta had already been playing for the first three minutes of the game, 

and various students had been sent out to the line, while she stayed in the court.  During 

this excerpt, Roberta played with Tara.  Suddenly Roxana yelled out that Roberta had 

violated a rule--bouncing the ball on the wrong side of the center line.  The center line 

was confusing; it actually looked like a set of two lines, with about six inches of space 

between them, since the yellow lap line (that framed the entire playground) happened to 

intersect this court.  The court looked something like this: 

  
Figure 4.28.  The two-square court. 
 
 The side the ball should bounce on had not been discussed yet during this 

particular game.  Prior player moves had varied; some had bounced the ball on their own 

sides, while others bounced on the opponent’s side.   

((Roberta has just thrown the ball and gotten Toni out.  Toni walks to the end of 

the line, tossing the ball to Tara who is next in line.  Tara throws the ball, 

bouncing it in front of herself first, and then pushes it to Roberta.  It bounces once 

on Tara’s side of the line)) 

Roberta:   Ya casi (hhh) sales.  [There, almost.]  [You’re out.] 
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Roxana:   No:: nada no~IMPORTA. [No, nothing, it doesn’t count.] 

((Roberta throws ball, it appears to bounce close to the center line, on Tara’s side 

of the court)) 

Roxana:   Sa- SALgate=ATRÁS DE LA LINEA.  

  [You-you’re out, behind the line.] 

Roberta:   NO::::? ((Pulls hands up in air, palms up)) 
 
Roxana:   ((Turning to Toni))  °En una de las líneas Toni se fue poquito.  

               [It went behind one of the lines Toni a little.]  

                ROBERTA. ((Looks at Roberta, shakes head once, pulls right  

   thumb back toward shoulder)). TE SALES. [You’re out.]  

   ((Looks over at Toni, nods)) Si::. Verda~que si?  [Yes, right?] 

Toni:  ((Looking down at lip gloss in hand)) Si.  [Yes.] 

Roxana:   Díle.  [Tell her.]  ((Points chin up toward Robert)). 

((Roberta begins to leave court, walk toward the line)) 

Toni:  ((Looks at Roberta)) 

Roxana:   Roberta te sales.  [Roberta you’re out.] 

((Roberta walks toward the line, holding elbow, squinting.  Toni turns to move 

forward in line, smiles)) 
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Figure 4.29.  Roxana:  “Si::. Verda~que si?” 
 
Toni: “Si.” 
 

 
 

Figure 4.30.  Roxana:  “Díle.”   

 It was interesting that Roxana disputed Roberta’s bounce by saying that the ball 

had bounced behind the line (on Roberta’s own side).  Just seconds before, Tara had 

made the same mistake, and yet she was allowed to stay in the game.  Perhaps Roberta’s 
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long period of play, coupled with boredom and Toni’s recent ejection from the game, 

made disputing the throw desirable.  Roxana used language choice (Spanish) as well as 

variations in volume, pitch and gesture (chin and fingers) to create an alliance with Toni 

(who wasn’t even watching) and remove Roberta from the game.  Later in the same 

game, Toni and Roxana shared a court, and were able to extend their period of play 

together by creating a new rule about throwing the ball in a straight line and replaying the 

moves, “Vamos a empezar otra vez” [Let’s start over again] (field notes, 5-8-06). 

Sometimes, Roxana, Toni, Roberta and Tara were joined by others.  In December, 

Roxana had begun to write in her journal about “mi pandilla” [my gang], “el club de las 

amigas más cool” [the coolest friend’s club], and “the cool group” [the cool group].  This 

was at a time when girls from other second grade classes, including Susana, Angelica, 

and Ana were sometimes joining them:  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.31.  Roxana’s journal (12-5-05). 
 

Today I started to get together with the cool girls and in the last recess we will see 

each other it’s so cool I am getting together with the cool group and I’m going to 

Angelica’s house I’m so popular. 
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 Roxana seemed to associate “the cool group,” not only with outside girls, but also 

with using English, both in writing and in play.   On one occasion, for example, Susana, a 

fluent English speaker from another class, introduced Roxana, Toni, and Tara to a tag-

type game called Follow the Mouse-Mouse or Kitty-Cat Mouse, in which one student 

(the cat) would stand against a wall (the base) trying to tag the others (mice) running 

toward it.   Later that day in her journal, Roxana made this picture of what the game 

looked like as I video-taped from the bench: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.32.  Roxana’s journal (2-6-06). 

At first, Susana was the only one who knew how to play, and so she had to try to 

explain it to the rest. She did so in English.  In this excerpt, she used pointing, waving, 

and acting out with multiple players to try to help the others understand.  She began first 

with Roxana while Toni, Tara, Gladys (another English learner from our class), and I 
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watched from the bench.  When Roxana still didn’t understand, she had her sit on the 

bench and watch as she acted out the game with Tara. 

Susana:   Go over there? ((Points to wall, right hand)) 
 
Roxana:   ((Runs toward wall, turns to face Susana)) 
 

Susana:   Yeah, I’ll tell you which spot.  THERE.  Right there.  OK.  And 

then Roxi, you follow me wherever I go.  If I go here? You go 

there.  If I go here? You go there.  

Roxana:   ((Shuffling, side to side))   
 
Susana:   Until I run, I go to the base there. ((Runs to wall, touch wall))  

                And if I tag it ((pats wall)), tag it, see cuz you’re the kitty cat and 

    whoever doesn’t make it is OUT. 

Roxana:     I don’t got it.   
     
Tara:   ((On bench))  Aw, that’s not fair?  
 

Susana:  ((Pulls Roxana away from wall, walks back to her own original  

    spot)) 

Toni:  ((Runs toward Roxana)) 
 
Roxana:   I don’t got it. 
 
Susana:     Right there.  ((Pointing at Toni, right hand))  Look not you.  No.  

Go (tell) over there. ((Sweeps left hand pointing, from Toni toward 

bench.  Points back at bench, right hand, then points to Tara on 

bench, left hand)) You. 

Tara:    Me?  ((Pointing to self, standing up, walking toward Susana))   
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Susana:   Yeah. Come on.  ((Waves hand toward self, points to wall))  
Watch.   

 
Tara:   ((Runs toward wall.  Roxana and Toni sit on bench)) 
 
Roxana:  ((On bench, to Toni and Gladys)) No que no más cuando contaron 

así a seis y luego que escogen otro? [But isn’t it when they count to 

six and then they choose someone else?] 

Susana:   ((Running toward wall))  When I start running? You try to tag me.  

If you tag me? I tag it ((pats wall)) here.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.33.  Roxana (middle):  “I don’t got it.” 
 
 It wasn’t clear how Susana herself had learned the game, and it seemed possible 

that she may have been making it up as she explained it.  Clearly, though, she went to 

great effort to explain, and significantly, used English to do so with a group that usually 

played together in Spanish.  Roxana at first had a hard time understanding, but once she 

sat down and watched, she later appeared able to explain the gist of the game back to 

Susana in English.   The girls played the rest of the game with Susana frequently 
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directing and calling for time-outs so that she could clarify rules.  Roxana, meanwhile 

participated both in English to clarify her position (“I’m the cat!”) and in Spanish to help 

regulate game pace by encouraging certain players (“¡Gladys, acá córrele!”).   

 This event was significant, because it included Susana, one of the kids that 

Roxana had identified as being in the cool group.  Susana explained the game in English, 

to which Roxana responded, “I don’t got it,” also in English.  Once she arrived at the 

bench, Roxana had the opportunity, not only to watch the game, but to ask Toni and 

Gladys a clarifying question in Spanish.  This illustrated Roxana’s ability to use both 

Spanish (with her usual group of friends) and English (with Susana), within the same 

game, both to create understanding and affinity with groups.   

 Roxana was an Advanced English speaker for whom belonging to a group was 

important.  She made choices about language use on the playground based on peer 

networks.  The next section describes how Roxana also used “Spanglish” as a tool for 

play. 
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Spanglish:  Code-Switching and Language Alternation 

 
 A second practice Roxana used frequently was language alternation and code-

switching.  Roxana talked a lot about language mixing in her interviews.  She cited that in 

kindergarten, she and her friends usually alternated languages, playing “Como revolvido.  

Los dos. . . . En unos tiempos jugamos en inglés.  En el otro tiempo jugamos en español” 

[Like mixed up, both. . . . Sometimes we played in English.  Other times we played in 

Spanish] (11-7-05).  Roxana later noted that in second grade, she and her friends used 

Spanglish, a crutching code-switching which she defined as, “mezclamos ingles y 

español . . . como. . pass, um, la pelota” [We mix English and Spanish . . . like . . . pass, 

um, the ball].  She stated that she preferred Spanglish because, “te deja usar palabras en 

otro idioma si no la sabes” [It lets you use words in the other language if you don’t know 

them] (5-8-06). 

  In practice, Roxana’s Spanglish was both language alternation (using a language 

for one turn, then a different language for a different turn) and code-switching within 

sentences.  She sometimes did this when playing with boys.  One day, she had been 

playing jump rope with Toni, Roberta, and Lisa, a third grader.  The girls had been 

playing in Spanish since beginning the game, Roxana yelling out instructions to Lisa 

about how to turn the rope, and directing players to enter or leave.  Suddenly, a group of 

six third grade boys (all English learners) standing off to the side began to run in through 

the middle of the game.  Then, all six stood in the middle and wanted to jump Ice Cream 

Soda.  Roxana seemed amused by their lack of skill, laughing as the jumpers repeatedly 

got their feet caught in the rope.  Later, she insisted that the boys turn the rope so that she 
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and the girls could jump.  In this excerpt, she also became dissatisfied with how the boys 

turned the rope, yelling at them first in English, then in Spanish: 

 ((Roxana, Toni, Roberta are in the middle.  Two boys are turning)) 
 
All:    One, two three~an~O:ver.   
 
((Girls jump twice)) 
 

Toni     ((Looks at turner, smiles)) FAS?ter. 
 
Roxana:   ((Two hands out, palms up, turns to look at boy turner, eyebrows 

     raised))  FA::S?ter.  Roberta, Roberta. 

Boys:  One, two, three and- 
 
Toni:  GO.   
 
((Girls jump twice, rope gets caught)) 
 

Roxana:   FA:S?ter=Está bien HUA:N?ga. [It’s too much slack.] 
 
Boy:  Ya esta FA:Ster. [It’s already faster.] 
 

Roxana:   Esta bien HUANga.  Roberta AGArrala. Roberta AGArrala.    

  [It’s too much slack.  Roberta take it, Roberta take it.] 

Toni:  Roberta aGArrala [Roberta take it.] 

((Roberta goes and takes the rope end from one of the boys)) 
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Figure 4.34.  Roxana:  “FA::?ster.” 
 
 Later in the same game, all six boys tried to jump in the middle at the same time 

with little success, and Roxana appeared frustrated by the lack of jumping.  She stopped 

the game and yelled, “Solamente son tres!”[Only three at a time!] and then jumped in the 

middle.  Toni, Roberta and two boys jumped in the middle, too. 

 ((Roxana, Roberta, Toni and two boys are in the middle)) 
  

Roxana:   Next in LINE. ((Jumps toward rope))  THREE persons. 
 
Boys:    ((Raising hands))  YO. YO. YO.  [Me, me, me.] 
 
Roxana:   Girls? ((Puts hands on hips)) WE got (1.0) the jump rope first? 

 
((Boys leave, boy turner counts out one, two)) 
 
Roxana:   ((To girl from another class coming toward rope)   

 No más son tres ((Puts up three fingers)) personas.  

 [Only three people.] Three~an~O:ver. 

 ((Jumping)) 
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Figure 4.35.  Roxana:  “WE got (1.0) the jump rope first?” 

 
Figure 4.36.  Roxana: “No más son tres ((Puts up three fingers)) personas.” 
 
 This jump rope event was significant because it demonstrated Roxana’s ability to 

use language alternation and code-switching to help establish authority within a game 

invaded upon by older boys.  With gestures (palms up, hands on hips, three fingers) as 

well as pitch (rising) and code choices (English first, then Spanish), Roxana embodied 

authority and effectively got the boys to do what she wanted-- leave the middle and allow 

her and her friends to jump.  She first demanded that the boys turn the rope faster 
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(English), then within the same sentence complained, “Está bien HUA:N?ga” [It’s too 

much slack.]  Possibly, this was a crutching-like code-switch; she may not have known 

how to express the thought in English.  Also, Roxana may have switched to Spanish to 

emphasize the reason why she wanted the rope to move faster.  Later, she introduced a 

new rule, “THREE persons.” followed by another, “Girls? WE got (1.0) the jump rope 

first?”  At the same time, she jumped towards the rope and put her hands on her hips.  

Interestingly, when a fourth girl (an English learner) approached, she held up three 

fingers and addressed her in Spanish, “No más son tres personas” [Only three people].  

Here, Roxana employed language alternation, possibly accommodating to her 

interlocutor, or emphasizing group affiliation, as noted earlier. Eventually, the boys tired 

of turning the rope, gave up and left.  Roxana had been instrumental in designing their 

exile.  Later that afternoon, she wrote in her journal: 

 (Los niños) nos enfadaron y no nos dejaron jugar en paz.  También eran muchos 

todos se metían a la riata al mismo tiempo después se fueron y nos dejaron jugar 

un juego corto a gusto y sonó la campana [(The boys) made us mad and didn’t let 

us play in peace.  Also there were a lot, they all jumped in at the same time.  Later 

they left and they let us play happily together and then the bell rang]. 

On another day, Roxana, Toni, Tara and others from our class were getting ready 

to play tag, and Carlos proposed doing Bubble Gum as a counting-out ritual to decide 

who would be It.  Bubble Gum involved all players standing in a circle with their fists 
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inside, while a counter chanted the chant5.  Whoever’s fist was touched last would have 

to say his or her age, then, the counter would continue to tap on fists in the circle up to 

that number.  (For example, if a student was seven, she would say “seven” and the 

counter would tap one, two, three, four, five, six, seven fists.)  The last person tapped 

would be out of the counting out ritual, and hence, would no longer be in the running to 

be It. 

On this particular day, since the bell rang, signaling time to line up, they decided 

to keep counting out, but to use just one fist each.  Carlos, the counter, knew that 

normally when two fists are used, the counter has to tap his chin to count himself (since 

his other fist is used for tapping).  Despite the decision to use just one fist each, Carlos 

still tapped his own fist and his chin, effectively counting himself twice.  Roxana was out 

in the first round, but stayed to watch, and, with others, noticed Carlos’ mistake.  She 

brought it to his attention in Spanish, even though up until that point all of the 

participants, including Roxana herself, had only spoken in English.  In this excerpt, he 

should have landed on Toni to his right, but because he counted himself twice, landed on 

himself: 

Carlos: ((Counting out)) How many PIE::ces do you? ((Tapping own fist)) 

                 Wish. ((Tapping chin)) 

Toni:  ((Moving fist up)) YOU wish. 

Roxana:  Para tí. [For you.] ((points at Toni))   

  Para ella. [For her.] 

                                                 
 

5 “Bubble gum, bubble gum, in a dish.  How many pieces do you wish?” 
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Carlos:    Seven. 
 
Roxana:   No para ella porque no tenemos dos. 

  [No for her because we don’t have two.] 

Toni:  Seven. 

Roxana:   ((Looking at Carlos)) ¿Te acuerdas? [Do you remember?] 
 
Carlos:    ((Tapping own chin)) One two three four five six ? seven. 
 
Toni:   NO:::.  You did it WRONG.  ((Pivots body closer toward center, 

taps once on Carlos’ fist, then around circle)) ONE two three. 

Roxana:   ((To Carlos)) Es que tú también le hiciste. 

  [It’s just that you also did it.] ((Taps chin.))  

Carlos:  ((Tapping chin)) One, two. 
 
Toni:  ((Starting again.)) ONE, TWO THREE FOUR FIVE SIX ? 
 
Roxana:   No. 
 
Toni:    Seven. 
 
Roxana:   Pero, cada quien no más tiene U::na [But each one just has one.] 

         ((Holds up one finger, looks at Carlos)) 
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Figure 4.37.  Roxana:  “Es que tú también le hiciste.”  [It’s just that you also did it.] 

 

 
Figure 4.38.  Roxana:  “Pero, cada quien no más tiene U::na.” [But each one just has 
one.] 
 

This excerpt seemed remarkable, because Roxana used only Spanish within an 

event entirely co-constructed by the other participants, (including boys) in English.  

Earlier in the game, Roxana had spoken in English; when tapped out, she had smiled, 

pulled back her fist, shrugged, and said, “It’s this one then.”   It seemed that she felt 

comfortable using English with this group.  Furthermore, Carlos was a student who was 

observed playing almost exclusively in English, sometimes even with Roxana.  She could 
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have easily chosen to use English to clarify the rules with him.  And yet, when Carlos ran 

into problems counting out, Roxana elected to explain the difficulty to him in Spanish.  

Again, she used gesture, pitch and Spanglish (language alternation) to try to effect 

change in the game with a boy, but this time seemed different from the jump rope event.  

In contrast with Toni’s exasperated yelling and taking over the counting, Roxana’s lower 

volume, eye contact, gesture, and use of Spanish in an all-English event appeared patient 

and calm, having the effect of keeping Carlos in the game.  He actually didn’t seem to 

pay much attention to Roxana; he looked instead at Toni, but he remained the counter, 

eventually correcting his mistake, until the last player was tapped It.  

For Roxana, as for any student, reasons for code-switching may have been 

numerous and multiple, depending on particular situations.  In these two examples, 

Roxana’s use of English, then Spanish, with boy players may have related to perceptions 

of her own linguistic abilities (switching because she felt more competent explaining in 

Spanish), and/or to perceptions of the needs of others (switching because the third grade 

boys, Carlos, or onlookers would understand better in Spanish.)  It seemed possible, 

however, that Roxana realized the power of using Spanish on an ever-increasing English 

playground, an understanding perhaps relayed to her by a “Spanish-only rule” enforced at 

home.  Again, in interviews Roxana herself expressed a crutch-like function for code-

switching, but clearly, her use of code-switching had even greater effects.  Coupled with 

gesture and pitch, a switch to Spanish could signal group affiliation, or attempts at 

exclusion/inclusion. 
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Summary for Roxana 

In this section, I have described two practices that Roxana, the most advanced 

English speaker of the four in this study, employed on the playground.  First, I elaborated 

on her concern with group affiliation, and demonstrated that her use of language was 

closely tied to the particular social group she played with.  This was relevant because 

though Roxana played with a consistent group of friends in Spanish throughout the year, 

she also appeared to recognize relationships between the “cool group”, high prestige, and 

use of English.  Second, I described Roxana’s preference for and practice of what she 

called “Spanglish,” language alternation and code-switching.  This was significant for 

Roxana, because though she explicitly valued the crutching qualities of language mixing, 

she actually seemed to use it in ways that resulted in participant inclusion or exclusion.  

Roxana, born in the local community and highly proficient in English, demonstrated the 

power of using both English and Spanish as tools for group social organization on 

Westside’s playground.   

Summary 

This chapter has addressed the first research question of this study:  What are the 

discursive practices of English learners in peer culture, playground interactions?  While 

English was commonly heard on the Westside playground, most students played in 

groups, and discursive practices were dynamic.  For the purposes of this study, discursive 

practices were identified as those mechanisms which facilitated the performed nature of 

the situated activity system of playground events.  These included speech, gestures, pitch, 
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silences, or any effect which contributed to the construction of an event.  Some of the 

discursive practices used by each student can be found in Table 7. 

Table 7 

Summary of Student Discursive Practices 

 

Student 

 

Background 

 

Discursive Practice Themes 

 

Andrés 

      

     CELDT Intermediate (3) 

     First Generation Immigrant 

 

1. Longitudinal change in play 

2. Entering to facilitate inclusion  

 

Nicolás      CELDT Early Advanced (4) 

     Second Generation Immigrant 

1. Performed rule talk. 

2. Entering to establish status 

 

Roberta     CELDT Early Intermediate (2) 

    First Generation Immigrant 

1. Confidence in jump rope 

2. Playing along/Resisting 

 

Roxana     CELDT Advanced (5) 

    Second Generation Immigrant 

1. Group Affiliation 

2. Code-Switching and Language 

Alternation 

 
From Andrés, we witnessed both a change over time in game choices, as well as 

entrance strategies for inclusion.  Nicolás demonstrated the performed nature of rule talk 

and entrance strategies for establishing status.  In Roberta’s case, we observed confidence 
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in a particular event, jump rope, and strategies for playing along or resisting, and finally, 

Roxana illustrated the significance of group affiliation and the power of code-switching 

practices to facilitating the inclusion or exclusion of other participants.  In the following 

chapter, I explore how these four students brought these practices, in addition to 

ideologies, together in the co-construction of specific playground events. 
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CHAPTER 5 

IDEOLOGY, GENDER AND THE CO-CONSTRUCTION OF PLAY 

 

“All play means something.  It goes beyond the confines of purely physical or purely 

biological activity. It is a significant function—that is to say; there is some sense to it.” 

         Johan Huizinga, (1950, p. 1). 

The second research question for this study was:  how do gender and ideology 

play a role in children’s games?  In the last chapter, I focused on the four case study 

students and explored what they were doing with discourse on the Westside playground.  

It became clear that each child used sophisticated discursive strategies that contributed to 

their own and others’ playground experiences.  At the same time though, each did not 

possess a limited collection of discursive strategies, as practices were enacted differently 

from day to day, group to group, event to event.  The current chapter explores in greater 

depth this element--the dynamic nature and diversity of discursive practices in peer 

cultures.  Specifically, it considers how ideologies and gendered performances 

contributed to the ever-changing process of interpretive reproduction (Corsaro, 2003, 

2005) within the observed peer cultures. 

 I begin this chapter first with a look at some of the literature outlining the history 

of childhood and play in general.  Second, I elaborate upon a model with which to 

consider the roles of ideology, gender and discursive performances within Corsaro’s 

interpretive reproduction of peer cultures.  Finally, I use examples from the data to 

illustrate the specific processes of interpretive reproduction as they presented themselves 

on Westside’s playground. 
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The History of Childhood and Play 

 In this section, I consider the history of childhood and play, as well as the 

evolution of research related to these two topics.  While this review does not include all 

of the research related to these, it does consider how the theoretical frame of the current 

investigation has been informed historically by some of the contributions of 

psychologists, anthropologists, folklorists and sociolinguists.  I begin by considering the 

history of childhood as described by Ariès’.  I describe the introduction of the history of 

play by Huizinga.  Finally, I review the contributions to a communicative approach to 

play by Bateson and others. 

 Philippe Ariès’ work in the 1960s, tracing the historic development of concepts of 

childhood, was at once revolutionary and controversial.  One of the first historians to take 

seriously the idea of childhood as socially constructed, he noted that medieval cultures 

had little awareness of any essential distinction between childhood and adulthood.  From 

then on, the concept of childhood evolved, from gradual awareness, to coddling, to 

moralism, and finally, to separatism.  Ariès concluded that modern concepts of children 

have separated them from the adult world (Ariès, 1962.)  Others criticized Ariès’ work, 

particularly the generalizations applied to entire societies, as well as the implication that 

childhood evolved through a set of discreet historic stages.  Still others have considered 

the history of childhood, less from the perspective of adults, and more from the accounts 

of children themselves (Corsaro, 2005).  Clearly, the history of childhood, though only 

recently recognized, generated interest and debate, and has continued to evolve over time. 
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 At the same time as the emergence of a history of childhood, the history of play 

became an important area of research.  In the early part of the 20th century, Johan 

Huizinga began writing about play and its significant functions, reviewing the historic 

evolution of culture through human play.  He was able to create a connection over time 

between play and civilization, whereby play forms became directly related to the 

development of culture.   Huizinga defined play as a voluntary, disinterested, limited 

activity that was rule-bound, tense, and intrinsically social.  He emphasized the 

representative functions of play--those in which play acts became displays of something 

greater.  From medieval sacred rituals to the modern games of children, Huizinga 

demonstrated that play and culture had always been inevitably tied, and argued that 

human culture arose because our current species is essentially a species of play.  

Huizinga’s work demonstrated, not only that play has been an essential feature in the rise 

of civilization, but that play itself represented more than just the frivolity so often 

associated with children and their games. 

 Schwartzman (1978), in her seminal review of play from an anthropological 

perspective, highlighted seven schools informing research.  One of these involved 

communication studies, which considered the importance of framing actions as play.  

Schwartzman herself, while applauding the long-overdue recognition these approaches 

gave to play as an area of study, urged a perspective which viewed it not just as a 

separate activity, but as a context within which transformation takes place.  She urged the 

development of play ethnographies and studies that considered the relationships between 

play and other socio cognitive concerns (for example, sex roles and cognitive skills). 
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 Schwartzman also called for an increase in research associated with verbal play.  

Such work had been pursued by several folklorists and sociolinguists, and in particular, 

by Abrahams (1962), Labov (1974), and Dundes, Leach and Özkök (1970).   The three 

works studied verbal dueling (insults and responses) among pre-adolescent and 

adolescent males.  Abrahams and Labov studied playing of The Dozens, or, “sounding,” 

a type of verbal dueling observed in African American communities, while Dundes et. al. 

considered verbal dueling found among Turkish boys.  All of these studies focused on the 

importance of the sequence of verbal insults and responses, and how these together 

designed the submission of group members, while at the same time establishing social 

hierarchy. 

 One of Schwartzman’s reviewed groups, communication studies, became 

particularly useful for the current study.  The work of Bateson (1956) in describing the 

framing of play highlighted the possibility of paradoxes generated from the multiple 

messages implicit in words and actions.  Bateson specifically placed emphasis on the 

necessity of metacommunicative skills in allowing the differentiation between messages 

implying mood (fighting, for example) and messages denoting play.  In this way, he 

stressed the important relationship between what Sutton-Smith (1976) has defined as 

texts (the play itself) and contexts (conditions that surround the play).  Bateson’s 

influence became particularly important to the work of Goffman (1959, 1961), as it aided 

in the formation of the notion of frames,  situated activity systems (previously described 

in Chapter 4) and focused gatherings--sets of people focused on the flow of a single 

activity. 
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 Both Bateson and Goffman in turn, became influential in specific theories of play 

put forth by Sutton-Smith (1971, 1976a, 1982, 1997).  Sutton-Smith began by 

considering specific techniques children used to enter, initiate, exit and terminate play.  

He emphasized the importance of understanding both textual and contextual elements of 

an event.  He also incorporated analysis of text and context in studying different genres, 

like riddles (1976), and in considering the biases present in play research based on social 

class differences (1982).   

 Bateson and Goffman also influenced the work of Geertz (1972) in analyzing 

cockfight participants in Bali as members of focused gatherings.  Here, he looked closely 

at how spectators interpreted the frame of the cockfight itself.  Specifically, Geertz 

considered how aggressions were displayed, particularly as part of wagering routines, 

within the safe play event of the cockfight.  He demonstrated that wagering practices 

contributed to the design of deep play (unpredictable, high-stakes play).  Like Sutton-

Smith, Geertz analyzed both the text of the fight and the context of the greater Balinese 

society to draw conclusions about the nature of the game, the larger culture, and the 

relationship with the participants.   

 In this first section, I have reviewed work in the history of childhood and the 

history of play.  The work of Ariès’ brought significance to the study of childhood, while 

Huizinga’s analysis highlighted the importance of play in the development of culture.  

Since Huizinga, the study of play has evolved over time and has been the concern of 

several fields, including folklore and sociolinguistics.  Those studies discussed here have 

been particularly influential in analyzing texts of play: (a) series of exchanges; (b) 
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strategies; and (c) routines.  Importantly though, these works have also focused on 

context, the elements of the greater social world surrounding play acts.  In the following 

section, I propose a model with which to consider both the discursive texts of Westside 

peer play and the ideologies present in the larger social contexts. 

Ideology, Performance and Peer Culture:  A Working Model 
 

 In Chapter 2, I described a view of ideology as socio-cognitive and discursive.  I 

also discussed the notion of gender as co-constructed, performative and asymmetrical.  In 

this chapter, I consider how both ideology and gender operate within the framework of 

interpretive reproduction (Corsaro, 2003, 2005), the process by which young peer 

cultures adopt, reproduce and transform adult culture.  In particular, I propose a model by 

which peer cultures on the playground become a site for the appropriation, performance 

and transformation of language, gender and play ideologies.  It borrows from both an 

adaptation of van Dijk’s work on ideologies (see Figure 2.2) and Corsaro’s Orb Web 

Model (2005, p. 26).   

 The work of van Dijk in defining ideology has been useful in emphasizing the 

socio-cognitive nature of ideologies, stressing the relationships between ideologies and 

discourse, albeit indirect.  What one says, for example, is not necessarily an ideology, but 

rather, an interpretation of ideology as it has passed through one’s own mental model 

according to context.  Again, van Dijk maintained that individuals appropriate ideologies, 

which necessarily pass through mental models before they are expressed discursively.  

Likewise, individuals also interpret discourse through their mental models, and generalize 

to contribute to the formation of group ideology (see adaptation in Figure 2.2).   
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 Meanwhile, Corsaro, in his elaboration of the interpretive reproduction of peer 

cultures, designed an Orb Web Model (2005, p. 26).  This model, a spiral spinning 

outward, intersecting the tines of a spider web, has been effective in relaying both the 

continuous development of peer cultures (spirals) and the multiplicity of the adult 

contexts (tines of the web) with which peer cultures come into contact.  Corsaro 

explained that as children develop through different phases of life (from the familial 

center through preschool, preadolescent, adolescent and adult generations), they produce 

and participate in a variety of peer cultures.  These peer cultures come in contact with a 

number of institutional fields (including educational, cultural, and familial ones).  

Corsaro observed that as they do, they participate in “interpretive reproduction,” the 

creative appropriation, reproduction and extension of adult culture. 

 For the purposes of conceptualizing ideologies and gender within Westside’s peer 

cultures, I propose a model which considers the role of interpretive reproduction in 

appropriating, enacting and transforming ideology and the performance of gender.  In 

Figure 5.1, the playground becomes a field (tine) within Corsaro’s Orb Web Model.  Peer 

cultures develop and change as they continually come in contact with the playground 

setting.  At the intersection with the playground, interpretive reproduction takes place; 

ideology, ever-present in the cultural routines of the field, underlies this.  Here, peer 

groups participate in the cultural routines of playground games, creatively working 

through the ideologies they have appropriated from adults related to language, gender 

and/or play.  They continue to participate in these routines, co-constructing various peer 

cultures that at the same time discursively perform the reproduction and/or extension of 
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adult cultural ideologies.  The peer culture becomes a site within which ideologies are 

negotiated and even transformed. 

 
 

Figure 5.1.  Model for the interpretative reproduction of ideologies in peer culture. 

Figure 5.1 represents only one slice of a larger model within which interpretive 

reproduction becomes situated.  The playground is not the only field that peer groups 

intersect, and clearly, not all peer cultures intersect the institutional field of school 

playgrounds.   This model also just highlights peer groups as sites of the negotiation of 

ideology and discourse, though individual mental models also function in this capacity. 

Figure 5.1 is useful insofar as it recognizes the ideological nature of those cultural 

routines inherent in school playgrounds, and explains the role of the peer culture in 

mediating the relationship between these ideologies and discourse in play.  It helps 

explain how young peer cultures do not merely absorb societal ideologies passively, but 

instead, creatively adopt and transform these.   

PEER CULTURE 

PLAYGROUND 
FIELD 

Ideologies  Discourse 
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 The current study focused on the intersection represented in Figure 5.1, the 

interpretive reproduction of Westside peer cultures at the intersection of the playground 

field.  Examples from the data follow, which illustrate the usefulness of this model in 

understanding interpretive reproduction.  Corsaro (2005) identified three types of specific 

actions that constitute interpretive reproduction:  (1) creative appropriation of the adult 

world; (2) production of peer culture; and (3) reproduction/extension of the adult world.  

He stressed that while these actions are related (adoption of cultural routines may lead to 

use of these in peer culture, which can lead to transformation of adult culture); they are 

not tidily separated over time.  “Instead, these collective actions occur both within the 

moment and over time” (p. 41).   

Interpretive Reproduction at Westside 

 In this section, I detail the process of interpretive reproduction, as defined by 

Corsaro, among the English learners and their peer cultures at Westside.  First, I consider 

how Westside students creatively appropriated knowledge, including ideologies, from 

adults--parents and teachers.  Second, I show how students worked through this 

knowledge in peer cultures.  Finally, I discuss how peer cultures reproduced and even 

extended adult culture and ideologies through discursive performances on the 

playground. 

Creative Appropriation of Ideologies from the Adult World 

 In this section, I first give examples from the current data to illustrate that English 

learners at Westside, within their peer cultures, appropriated ideologies of language and 

gender from the adults around them.  Corsaro (2005) emphasized the creative nature of 
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this process, “The term reproduction captures the idea that children are not simply 

internalizing society and culture, but are actively contributing to cultural production and 

change” (p. 19).  In other words, children may demonstrate that they have adopted 

information from adult culture, but the result is often different, transformed by peer group 

innovation. 

 In the case of ideologies, children in peer groups may express notions or opinions 

that belie ideologies of adult culture, but that at the same time can be quite different.  At 

Westside, for example, interviews with parents and school faculty revealed opinions and 

notions relating language learning and use to immigrant identity.  Most of the adults 

interviewed for this study were first-generation immigrants.  All of the parents, one 

teacher, and one yard supervisor were from Mexico and Central America.  The remaining 

three adults included in this study (an administrator, a teacher, and a yard supervisor) 

were Anglo, born in the local area.  Collectively, their expressed notions formed an adult 

culture in which language was related to identity, and specifically, to immigrant life. 

Consider, for example, the case of Fernando, Andrés’ father.  Born in Zamora, 

Mexico he and his wife had begun to raise a family, moving from Zamora to Guadalajara 

to Manzanillo, looking for jobs before coming to work in the California vineyards.  After 

a couple of years, they were finally able to send for their two sons while still picking 

grapes.  On May 1, 2006, the day I visited the family, proponents of federal immigration 

reform had called for a boycott of schools and work places.  In the U.S. Senate, debate 

centered on the formation of an official guest worker program that would give guest 

worker status to the estimated 400,000 undocumented workers already residing in the 
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United States.  The considerable opposition to the program painted a picture of immigrant 

workers as criminals, and a burden on the health, employment and educational systems 

tax payers supported.   

Though many students stayed home on May 1, Andrés came to school, and his 

parents had both worked a typical nine-hour day in a vineyard thirty minutes out of town.  

Fernando commented that they often even worked Sundays too, and sometimes, traveled 

as far as two hours away, to the coastal vineyards their boss owned.  They needed the 

money, he said, for the high rent and to support the ten extended family members that 

now shared the house, including his wife Rona and three boys, the matriarch Señora 

Eugenia, Rona’s sister Alma, and her two children.  Eduardo, Rona’s 17-year old brother, 

even recently dropped out of high school to work in the vineyards and help the family 

out.  “He sufrido aquí, hemos sufrido aquí” [I’ve suffered here, we’ve suffered here]. 

Fernando nodded. 

Uno viene, porque venimos jodidos de a México, por eso nos venimos para hacer 

algo.  Y hay mucha gente que no, mucha gente viene no más a robar, o sabe, a 

destruir cosas que no--Allá en México fíjese que se muere porque uno no tiene 

dinero para atender a los niños.  Hay mucha gente que después los niños mueren 

porque no tienen dinero para atenderlos.  Por eso es que mucha gente está aquí. . . 

Por la necesidad [You come because you’re screwed in Mexico, that’s why we 

came, to do something.  And there are people that no, a lot of people come just to 

steal, or who knows, destroy stuff that isn’t—Over there, in Mexico, you die 

because you don’t have money to take care of your kids.  There are people who 
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later, their kids die because they don’t have the money to take care of them.  

That’s why people are here . . . because they have to be] (5/1/06). 

 Fernando expressed that he wanted to learn English.  Each night he sat down with 

Andrés, and together they watched Inglés Sin Barreras, but beyond that, he admitted that 

he never spoke English, and had neither the time nor the courage to take classes.  

Roberta’s mother Guadalupe, from Maravilla, Mexico, expressed similar frustrations.  

Guadalupe’s husband started coming to work in the fields of Texas at age 16.  After 

getting married, he continued spending half a year working in the United States and half a 

year in Maravilla.  Now that the whole family was together in the United States, 

Guadalupe worked in housekeeping for a local hotel during the high tourist season 

(April-November), but Guadalupe missed Maravilla, and the family saved up during the 

year to make sure they could drive back for the Christmas holidays.    

 Guadalupe expressed that the only reason her family was staying in the United 

States was so that the children could study English.  Like Fernando, she wanted to learn 

English herself, but felt too embarrassed to take classes.  Also like Fernando, she didn’t 

have the time.   “Sí, llega la gente a hacer de comer, y luego a darles, y a dar una 

barrerita, y a bañarse y ya pues, ¿qué tiempo tiene?” [Yes, you get home, make dinner, 

sweep up, take a shower and that’s it!  What time is there?] (5/17/06). 

 For both Fernando and Guadalupe, learning English was desirable, but frustrating 

because as immigrant working parents, they worked hard and had no time to take classes.  

Not all immigrant adults interviewed for this study expressed this.  Some took classes at 

the local adult school anyway, but usually acknowledged an inner drive to learn English 
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that pushed them to go despite fears and time constraints.  Susana, a second grade 

teacher, recalled how it was for her when she first arrived in the local community. “Me 

metí a todas las clases, Cathy, a las que pudiera agarrar.  Las que pudiera.  Y también fue 

un shock puesto que el, el, el sistema era diferente”  [I signed up for all of the classes, 

Cathy, all that I could get.  All that I could get.  And it was also a shock because the 

system here was different] (5/25/06). 

 For others, Anglo school faculty born here, and who grew up speaking English, 

learning a second language was enriching, a part of their lives for which they felt 

enjoyment and passion.  Della, the school principal, remembered that her fifth grade 

teacher, who had once been a foreign exchange student, inspired her to learn Spanish.  

Della later became an exchange student herself and was able to learn Spanish abroad 

also.  Karen, a second grade teacher, also traveled abroad to learn Spanish.  She shared,  

I started learning Spanish, I guess I got into learning Spanish . . . and then I just 

became fascinated with it.  And it was a requirement, you know, to take it.  But I 

took it my freshman year, and I just fell in love with the language.  (5/23/06) 

Westside’s peer cultures were immersed in an adult culture with multiple feelings 

associated with language learning.  Indeed, these appeared to be related to immigrant 

identity.  Immigrant adults either felt that they didn’t have time to learn English, or else 

they were driven to continue studying despite hardships.  Meanwhile, non-immigrant 

Anglo adults expressed a passion for learning Spanish, a love for the language and the 

cultural opportunities associated with it.   
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   The case study students had appropriated these ideologies relating language 

learning and use to immigrant identity, though the resulting notions were slightly 

different.  On June 5, 2006, I sat down with all four in a focus group interview.  Within 

the first ten minutes of the interview, I had asked if English was important to them, and 

they all responded by saying yes.  I then asked why? 

Roxana:  Porque las personas aquí, está en inglés  

  [Because the people here, it’s in English.] 

Cathy:   Hmmm. 

Nicolás:  Y también en Me . . . creo que en México, como no más saben  

  español, entonces nacen como con, con, cuando naces, como ya  

  van a hablar en español, menos creo que aquí hablan en inglés, y  

  como, como, um. . .y luego creo cada- 

  [And also in Me . . .  I think in Mexico, since they just know  

  Spanish, so they are born with, with, when you’re born, since  

  they’re already going to speak in Spanish, but I think that here they 

  speak in English, like, like, um, . . . and then I think each]. 

Roxana:  ¿Estado? [State?]. 

Nicolás:  Estado habla, tiene por ejemplo, [State speaks, has for example,] 

Roxana:  Different language.  No más de que también, eso se me hace que  

      los niños cuando nacen hablan, empiezan a hablar en el idioma de  

      su  país. 
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   [Different language.  But also, I think that kids when they’re   

  born, they start to speak the language of their country].   

Nicolás:    País. [country]. 

 In responding to my question, Roxana and Nicolás began by co-constructing a 

notion relating early language learning and use to country of birth.  Shortly afterward, the 

group began to discuss their own identities. 

Cathy:  Entonces aquí tenemos, dos niños que nacieron aquí, y dos niños  

  que nacieron en México.  ¿Son muy diferentes Ustedes?  ¿O son  

  iguales? [So here we have, two children who were born here, and  

  two children who were born in Mexico.  Are you very different?   

  Or are you the same?]. 

Roberta:   Diferentes [Different]. 

   

Roxana:   Somos iguales. Iguales [We’re the same.  The same]. 
 
Cathy:  Y, ¿cómo diferentes? [And, how different?]. 
 
Roberta:  Con nuestros padres somos igual— 

  [With our parents, we’re the same].  

   

Roxana:  Se me hace que— 

  ¡porque son de la misma familia!  (hhh)  Se me hace 
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 que somos iguales, porque los tres aquí, somos mexicanos, aunque 

 nacemos en otros paises, somos de donde nosotros, nacieron 

 nuestros padres. 

 [I think— 

 because you’re part of the same family! (laugh)  I think that we’re 

 the same, because the three here, we’re Mexican, even though 

 we’re born in other countries, we’re from where our, our parents 

 were born]. 

   Here, Roberta and Roxana discussed how the four students were similar or 

different.  While Roxana stressed their similarities, Roberta’s immediate response was 

that they were different.  Andrés, also born in Mexico, likewise saw differences a short 

while later. 

Nicolás:  Pienso que yo nací aquí en California, todavía soy mexicano.   

  Porque mis papás, mis, mamá nacieron en México.  Y también mi  

  hermano . . .  Entonces, o si tus padres son mexicanos, y tú, um,  

  nacistes en California, um, entonces todavía eres mexicano, porque 

  tus papás son.  

    [I think that I was born here in California, I’m still Mexican.  

 Because my parents, my, mom was born in Mexico.  And also my 

 brother . . . So if your parents are Mexican and you, um, were born 

 in California, then you are still Mexican, because your parents 

 are]. 
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Cathy:  ¿Entonces todos aquí son mexicanos?  

  [So all of you here are Mexican?]. 

Roxana, Nicolás, Roberta:  Mm-hmm. 
 
Andrés:  No. 

Andrés later explained that he didn’t really consider that his little brother was 

Mexican since he was born in the local community.  Both Andrés and Roberta, born in 

Mexico, appeared to detect a difference between Mexican-born individuals and those 

born in the United States.  Roxana and Nicolás, born in the local community, did not 

appear to recognize this difference, instead associating identity with parent ethnicity.   

 The example above demonstrated that the four students had appropriated notions 

relating to immigrant identity and language, notions which were varied and which may 

have differed from the original ideas expressed by the adults around them.  They had 

appropriated these ideologies in a creative way, later working out their thoughts within 

the peer group setting allowed by the interview.   

 Corsaro (2006) emphasized the importance of “cultural routines” between adults 

and children in providing predictable, repetitive forums for the appropriation of adult 

culture by children.  Observations of cultural routines between parents and children 

inside of their homes were beyond the scope of the current study.  However, Guadalupe, 

Roberta’s mother, provided a clue as to one way these routines might have worked in the 

appropriation of ideology.  In the following excerpt, she discussed why she herself never 

learned English. 
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Guadalupe:  Porque a mí me daba vergüenza y yo creo por eso no, no aprendí,  

           porque me daba vergüenza pronunciar las cosas.  [Because I  

 was embarrassed, and I think that that’s why I didn’t, didn’t learn,      

 because I was embarrassed to pronounce things]. 

 Cathy:    O sea, que las personas que no- [So, people that aren’t-]. 
    
 Guadalupe:  Que no tienen vergüenza. [That aren’t embarrassed]. 
 
 Cathy:    Aprenden un poco- [Learn a little-]. 
 
 Guadalupe:  Sí pues, es lo que le digo a la niña, Tú no tengas vergüenza en  

            hablar.  Todo habla.  Es que sí, sí le escuchamos que está hablando 

   y nos reímos y entonces ya le van a ser—[Yes well, it’s what I tell  

   her.  You, don’t be embarrassed to talk. Say everything.  It’s just  

    that if, if we hear her, that she’s talking and we laugh, and then it’s  

  going to be--]. 

      (5/17/06) 

As a teacher, I have often heard parents give their children advice right before 

they walk into the classroom.  Many parents stand in line with their second graders and 

daily give them a kiss as they go into the classroom, at the same time telling them to 

behave.  Alternatively, I have also had parents report to me words of advice they have 

told their children, often with the student standing by, listening.  Regularly, mothers 

come to me after school to let me know, “I told him to listen in class,” or, “I told her that 

she needs to tell you if she doesn’t understand something.”  The giving of advice, or the 

reporting of advice-giving, appeared to be a regular cultural routine which facilitated the 
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transmission and appropriation of adult culture by Westside children.  Guadalupe hinted 

at the use of this cultural routine for the creative appropriation of ideologies as well. 

 In this section, I have given an example of how English learners at Westside 

participated in the creative appropriation of ideology from adult culture.  In this example, 

varying notions relating language learning, use and immigrant identity were expressed by 

multiple adults composing the culture surrounding the four case study students.  In the 

context of a peer group interview, students appeared to wrestle with the complex notions 

of language and immigrant identity, demonstrating that they had appropriated, not only 

ideas from their parents and teachers, but that they had transformed these and understood 

them in different ways.  I proposed that the giving of advice, in addition to the reporting 

of advice-giving, appeared to be one example of a cultural routine allowing for the 

process of creative appropriation to take place.  In the next section, I will give an example 

from the data illustrating a second collective action Corsaro (2006) associated with 

interpretive reproduction--the production of and participation in the peer cultures 

themselves.  

Production and Participation in Peer Culture 

 In the prior section, I gave an example from the data of how Westside English 

learners appropriated ideologies related to adult culture.  They negotiated their varying 

notions within the peer culture setting of a focus group discussion.  In the following 

example, I illustrate how similar negotiations took place within games on the playground.  

This time, I consider ideologies related to gender and gendered performances in play. 
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 Interviews with adults involved in this study sometimes revealed underlying 

notions related to gender roles.  Some of these notions emerged from general discussions 

about play.  Guadalupe, for example, said she felt it important that Roberta leave the 

house and play with other girls in the apartment complex, to develop a sense of 

independence.  She cited the poor example of her neighbor; since this woman never let 

her daughter out to play, the little girl was overly shy, and cried whenever her mother left 

for work.  On the other hand, Guadalupe preferred that her middle school son stay inside, 

to avoid the bad influences of some of the neighborhood boys who were already drinking.   

“Y yo por eso pues mejor prefiero tenerlo aquí, que me enfade, mejor yo me salgo un rato 

acá con mis cuñadas.  Y aquí se queda aquí viendo la televisión, o haciendo las tareas” 

[And that’s why I’d rather have him here, even though he frustrates me, it’s better that I 

leave for a while with my in-laws.  And he stays here watching television or doing 

homework] (5/17/06). 

Guadalupe had different standards for her daughter and her son when it came to 

play and socializing.   Señora Eugenia, Andrés’ grandmother, expressed different 

standards for general roles when discussing work.  She had a job picking grapes, yet still 

recognized a notion of gender roles assigning women to the home and care of children, 

while men worked away from the house.   

Porque el hombre tiene tanta responsabilidad, nada más que ellos no lo notan, 

¿saben por qué?  Porque ellos se van a trabajar y la mujer es la que se queda, a 

estar con los chicos.  ¿Sabe?  Una de mujer trabaja más que los hombres, por los 

hijos.  De que (darles) lo que necesitan, preocupar de lo que hicieron, qué es lo 
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que pasa, qué es esto, qué el otro.  Y el papá no.  El papá se va a trabajar y llega. . 

. Pero la mujer tiene la responsabilidad de todo [Because the man has so many 

responsibilities, but they don’t notice it, you know why?  Because they leave for 

work and the woman is the one who stays, to be with the kids.  You know?  

Women work more than men, because of the children.  Giving them what they 

need, worrying about what they did, what happened, this, that.  And the dad, no.  

The dad leaves for work and comes home . . . but the woman has the 

responsibility for everything] (5/1/06). 

It appeared that ideologies of gender role differentiation were part of the adult 

culture surrounding some of Westside’s English learners.  Some adults at the school 

observed that these ideologies had been appropriated by the children, and affected the 

peer groupings out on the playground.  Both Della, school principal, and María, yard 

supervisor, observed that boys and girls often played separately at Westside, and that this 

depended on the type of game.  Boys tended to play more tag and soccer, and were more 

athletic, especially in the upper grades.  Della observed that older Hispanic girls appeared 

to be the least athletic group on the playground, and speculated that this might have to do 

with parental encouragement:   

I would say that the Hispanic (girls) tend to be less athletic than anyone else.  Not 

want to do more physical activities. . . . Definitely the boys are more encouraged 

to (play).  I’ve seen some you know, Hispanic girls play basketball.  If their dad is 

involved with them, the daughters play basketball (4-24-06). 
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Corsaro (2005) observed that gender separation is most common for pre-

adolescent play on playgrounds. General observations for this study concurred that at 

Westside, soccer was a game dominated by boys, mostly English learner but also English 

dominant, who usually played in Spanish.  The case study students followed for this 

study however, didn’t play soccer, so other games were observed throughout the year, 

and while tag was often a game initiated by boys, just as jump rope was most 

enthusiastically embraced by girls, there were always exceptions.  In fact, observations of 

second grade English learner play over time demonstrated that dynamic, heterogeneous 

groupings of boys and girls were more the norm.  It became impossible to label a game as 

either a “boy’s” game or a “girl’s” game at Westside, because boys and girls both played 

all games (see again Table 6.)  Clearly, if children had appropriated notions of gender 

separation described by some adults, they had done so creatively, in ways that still 

allowed for the inclusion of both boys and girls in games. 

 One afternoon toward the end of the school year, curious about how the four case 

study students, the two boys and two girls, would play together, I asked them to model 

certain games for the study.  By pre-selecting their fellow players, I realized that I was 

setting up conditions of play less natural than those I usually observed, when students 

chose their co-players.  Though gender-mixed groups were common, and Roxana and 

Roberta played together almost every day, still, it was not common for these particular 

four students to play together in the same game.  On this day though, they all seemed 

happy to oblige with my request, and began picking the games they thought my 

professors would be most interested in.   
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 First, they wanted to show me dodge ball.  They ran to the dodge ball circle, but 

there was a problem in choosing who would be in the middle, and who would be on the 

outside, throwing the ball first.  Roxana said I would have to make the choice, and then 

she immediately suggested, “Yo creo dos, como un hombre dentro y un hombre afuera”  

[I think two, like a boy inside and a boy outside].  Nicolás agreed, pointing to the outside 

of the circle, “¿Como unos?  Una niña, un niño” [Like this?  A girl, a boy.] (6/5/06).     

 After playing for a little while (those on the outside throw the ball and try to hit 

those in the middle), both boys ended up in the middle.  No matter how quickly Roxana 

and Roberta tossed the ball, they seemed unable to tag the boys, who laughed and snorted 

each time they were missed.  Nicolás yelled out encouragement to Andrés (“Hey, that 

was good!”), and chided the girls (“Hey!  Frickin’ easy!”).  After two minutes, Roxana 

looked to me for help again, pleading, “Ma::e::stra. ¿Podemos rota::r?” [Teacher, can we 

switch?], then suggesting, “Ahora las niñas porque los niños ya estuvieron adentro”  

[Now the girls because the boys were already inside].  As they walked to the middle, the 

two girls squealed, nervously facing each other and lifting their hands.  Then Roxana 

faced Nicolás with the ball, and performed a distinctly feminine gesture.  Stepping 

sideways across the center of the circle, she pulled her shoulders back, shimmying them 

up and down in a taunting, almost dance-like, posture.     
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Figure 5.2.  Roxana, Roberta: ((Squealing)) 
 
 

 
Figure 5.3. Roxana:  ((Shimmy)). 
 

These students appeared to be using gender as a criterion for assuring fairness, 

forming alliances and staging competition, all within the same game.  At first, they 

suggested a gender-based organization that established heterogeneous groups.  Then, the 

boys, by laughing and chiding, by jointly giving the impression that the game was too 

easy, at the same constructed a mutual alliance.  The girls, left out of this, insisted upon a 

change in organization, this time, allowing them in the middle.  With nervous squeals, 

proximity, gesture and eye contact, they formed an immediate alliance.  Finally, Roxana, 
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in her shimmying performance, embodied taunting behaviors, at the same time 

emphasizing gender differences.  It became clear that while these students played in a 

heterogeneously gender-mixed group, they had still appropriated some notions 

emphasizing gender differences from adult culture.  Within the game of dodge ball, they 

seemed to use team organizational strategies, coupled with alliance-forming and taunting 

performances, to explore what they had learned about gender separation. 

 In this section, I have explored a second action involved in interpretive 

reproduction--the creation of and participation in peer cultures.  Corsaro suggested it is 

within these groups that children often work through the knowledge and information they 

have appropriated from adult culture.  In particular, I analyzed the peer culture 

negotiation of ideologies related to gender differentiation.  Parents and teachers 

interviewed for this study hinted at an adult culture which recognized and identified 

gender group separation, even in play.  At Westside, this was particularly interesting, 

because observations instead demonstrated that most second grade games on the 

playground were heterogeneously gender-mixed.  As boys and girls played together, 

though, they appeared to be working through the various gender ideologies they had 

appropriated.  In the dodge ball example, the students at first created mixed groups for 

fairness, then established same-sex alliances and finally, developed gender-specific 

performances.  It appeared that the creation of and participation in peer cultures became a 

forum for the negotiation of appropriated ideologies, as students enacted performances 

and observed their effects.  In the next section, I consider the third collective action 

Corsaro attributes to interpretive reproduction, the extension of adult culture. 
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Reproduction and Extension of Adult Culture 

 In the previous excerpts, I illustrated ways that English learners at Westside 

appropriated adult culture and worked through these notions in peer play.  Perhaps the 

most interesting feature of interpretive reproduction, however, was the power Corsaro 

ascribed to peer cultures in supporting adult culture, or affecting adult culture change.  In 

particular, Corsaro cited his own research which explored the way peer groups created 

“secondary adjustments” (Goffman, 1961), or habitual ways of getting around 

institutional expectations.  Corsaro noted that sometimes, the actions of the peer cultures 

resulted in the reproduction of adult culture (children, by subversively breaking rules 

actually reinforced them).  Other times, these activities created change in adult culture 

(adults relaxed, ignored or explicitly changed rules based on peer group activities). 

Similar phenomena took place on Westside’s playground.  The following section 

explores how adult-culture ideologies related to physical safety and supervision were 

present in the creation and enforcement of playground rules.  It considers how peer 

cultures both reproduced and transformed these rules through secondary adjustments. 

 Adults interviewed for this study often talked about the importance of physical 

safety on the playground.  Martín, Roberta’s father, said that for him, safety and 

supervision were the most important features of a good playground.  His wife, 

Guadalupe, added that she liked the Westside playground because there were plenty of 

supervisors watching over the children and correcting them if they were unsafe.   

 Dolores, a yard supervisor in charge of the jungle gym play box, also recognized 

that safety was a major issue, and saw it as a challenge with multiple facets.  Though she 
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felt the students’ creativity in entertaining themselves during recess was admirable, some 

of their play on the equipment seemed dangerous.  Additionally, Dolores noted that some 

children didn’t appear to know “their bodies’ capabilities” (5-30-06) and got hurt doing 

things that weren’t safe for them physically.  Finally, she also saw en emotional root to 

safety when students brought anger out onto the playground: 

Because, you know, they get into play, and as they play sometimes they get into 

the role so deeply that they forget, you know, who they are, what they’re doing, 

and they become something else.  And then they get angry, that someone else, 

who they perceive has done something to them or said something to them. . . .And 

with that equipment, (it) can be pretty dangerous.  It only takes one pissed-off 

little child to shove and really hurt someone (5-30-06). 

Dolores thought that it was important to recognize the multiple reasons for safety 

violations, because then she could help treat these.  By talking to children about their 

anger, for example, she saw that she could help resolve safety issues effectively.  In this 

way, Dolores recognized that the playground could be a setting for children to work 

through emotional issues.  Sometimes, though, she felt frustrated, because not all yard 

duty supervisors had this same perspective, and instead, spent recesses punishing 

students.   

You know, cuz the other yard duties just yell, you know?  And they’re used to 

yelling and sending kids to the office . . . So it’s more, “Okay, let’s give ‘em a 

bench ticket or a detention,” rather than getting down to the root of the problem 

and taking care of the problem (5-30-06). 
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Dolores noted with sadness that for this reason, most children appeared to view 

her and other yard duty supervisors as punishers rather than as mediators or facilitators of 

safety.  Observations for this study reflected Dolores’ observations.  Yard duty 

supervisors were present in most parts of the playground, and while they usually steered 

clear of the areas I was observing, concerns for physical safety and the enforcement of 

playground rules sometimes led them to intervene in games and direct behavior.  When 

this happened, students usually stopped what they were doing and watched as the adult 

explained the violation and suggested new behaviors. 

 Ideologies relating physical safety to supervision and punishment were part of the 

cultures of both parents and yard duty supervisors, but they were also present in the 

playground rules.  As noted earlier, at Westside, a Behavior Management Task Force 

made up of staff and parent volunteers had brainstormed a list of playground concerns 

and rules, distributed to all teachers six months before this study began (see Appendix A).  

Additionally, eight months into the study, another memo detailing playground rules, 

authored by yard duty supervisors and the school administrators, was given to teachers 

(see Appendix O).  Together, both documents provided a set of playground rules for 

students to follow.  They reflected a concern for student safety, student health (eating 

lunch and snack properly), and general orderliness.  A summary of the rules outlined in 

the two memos can be found in Table 8. 
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Table 8 

Summary of Westside’s Playground Rules 

 

Behavior Management Task Force Rules 

(3/9/05) 

 

Yard Duty Supervisor Rules 

(4/18/06) 

      

Established Rules: 

1. No kicking ANY balls on blacktop. 

2. Only kick balls on field. 

3. No walking past portables (except 2nd 

graders leaving lunch boxes at classroom 

door) 

4. Yard duties must wear vest. 

5. In morning, students stand in line (no 

playing). 

New Proposed Rules: 

1. Segregate basketball courts by grade. 

2. Freeze when the bell rings (stop and 

squat until you hear the whistle). 

3. Automatic bench ticket for breaking 

rules. 

4. No basketball near the benches. 

 

 

1. 2nd and 3rd graders stay seated at table 

until excused at 12:00. 

2. 4th and 5th graders stay seated until 

excused at 12:10. 

3. Turn lunch time detention slips in to 

yard duties immediately.  (Students 

on detention eat, pick up trash and 

clean tables.) 

4. Play on north side of library.  No play 

between the library and cafeteria. 

5. No students in hallways or 

classrooms, unless they have a note 

or unless 4th graders are taking their 

lunch boxes to classroom door. 
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Table 8 (continued) 

 

Behavior Management Task Force Rules 

(3/9/05) 

 

Yard Duty Supervisor Rules 

(4/18/06) 

 

5. Students must be involved in a game, or 

assigned to the “hanging out” area. 

6. Yard duties must roam assigned area. 

7. Students are responsible for classroom 

equipment that is checked out to them.   

 

6.    No crossing P.E. class games.   

7.    Teachers escort students to tables, 

pass out snack.  All food must be 

eaten at the tables. 

8.    Teachers pick up students on time. 

 

 Teachers were asked in administrative e-mails to teach the rules with students in 

class.  The method for teaching rules seemed to vary by classroom.  Some teachers told 

me they used a T-graph, generating discussion with students about what each rule looked 

and sounded like.  Others reported that they simply read the rules to their class.  In Room 

27, I took the latter approach.  Nervous that students would get in trouble for breaking the 

rules, I read the lists aloud to the class immediately after receiving them, paused for 

questions, and then posted the memos on the wall near the door.  I was uncertain that the 

students had internalized, or understood the detail involved in the sets of rules.   

 Understanding of the published rules may have been unclear school wide, and not 

just among students.  Nevertheless, the existence of the rules brought to the playground a 
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greater adult concern for safety and orderly conduct.  Student knowledge of rules varied.  

Roxana said they included: 

No tentar a otros más, ¿no tentar a otros?  Pero sí, los puedes a tentar como si les 

dices, “Hi!” o algo, le das un abrazo.  Pero no atentar como no, como pegarles.  

En el parque, no correr, sí, cosas que no deben de hacer.  Cosas malas.  No pelear 

(3.0) Se me hace que ésas son todas [Don’t touch other people, don’t touch 

others?  But you can touch them if you are saying, “Hi!” or something, or giving 

them a hug.  But don’t touch like hitting.  In the play box, don’t run.  Yeah, things 

you shouldn’t do.  Bad things.  Don’t fight (3.0) I think that’s all.] (5-8-06). 

Nicolás likewise cited the rules about no hitting or running in the play box.  

Roberta added, “No salirte de la escuela, y no estar peleando, y no estarles quitando cosas 

a otra persona” [No leaving school, no fighting and no taking things away from other 

people] (5-22-06).  Andrés added more detail about the rules of the play box:  

No correr y, um, (hay) una parte no más para que corras y unas partes no.  Y um, 

puedes subir a los (0.5) columpios pero no brincarte, no.  A la resbaladía no es, 

necesitas ir para abajo, no para arriba.  Y cuando quieres escalar, no necesitas 

brincarte, necesitas sólo tú bajarte [No running, and um, (there’s) a part for you to 

run and other parts no.  And, um, you can use the (0.5) swings, but don’t jump, 

no.  For the slide, you need to go down, not up.  And when you want to climb, 

you don’t have to jump, you just need to get down] (5/22/06). 

None of the rules cited by the four students were listed on the published school 

rule memos.  Nonetheless, they were important ones, and belied concern for day-to-day 
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safety.  Interestingly, some of the student-expressed rules, like those described by Roxana 

and Andrés, were rather complex, with conditions and exceptions.  Roxana understood, 

for example, there was a rule about not touching other people, but giving hugs was 

acceptable.  Andrés realized that there was a rule about no running in the play box, but he 

also knew that there were areas of the play box where running was allowed.  Rules 

became an important vehicle for the appropriation of adult notions related to safety, but 

the children had adopted these in innovative ways. 

 Rules also became an important site for the reproduction and extension of adult 

culture through the use of student secondary adjustments.  Peer cultures at Westside 

regularly took part in habitual practices which, by subverting the rules, actually 

reinforced them.    Corsaro (2005) noted that secondary adjustments often end up 

reinforcing rules and eliminating the need for adult correction.  At Westside, for example, 

a rule published in April, 2006 stated that all children must be involved in a game, or else 

they were to be in a designated “hanging-out” area under the trees by the soccer field.  

The rule had been designed following staff observations that idle students sometimes 

caused playground disruptions by walking through games or starting fights.  The intent of 

the rule had been to group all of the idle students in the same general area where yard 

supervisors could keep an eye on them.  

 At first, students followed the rule, going to stand under the trees to talk, but after 

a few days, they ventured away, sometimes slowly walking around the perimeter of the 

blacktop so as not to attract attention, heading toward the bathrooms and water fountains.  

Yard supervisors saw this, but allowed it.  On the one hand, they knew that the students 
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needed access to the bathrooms and water.  On the other hand, they also may have 

recognized that by breaking the rule, students were actually reinforcing its original intent. 

By carefully sneaking off to the bathrooms, the children were walking around games 

quietly, avoiding disruption of groups that were playing.  In this way, by breaking the 

rule, student behavior assured that the spirit of the rule would be kept.  At the same time, 

the rule was important.  Without the “hanging-out” area rule, students would most likely 

not have snuck away in such a quiet, non-disruptive manner. 

 On other occasions, student secondary adjustment to rules led to adult culture 

change.  The greatest example for this involved the rule about no tag or running in the 

play box.  Though it wasn’t part of the two published playground memos, the rule 

stipulating no tag or running in the play box was cited by yard supervisors in charge of 

that area, and was familiar to most students.  The play box, located in the southeast 

corner of campus, was covered with tan bark and contained six swings, two bi-level 

jungle gyms joined by a swinging bridge, a vertical climbing net, five monkey bar 

structures, and a balance beam.  Several slides, poles and ladders were included.  An 

aerial approximation of the play box can be found in Figure 5.4. 
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= tree    = common yard supervisor positions 

Figure 5.4.  The play box. 

As can be seen in Figure 5.4, the play box contained a variety of structures for 

climbing, sliding, swinging and hanging.  All were painted bright blue, yellow or red.  

With so much equipment, the rule stipulating no running in the play box had come from a 

concern for student safety because many children, while running, had fallen off or 

crashed into others.  Usually, there were just one or two yard duty supervisors watching 

the play box area where easily, 60-80 children could be playing at the same time during 

lunch.  Often, supervisors stood at the edge of the tan bark (up on the wooden ledge 

outlining the area) or stationed themselves in the center, between the swings and monkey 

bars.  They were often observed calling out to students to be careful, and sometimes had 

children sit on the side if they were caught breaking rules. 

Tag, however, was one of the favorite second grade games on the playground (as 

described in greater detail in Chapter 4).  The play box, because of the many places to 
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hide, was the preferred spot to play tag, even though the rule stipulated that no running 

was allowed.  Students appeared to get around this rule by limiting their play to the area 

nearest the tree (in fact, the tree was sometimes base).  They ran around and underneath 

slides, climbed to the second level of the structures, chased each other across the bridge, 

and hid from each other underneath the jungle gyms.  Almost never were students 

observed using monkey bars, hanging bars or the balance beam (those structures closer to 

the supervisory positions) for tag.  Students knew that to play tag successfully, they 

would need to run, and they created a secondary adjustment by limiting their running to 

areas furthest away from supervisors.  

However, one day in May, one of the supervisors stopped a tag game and called 

the players together near the climbing net.  She explained that a change in the rules 

allowed them to play tag, but they would have to limit their play to the area between the 

climbing net and the tree.  The supervisor took her hand and pointed to the net, drawing 

an imaginary line with her arm from the net westward, through the monkey bars and out 

to the edge of the play box area.  She reiterated to the students that they could only run on 

“that side” (waving her arms toward the jungle gyms and tree), not “this side” (gesturing 

toward the swings, monkey and hanging bars).  The students watched her arms, nodded, 

then ran back to the jungle gyms to continue playing. 

The new rule explained by the supervisor allowed the students to run and play tag 

in the area demarcated by the climbing net and the tree.  This included the jungle gyms, 

slides, and bridge, essentially, all of the areas where they had always played tag anyway.  
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There was no real line drawn, of course, so the boundary established by the hanging net 

seemed arbitrary.  Dolores later explained the change in the rule to me:   

I mean, we’ve even changed some things as far as, you know, what they’re 

allowed to do on the play yard and things like that.  And um, you know, we’ve 

just, we’ve compromised and made things manageable so that they can play tag.  

Which a lot of them, that’s what they live for, is playing tag. And there’s really no 

where for them to do that.  And they like to use the equipment you know, as part 

of their hiding and their running around.  And that’s when we had to draw up 

some rules that you only go DOW:N the slide.  For again, safety purposes.  Um, 

you know, and they don’t always follow the rules.  But they KNOW the rules  

(5-30-06). 

Students habitually resisted a rule prohibiting play box running by limiting their 

play to areas where they wouldn’t be seen and the rule wouldn’t be easily enforced.  Yard 

duty supervisors appeared to enforce the rule only selectively or ignore it altogether.  

Finally, they created a change in the rule allowing students to run and play tag where they 

had always done so.  In this way, peer cultures, having appropriated adult notions of 

safety, still created patterns of play which challenged rules, eventually enacting change in 

adult culture through change in adult rules.  Hence the playground became an important 

site for the transformation of adult culture through peer culture subversion. 

Summary 

 In this chapter, I have addressed the second research question:  How do gender 

and ideology play a role in children’s games?  First, I reviewed the literature related to 
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the history of childhood and of play, highlighting the particular influence of 

sociolinguistic studies which have analyzed both the texts and contexts of play acts.  

Second, I proposed a model for considering the roles of ideology and gender in play 

based on the works of both van Dijk (1995a, 1996) on ideologies, and that of Corsaro 

(2005) on interpretive reproduction.  Finally, I focused on the three activities Corsaro 

associated with interpretive reproduction, at the same time providing examples from the 

Westside data demonstrating how interpretive reproduction functioned to facilitate the 

peer cultures’ appropriation, negotiation and transformation of ideologies.  It became 

clear that English learner second graders were adept at adopting ideologies in creative 

ways, performing these while at play, and even affecting change in the greater adult 

Westside culture.  The next chapter considers the relationship between these skills 

realized on the playground, and academic performance.   
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CHAPTER 6 

PLAY DISCOURSE AND SCHOOL PERFORMANCE 
 

“It is paradoxical that many educators and parents still differentiate between a time for 

    learning and a time for play without seeing the vital connection between them.”  

                                            --Leo Buscaglia (2007)6 

 The third research question for this study was:  What is the relationship between 

the discursive practices of English learners and their school performance?  In Chapter 3 I 

first described that this inquiry emerged from my attempts as a classroom teacher to come 

to grips with the challenges and discrepancies inherent in addressing the educational 

needs of English learners in California.  Concern for how to teach these students within 

an environment increasingly characterized by identification, standardized assessments 

and homogeneous-group instruction brought me to this study.   

 In Chapters 4 and 5, I detailed this study’s findings related to the discourse of four 

English learners on the Westside playground, in addition to the roles of ideology and 

gender in the peer cultural process of interpretive reproduction.  Specifically, in Chapter 

4, I emphasized the dynamic nature of discourse within play groups, at the same time 

highlighting the sophistication of the practices students employed for a variety of 

purposes, including entrance into groups, establishment of rules, resistance to social 

order, and inclusion/exclusion of members.  In Chapter 5, I focused on the importance of 

the peer cultures themselves in the inventive appropriation, negotiation and extension of 

                                                 
 

6 Quotation attributed to Leo Buscaglia, Brainy Quote.  Retrieved (9/20/07) from 
http://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/quotes/l/leobuscagl121939.html  
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adult culture ideologies related to language, identity, gender and play.  Findings for the 

first two questions alone demonstrated the complex, dynamic, sophisticated nature of 

English learner discourse within playground peer cultures at Westside. 

 In this chapter, I explore how the findings related to playground discourse and 

peer cultures relate to the achievement of English learners.  This study does not attempt 

to consider every facet of each case study student’s school performance in all subject 

areas.  Rather, it places focus on their achievement as English learners in mastering the 

state’s English Language Development (ELD) standards. First, I provide some 

background on the education of Westside’s English learners by discussing some of the 

programmatic structures, curricula and strategies put in place for providing ELD 

instruction.  I then take a closer look at the California English Language Development 

Test (CELDT), the primary measure mandated by the state for identifying and monitoring 

all English learners.  Next, I analyze the state’s English Language Development (ELD) 

standards as presented in The Map of Standards for English Learners (Carr & Lagunoff, 

2003), a document used in Westside’s district for planning instruction.  Finally, I 

compare the discursive and peer cultural practices observed in this study with the 

expectations of the ELD standards as determined by the CELDT and presented in The 

Map of Standards.   

Background:  English Learner Instruction at Westside 
 

In this section, I describe how English learner instruction took place at Westside.  

Again, Westside had adopted a Two Way (Dual) Immersion model school-wide, which 

emphasized instruction in both Spanish and English for all students.  The local school 
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district, however, was particularly concerned for the progress of English learners.  At 

several schools, including Westside, the English learner subgroup had failed to reach 

benchmark goals on the all-English California Standards Test (CST).  This had led to the 

Program Improvement designation for all of these sites.  These schools were asked to 

target English learners, tracking their assessment data throughout the year, reporting this 

data to the district, and providing additional support. It was not surprising that extra 

resources were devoted, and programmatic changes were implemented, in special support 

of this population at Westside. 

For example, Westside teachers were instructed to select 4-5 English learners 

from each class as “target students.”  These students would mirror the 25% of the 

school-wide English learner subgroup that was expected to pass the CST under No Child 

Left Behind guidelines.  Target students were selected based on current and past 

assessment data.  State, district and school administrators urged teachers to pick students 

whose data indicated they were good candidates for passing the exam.  By focusing 

especially on these students with rigorous additional attention and resources, it was hoped 

that such concentrated support would lead to greater confidence and ability on the test.  

Suggestions for providing this extra attention included establishing positive relationships 

with students, frequently calling homes to maintain good family-school communication, 

and convening regular individual conferences with these students about their testing 

goals. 

Another important component for providing extra support was the introduction of 

an extra hour of school each day for all English learners.  The Intervention Program at 
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Westside guaranteed either before or after-school English reading and math classes for 

every English learner in Grades 2-5.  Target students at each grade were particularly 

encouraged to attend.  Many teachers at Westside worked an extra hour before or after 

their regular day as part of this program, teaching reading, writing and math to small 

groups.  Della, the principal, credited the program with the increased confidence and 

success of English learners on campus.  Parents like Roberta’s mother, Guadalupe, 

expressed satisfaction with the school, based on the extra hour of instruction in English 

provided for her daughter each day. 

Additionally, the district required that the school implement a 30-minute daily 

block of leveled English Language Development (ELD) time.  Teachers were asked to 

place English learners in homogeneous groups according to their CELDT levels for ELD 

instruction.  For example, in Westside’s second grades, all those who scored Beginner 

went with one teacher, while Intermediates went with another, and Advanced students 

were with yet another for the ELD block.  It was suggested that the grouping of students 

by CELDT score would provide opportunities for tailoring instruction to the needs and 

goals of particular levels.  Teachers were asked to use the state ELD standards and to 

focus instruction specifically on those skills required for attaining the next CELDT level.  

In this way, it was hoped that English learners would advance one CELDT level each 

year until finally reaching complete fluency.    

For this leveled ELD time, the district had purchased a new curricular program, 

Avenues, (Schifini et. al., 2004) published by Hampton-Brown.  Avenues was a textbook 

program that addressed the ELD standards through a series of literature selections 
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organized by content area theme.  The program included a variety of materials, including 

audio-visual and technology resources, to aid in the instruction of the standards.  One of 

the goals of the Avenues program was to provide English learners opportunities to master 

the ELD standards, while continuing to receive content area instruction, particularly in 

Science and Social Studies.  

Additionally, Westside’s district provided guidance in the use of strategies 

designed specifically to meet the needs of English learners.  On February 16, 2006, for 

example, a district assistant superintendent presented a workshop entitled, “Academic 

Achievement of English Learners:  Instructional Strategies to Accelerate Progress.”    

Originally authored and presented earlier by the local chapter of the State Reading 

Association, it had been intended as an introduction to the use of instructional strategies 

that support English learners (particularly Early Advanced and Advanced students) in 

acquiring academic language.  Specifically, the presenter modeled three academic 

language support strategies, Gist, Diptoglos, and SQP2RS (all from Herrell & Jordan, 

2004), that teachers could implement right away in their classrooms.  She ended by 

urging the audience to place greater importance on the role of academic language 

structures with students. Though only nine attended that day, the workshop itself 

reflected the high level of concern local district officials had for the achievement of 

English learners during the year of this inquiry.     

Clearly, Westside’s district was one in which the instruction of English learners 

was a primary concern for administrators.  The selection of target students, provision of 

the intervention program, and implementation of homogeneous ELD leveled instruction 
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were three of the requirements expected of all Program Improvement schools in the local 

community during the year of this study.  These mandates reflected an approach to 

English learner education that focused on the use of standardized data for monitoring 

students, the provision of more time for practice, and the homogeneous grouping of 

students by CELDT level.   The following section considers the role of the CELDT in the 

identification and monitoring of English learners at Westside. 

The California English Language Development Test (CELDT) 
 
 In the prior section, I described some of the programmatic and curricular 

interventions implemented to support the English learner population in Westside’s 

district.  The California English Language Development Test (CELDT) was central to 

these.  The CELDT was the primary measure used for the identification and ongoing 

assessment of English learners in the state.  State law (Education Code, Section 60810) 

indicated that school districts had to use the CELDT as the main indicator of language 

proficiency for the identification of English learners (CTB McGraw-Hill, 2007b).  Part of 

California’s Standardized Testing and Reporting (STAR) program, the CELDT 

comprised one of five other measures used to assess students and schools, and was one of 

the elements reported in fulfillment of the requirements of the No Child Left Behind Act.  

Results of the CELDT influenced the composition of a school’s English learner subgroup 

and its re-designation to fluency rate; hence, the Academic Performance Index (API) 

standing (established by the state), and the Adequate Yearly Progress (AYP) status 

(determined federally) of a school were highly dependent on CELDT results.  How 
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English learners in grades K-12 performed on the CELDT could have serious 

implications for the success of school sites in avoiding Program Improvement status.     

 Westside’s district took the administration of the CELDT and analysis of its 

results seriously.  Newcomers to the district were initially classified as English learner or 

English dominant based on a home language survey given to parents upon school 

registration.  The brief, four-item survey asked parents about languages used in the home.  

If a language other than English were mentioned for any question, then students were 

automatically classified as English learners.  Kindergarten teachers occasionally had the 

opportunity to use an observational survey to contest this, resulting in some EL 

kindergarteners switching to an IFEP (Initial Fluent English Proficient) status.  But after 

that, the only formal assessment tool used to determine English learner status was the 

CELDT.  The CELDT became the single most powerful measure used in Westside’s 

district for the monitoring and classification of English learner students. 

 At Westside, administrators were expected to arrange for completion of the 

CELDT within the first two months of each school year.  Since some of the sections of 

the test were to be administered in a one-on-one format, this meant that teachers who 

normally served in other capacities (specialists, for example, who usually assisted in 

classrooms, tutored, or participated in program planning) were redirected to pull small 

groups and individual students from a variety of grades and give the CELDT instead.  

Classroom teachers were asked to set aside class time to give other portions of the exam.   

 Results were received at schools the following January; this led to intense analysis 

on the part of Westside’s administration and teachers.  For example, teachers were asked 
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to reevaluate the composition of their homogeneous English Language Development 

(ELD) leveled groups and make appropriate changes.  Additionally, some English 

learners could become assigned the new status of Re-designated Fluent English Proficient 

(RFEP).  Students who were able to get 4 or 5 in all subsections of the CELDT, pass the 

district writing exam in English, and score proficient on the California Standards Test 

(CST) were eligible for RFEP status.  This was especially desirable because re-

designation rate was one of the criteria used by the state and federal government in 

evaluating the performance of a school.  Also, RFEP students were no longer considered 

part of the English learner subgroup and did not have to take the CELDT exam anymore.  

When students at Westside were re-designated, they were recognized at a school-wide 

assembly and their parents received a congratulatory letter in the mail.  District-wide 

then, the CELDT had the power to determine both the level of instruction English 

learners received and their re-designation to the status of fluent speaker.  No other 

assessment tool served these same functions.   

 The CELDT was authored by the McGraw-Hill publishing company under 

contract with the California State Department of Education.  Its authors noted that the 

purposes of the exam were to identify English learners, determine their level of 

proficiency, and gauge their progress.  The Scoring Guide cautioned that the CELDT 

should not be the only tool used to identify English learner students; however, it 

suggested no others, and recognized the legal requirements of using the exam as the 

primary assessment (CTB McGraw-Hill, 2007b).   
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 The CELDT addressed four grade level spans in accordance with the state’s ELD 

standards:  K-2, 3-5, 6-8, 9-12.  It was also organized by sections and subsections.  

Kindergarten and first grade students only completed the Listening and Speaking 

sections.  All other grades completed these in addition to Reading and Writing.  For 

second graders, an overall score was generated which averaged the scores of the four 

subsections.  Proficiency levels (Beginning, Early Intermediate, Intermediate, Early 

Advanced, and Advanced) were assigned both for subsections and for the overall score.  

Both the school and parents received one-page reports with bar graphs showing the 

scores and proficiency levels of students in subsections and for the overall score. (See 

example, Appendix P.) 

 For the most part, CELDT questions were presented using a multiple-choice 

format.  No time limits were imposed in the administration of the measure.  For the 

Listening section (Teacher Talk) of the second grade test, students listened to the teacher 

read a script and ask a question, then chose one of three pictures as an answer.  For the 

Reading, and some Writing sections, students read questions and stories by themselves 

and chose from four possible answers.    

 Other sections of the test were different.  Some sections of the CELDT were 

analyzed on a rubric provided by the publisher.  For example, in Writing (Sentences and 

Short Compositions), students looked at pictures and were asked to write about them.  

These responses were scored according to a four-point rubric (0-3) in the Scoring Guide 

which emphasized grammatical features (use of subject and predicate) in addition to 

some content, mechanics and vocabulary. For Speaking (Speech Functions), students 
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listened to a teacher read a short script and ask a question.  Their responses were 

analyzed on a three-point rubric (0-2), this time that emphasized performance of the 

function required and grammatical accuracy.  For Speaking (Choose and Give Reasons), 

students listened to the examiner ask for an opinion.  These choices were graded on 

another three-point rubric (0-2) that highlighted if the student made a choice, provided 

supporting answers, and used grammatical features.  Finally, for Speaking (4-Picture 

Narrative), students listened to the teacher read a story while looking at four pictures, 

then were asked to retell the story.  These responses were analyzed based on a five-point 

rubric (0-4) which emphasized overall coherence, elaboration, vocabulary, grammatical 

structures and pronunciation.   

  For other questions, responses were coded either as correct, incorrect or no 

response.  This was the case for the section on Listening (Following Oral Directions).  

Test examiners showed individual students some pictures and directed them to 

manipulate them (pointing or drawing on them).  Additionally, for Listening (Rhyming), 

students heard the teacher read two rhyming words and had to provide a third (possible 

answers were provided for the person scoring).  Finally, for Speaking (Oral Vocabulary), 

students looked at pictures, listened to a question and gave an answer.  Test publishers 

noted in the scoring guide that the questions for this particular section were open-ended, 

and left it up to test administrators to determine if students relayed the main idea or not; 

sample responses were provided to help make these decisions.   

 In sum, the CELDT was a measure developed by McGraw-Hill Publishers in 

partnership with the state, mandated by law for the identification and assessment of all 
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English learners in California.  It was a high-stakes exam in the surest sense of the term; 

CELDT scores classified English learners according to proficiency levels, and this in turn 

influenced their instruction and their status within a school, as it made them part of the 

English learner testing subgroup.  Additionally, though, the results of this one measure 

helped determine re-designation rates, which consequently reflected upon the status of 

entire schools.  The exam itself was made up of four sections and several subsections.  

Most questions were multiple-choice, though some subsections were graded on rubrics.   

Next, I consider how the CELDT results were used in implementation of the state’s 

English Language Development (ELD) standards. 

California’s English Language Development (ELD) Standards 

 In the prior section, I described how the CELDT measure was used to establish a 

proficiency level for English learner students.  These levels were reported mid-year to 

both school sites and parents.  At Westside, the arrival of the CELDT results was 

followed by an intense period of analysis by the administration and teachers.  

Administrators in particular, were concerned with identifying those students who became 

candidates for re-designation based on scores of 4 or 5 on all sections of the test.  

Teachers became concerned with what the new proficiency levels meant for meeting the 

state’s English Language Development (ELD) standards. 

 In the year prior to the commencement of this study, an administrator from the 

district office led a staff training at Westside in which she introduced the state English 

Language Development (ELD) standards as presented in The Map of Standards for 

English Learners (Carr and Lagunoff, 4th ed., 2003).  The Map identified the ELD 
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standards as stepping stones leading to the ultimate goal of mastering the state’s English 

Language Arts (ELA) standards.  It was a lengthy document organized by a series of 

tables which detailed expectations for each proficiency level by grade level span and 

standard cluster (See Table 9).   Essential Standards, those clusters found on the 

California Standards Test (CST), were identified with the symbol ES.  Additionally, each 

cluster listed specific skill expectations for proficiency levels.  (These are not detailed in 

Table 9).  Those specific skills found on the CELDT were further marked with the 

symbol ES*. 

Table 9 

The Map of Standards for English Learners:  Standards Areas and Clusters, Grades K-2 

 

Standards Area 

 

Clusters 

 

Listening and Speaking 

 

1.  Follow Directions 

2.  Listen Attentively 

3.  Speak to be Understood 

4.  Vary Ways of Speaking 

5.  Participate in Social Conversations 

6.  Retell Stories and Summarize Main Idea 

7.  Recite Rhymes and Stories 

8.  Ask and Answer Questions 
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Table 9 (continued) 

 
 

Standards Area 

 

Clusters 

 

Reading Word Analysis 

 

1.  Understand Concepts About Print (ES) 

2.  Recognize and Produce Phonemes (ES) 

3.  Understand Sound-Symbol Relationships 

(ES) 

4.  Segment Sounds in Words (ES) 

5.  Track Sounds in Words 

6.  Read Sight Words and Apply Knowledge of 

Word Parts    (ES) 

7.  Read Abbreviations (ES) 

8.  Read Aloud 
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Table 9 (continued) 
 

 

Standards Area 

 

Clusters 

 

Reading Fluency and Systematic 

Vocabulary Development 

 

1.  Use Vocabulary for Communication (ES) 

2.  Use Social and Academic Vocabulary (ES) 

3.  Correct Errors 

4.  Read Words 

5.  Read Sounds and Word Families 

6.  Apply Knowledge of Word Parts 

7.  Understand Synonyms and Antonyms (ES) 

8.  Understand Prefixes and Suffixes (ES) 

9.  Recognize Abbreviations 

10.  Categorize Words (ES) 

11.  Read Aloud 

 

Reading Comprehension 

 

1.  Follow Directions 

2.  Interpret Text Features 

3.  Identify Sequence of Events (ES) 

4.  Draw and Label Pictures (ES) 

5.  Respond to Comprehension Questions (ES) 

6.  Draw Inferences (ES) 
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Table 9 (continued) 

 

Standards Area 

 

Clusters 

 

Literary Response and Analysis 

 

1.  Describe Elements of Poetry 

2.  Identify Setting and Characters (ES) 

3.  Respond to Comprehension Questions (ES) 

 

Writing Strategies and Applications 1.  Write Sentences (ES) 

2.  Write Narratives (ES) 

3.  Write in Content Areas (ES) 

4.  Write a Letter 

5.  Use the Writing Process (ES) 

 

Writing Conventions 1.  Use Correct Mechanics, Spelling and 

Grammar (ES) 

2.  Use Correct Grammar (ES) 

3.  Edit Writing 

 

 At the Westside training, the district presenter suggested that teachers look 

carefully at the CELDT levels of their students, and plan with the goal of each English 

learner increasing one CELDT level per year.  In other words, she urged teachers to teach 
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to the specific skills required for students to meet the next level of proficiency.  For 

Beginner (Level 1) students, for example, teachers would teach those discrete skills 

needed to attain Early Intermediate (Level 2) status, so that the CELDT could be easily 

passed at that level the following year. 

 At Westside, while the CELDT became the starting line, the ELD standards as 

presented in The Map were meant to be the roadmap for increasing proficiency levels.  

Not all teachers were clear about how to use The Map.  At the training, some expressed 

they found it confusing because the tables had several clusters within each standards area, 

and not all clusters gave skills for all proficiency levels.  For Listening and Speaking 

Cluster 1 (Follow Directions) for example, there were only skills listed for Beginner 

students.   Did that mean that Early Intermediate and other levels didn’t need to work on 

following directions?  Additionally, the tables lined up each cluster to its corresponding 

set of English Language Arts (ELA) standards on the right hand side.  What should 

teachers do with these?  What about the ELD standards that didn’t appear to have 

correlating ELA standards?  For instance, in grades K-2 for Listening and Speaking 

Cluster 4 (Varying Ways of Speaking), there were no related ELA standards.  Why not?  

How important was it to teach these clusters?  In response, the trainer recommended that 

teachers focus only on the ELD standards, particularly those relevant to their students’ 

levels only.  She further emphasized that teachers teach just those marked as Essential 

Standards, because those would be on the tests.   

 In this section, I have considered how the ELD standards as delivered in The Map 

of Standards for English Learners were presented to Westside staff as the guide for 
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interpreting CELDT levels and planning for instruction based on the goal of one-level-

per-year growth.  Teachers were expected to use The Map to identify and teach discrete 

skills at the level above current student proficiency, and were urged to focus only on the 

standards identified as being on the standardized exams.   However, not all teachers 

understood The Map, and raised valid questions regarding the nature of the levels 

themselves, and the relationship between ELD and ELA standards.  In the following 

section, I consider how these levels, as determined by the CELDT and described in The 

Map, related to the findings of this current study.  Specifically, I begin by comparing the 

findings in Chapter 4 to the CELDT and The Map expectations for students in the area of 

discourse.  Then, I consider how the findings in Chapter 5 relate to these same state 

mandates in the area of peer culture interactions. 

Discursive Practices and the CELDT/ELD Standards:  Speaking to Be Understood 

 In Chapter 4, I closely analyzed the discursive practices of four English learners 

as they played on the Westside playground.  Again, I discovered that when playing in 

peer groups, discursive practices were dynamic, at the same time revealing a 

sophisticated level of complexity because students knew how to use a variety of 

strategies in concert to create certain effects.  I defined discursive practices as those 

mechanisms involved in performances or displays, including utterances, pitch, gestures 

and silences.  In this way, I was able to observe how students used discourse with 

different peer groups for a variety of purposes, including facilitating inclusion or 

exclusion, establishing status and manipulating social organization.   
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 To be sure, the authors of The Map of Standards for English Learners did not 

define discourse in this same way.  They actually never employed the term, nor did they 

provide any definitions related to language.  While no bibliography is included, the 

authors indicated that the ELD standards were based on research: 

The ELD standards do follow a research-based progression from beginning to 

advanced language skills.  As just one example, the ELA standards in primary 

grades expect students to answer comprehension questions—period.  The ELD 

standards expect students to answer questions about language-appropriate reading 

materials beginning with gestures and/or oral one-or two-word responses, and 

progress to phrases, simple sentences, and, finally, detailed sentences for grade-

appropriate materials (Carr and Lagunoff, 2003, p. 1). 

 The research that formed the basis of the ELD standards was not cited nor 

detailed in The Map.  The above quote was the only mention alluding to theory.  It 

implied a definition of discourse as the cumulative collection of discrete skills over time, 

starting with nonverbal actions, and ending with detailed sentences.  The static nature of 

discourse inherent in this quote was not supported by the findings of this study.  Again, 

this inquiry found that instead, the discourse of English learners changed constantly 

according to a variety of factors, including peer groupings and playground events.   

 To illustrate the problematic nature of the ELD standards, I attempted to compare 

the discursive practices I had observed on the playground, to those described by The Map 

for the four case study students.  In the standards, there was no single cluster that 

described the overall use of discourse that I had seen on the playground.  It could be said 
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that actually, all of the clusters listed in The Map were involved in some way in the 

interactions I observed.  Reading and writing of texts were observed little, though, and 

since these made up six of the seven standard areas, I placed my focus on the only one 

left:  Listening and Speaking.  Within the area of Listening and Speaking, eight clusters 

were identified (again, see Table 9); the skills implied in all of these clusters were 

observed in playground interactions.  Upon comparing the actual discursive practices of 

the case study students to the descriptions of the skills associated with their proficiency 

levels in The Map, the limited nature of the standards became apparent.  As an example, 

the actual practices of case study students in exacting certain purposes on the playground 

was placed next to their capabilities as defined by the Listening and Speaking cluster, 

Speak to Be Understood (Cluster 3).  Immediately, the contrast between what the 

students actually did and what the standards expected them to be doing was revealed (see 

Table 10).       
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Table 10  

Case Study Students, Discursive Practices, CELDT Levels, Abilities and Goals for 

Listening and Speaking:  Speak to be Understood ) 

 
 

Student 

 

Actual Practices 

 

CELDT   

 Level 

 

The Map: 

Capability 

 

The Map:  Goal 

 

Roberta 

 

Pitch, gesture and 

use of English in 

facilitating 

exclusion in jump 

rope. 

Pitch, gesture, use 

of Spanish, and 

silences to imitate, 

play along or resist. 

 

Early 

Intermediate 

(2) 

 

Begins to be 

understood when 

speaking 

 

Inconsistent use 

of grammatical 

forms and sounds. 

 

Consistent standard 

English grammar 

forms and sounds. 

 

Follows most  

(grammatical) rules. 
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Table 10 (continued)  

Student Actual Practices 

 

CELDT 

Level 

 

The Map: 

Capability 

The Map:  Goal 

 

Andrés 

 

Explaining games 

in two languages to 

enter into large-

group, boy-

dominant games.   

Imitative gestures, 

pitch and language 

to facilitate 

inclusion. 

 

Intermediate 

(3) 

 

Consistent 

standard English 

grammar forms 

and sounds 

 

Follows most 

(grammatical) 

rules. 

 

Making self 

understood when 

speaking by using 

consistent standard 

grammar forms, 

sounds, intonation, 

pitch, modulation.   

 

Some random errors. 
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Table 10 (continued)  

 

Student 

 

Actual Practices 

 

CELDT 

Level 

 

The Map: 

Capability 

 

The Map:  Goal 

 

Nicolás 

 

Performed rule talk 

to create 

dominance, 

particularly with 

boys. 

Counter-imitative 

gestures, pitch and 

language in 

entering games to 

establish 

dominance, 

particularly with 

girls. 

 

Early 

Advanced 

(4) 

 

Making self 

understood when 

speaking by using 

consistent 

standard grammar 

forms, sounds, 

intonation, pitch, 

modulation.   

 

Some random 

errors. 

 

Standard English 

grammar forms, 

sounds, intonation, 

pitch and 

modulation. 
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Table 10 (continued)  

 

Student 

 

Actual Practices 

 

CELDT 

Level 

 

The Map: 

Capability 

 

The Map:  Goal 

 

Roxana 

 

Use of both 

languages in 

concert with pitch 

and gesture to exert 

leadership and 

create affiliation 

with different 

groups. 

Code-Switching 

and Language 

Alternation to 

exclude or include 

other players. 

 

Advanced 

(5) 

 

Standard English 

grammar forms, 

sounds, 

intonation, pitch 

and modulation. 

 

ELA Standard LS 

1.6:  Speaking 

clearly at an 

appropriate pace for 

type of 

communication. 

 
 The state’s ELD standards for Listening and Speaking appeared to define success 

in speaking to be understood mainly in terms of use of grammar rules.  Again, 

development over time was viewed in terms of students adding to their collection of skills 

over time.  They were expected to begin with sounds and add grammar rules, then, pitch, 
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intonation and modulation.  This approach to speech was not supported by the findings of 

this study.  For example, the standards expected that Roberta, an Early Intermediate 

speaker, would just be beginning to become understood by others, and that her uses of 

grammar structures would be inconsistent, but observations on the playground 

demonstrated that Roberta was consistently understood when using English during jump 

rope.  Additionally, she used appropriate pitch and gesture to get what she wanted; skills 

not expected of her until the Early Advanced stage.  Roxana, meanwhile, an Advanced 

level speaker, was expected to apply grammar rules consistently along with appropriate 

pitch, gesture and modulation, but observations revealed that her grammar rules were not 

always consistent.  When learning Kitty Cat Mouse, for example, she repeated, “I don’t 

got it,” more than once to express her confusion with the rules of the game.   

 The ELD standards for Speaking to be Understood did not appear to relate well to 

the actual practices observed for the case study students.  Another alarming problem 

arose when considering the standards for the next proficiency level--standards teachers 

were expected to teach the students based on the goal of one level per year of growth.  

For Andrés, an Intermediate speaker, for example, his goal became attainment of the 

Early Advanced level.  Within the cluster Speaking to be Understood, that meant his 

teachers needed to focus on the use of appropriate pitch, intonation and modulation; new 

skills making up what it meant to be Early Advanced.  However, these were already skills 

that Andrés displayed on the playground.  When digging the ant hotel with Collin and his 

friends, he used rising pitch, gestural tapping and eye contact to align himself with the 

group leader and assure his participation in the game.  Nicolás, an Early Advanced 
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speaker, had the goal of attaining an Advanced level.  For this cluster, that meant 

continuing to use consistent grammar, intonation, pitch and gesture, but making no 

random errors.  Nicolás already made few random errors, and those he did make didn’t 

appear to get in the way of his attempts at creating order through rules, or establishing 

dominance in groups. 

 In sum, I have considered how the discursive practices used by the case study 

students related to the ELD standards within the Listening and Speaking cluster, 

Speaking to be Understood.  While The Map failed to define discourse, it implied a 

perspective emphasizing the progressive collection of discrete skills over time.  This, I 

argued, made the standards problematic because skills-based understandings failed to 

consider the dynamic, social nature of discourse in group settings, in which a variety of 

strategies may be called upon in concert to create multiple effects.  First, I illustrated that 

the standards were inaccurate in describing the current capabilities of the case study 

students.  Second, I cautioned that the one-level-per-year growth approach to instruction 

underestimated the potential of these English learners.  In the next section, I consider how 

the findings of this study regarding peer culture processes relate to the ELD standards. 

Peer Cultures and the CELDT/ELD Standards:  Participating in Social Conversations 

 In Chapter 5, I considered how peer cultures participated in three activities 

involved in interpretive reproduction: (a) the appropriation of adult culture, (b) the 

negotiation of adult culture in peer cultures, and (c) the extension or transformation of 

adult culture.  I demonstrated that all three activities were present on Westside’s 

playground.  At the same time, I discussed the ways that ideologies and gendered 
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performances played roles in these processes.  I revealed that interpretive reproduction 

and peer cultures were vital to the creative adoption of ideologies, the performance of 

gender, and changes in school rules.   

 The processes of peer cultures however, were absent in the ELD and ELA 

standards.  For example, there were no state expectations detailing how students 

interacted with others.  In the current study, peer cultural processes played a central role, 

not only in the development of discourse, but in the adoption, formation, and change of 

ideologies.    Within the ELD standards, there were no standards that described the 

processes of interpretive reproduction as they occurred in peer cultures.  Instead, state 

standards largely emphasized the production and use of language by individuals in  

non-group settings.   

 In an attempt to analyze closely the role of peer group discourse in the ELD 

standards, I tried to compare the interpretive reproduction practices witnessed on the 

playground with the standards themselves.  Again, no ELD standards completely 

captured the processes inherent in interpretive reproduction.  As in the analysis of 

discursive practices, one could say that in peer interactions, students employed all of the 

skills listed.  After eliminating the Reading and Writing standards, I again narrowed the 

focus on the remaining Listening and Speaking standards.  Within the Listening and 

Speaking standards, Cluster 5--Participate in Social Conversation, came closest to 

detailing what students at specific levels were expected to do when interacting with 

others.  Upon comparing the observed activities involved in interpretive reproduction 

with those outlined in the standards for participation in conversations, the limited scope 
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of the standards again became clear.  In Table 11, the case study students were again 

compared with expectations as outlined in the state standards.  This time, an example of 

their participation in peer culture was compared to their current capabilities and goals as 

defined by the standards.   

Table 11  

Case Study Students, Discursive Practices, CELDT Levels, Abilities and Goals for 

Listening and Speaking:  Participate in Social Conversations 

 

Student 

 

Peer Culture 

Participation 

 

CELDT 

Level 

 

Capabilities 

 

Goals 

 

Roberta 

 

Recognizes and 

expresses 

differences between 

first and second 

generation 

immigrant identity 

among peers. 

 

Early 

Intermediate 

(2) 

 

Orally 

communicates 

basic needs (e.g., 

“May I get a   

 drink?”) 

 

Asking, answering 

questions, and 

soliciting 

information on 

familiar topics with 

adults and peers. 
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Table 11 (continued)  

 

Student 

 

Peer Culture 

Participation 

 

CELDT 

Level 

 

Capabilities 

 

Goals 

     

Andrés Recognizes and 

expresses 

differences between 

first and second 

generation 

immigrant identity 

as Mexicans among 

peers. 

Intermediate 

(3) 

Asking, 

answering 

questions, and 

soliciting 

information on 

familiar topics 

with adults and 

peers. 

Asking, answering 

questions, and 

restating/soliciting 

information on 

unfamiliar topics 

with adults and 

peers. 

 
Nicolás Participation in 

play sanctioned by 

adults; resistance 

and change of 

rules. 

Early 

Advanced 

(4) 

Asking, 

answering 

questions, and 

restating/soliciting 

information on 

unfamiliar topics 

with adults and  

peers. 

Questioning, 

restating, soliciting 

information and 

paraphrasing. 

Understanding of 

idiomatic 

expressions. 
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Table 11 (continued)  

 

Student 

 

Peer Culture 

Participation 

 

CELDT 

Level 

 

Capabilities 

 

Goals 

     

Roxana Negotiation of 

gender role 

differences in team 

formation; 

gendered 

performances in 

play. 

Advanced 

(5) 

Questioning, 

restating, 

soliciting 

information and 

paraphrasing.  

Understanding of 

idiomatic 

expressions. 

ELA Standard LS 

1.3:  Paraphrase 

information that has 

been shared orally 

by others. 

 

 Again, according to the ELD standards, the skills required for participating in 

social conversations reflected a view of discourse as the progressive collection of discrete 

skills over time.  In the beginning, students were just expected to express their basic 

needs, then they added talk about familiar topics, then they included unfamiliar topics, 

and finally, they initiated conversations themselves and used idiomatic expressions.  This 

progression was not apparent in the observations of the current study.  When comparing 

the content of observed peer cultural talk to the expectations for the levels, the definitions 

of familiar or unfamiliar topics became problematic.  For example, would discussion of 
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one’s own immigrant identity be considered a familiar or an unfamiliar topic?  Likewise, 

would the differentiation of gender roles be identified as familiar or unfamiliar? 

 Additionally, the ELD standards for Participate in Social Conversations related 

poorly to the observed behaviors witnessed in peer culture interactions.  As an example, 

according to the standards, Roberta, an Early Intermediate speaker, should have simply 

communicated basic needs, such as asking for a glass of water.  In jump rope games, 

though, she went beyond fulfilling her own basic needs; she actively influenced the 

inclusion and exclusion of others.  The standards described that Nicolás, an Early 

Advanced speaker, should have been discussing unfamiliar topics with others, but he 

clearly demonstrated understanding of commonly-used expressions (a skill acquired at 

the Advanced level), by chiding the girls during volleyball, yelling, “Frickin’ easy!”  and 

later sharing with me that Roxana liked to call him a “LOO?::ser.” 

 Furthermore, the standards for the students’ next levels of proficiency appeared 

inappropriate goals for them, given their current level of experience in peer cultures.  For 

Roxana, an Advanced speaker, the goal would have been to work on paraphrasing.  

Observations, though, demonstrated that she was already capable of paraphrasing the 

information given by her peers when she restated the rules to Kitty-Cat Mouse after 

Susana explained the game.  For Andrés at the Intermediate level, an instructional goal 

would have been getting to discuss unfamiliar topics, a skill at the Early Advanced level.  

His interest in learning new games like tag and digging for ants placed him in situations 

in which he was often discussing new procedures and rules for these unfamiliar games.   
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 In sum, I have discussed how the observed peer culture processes of interpretive 

reproduction compared to the ELD standards within the Listening and Speaking cluster, 

Participate in Social Conversations.  Within the state standards, there was no mention of 

the processes involved in peer culture interactions.  Instead, participation in social 

conversations was based on a skills-collection model.  Additionally, it appeared to view 

students as individual speakers, rather than as participants in the dynamic co-construction 

and negotiation of peer cultural practice.  First, I showed that the standards 

underestimated the abilities of the case study students in participating in social 

conversations.  Second, I suggested that the instructional goals implied by the one-level-

per-year growth model were inappropriate; students already demonstrated certain mastery 

of these goals and more within peer cultures.  As in the discussion of discursive practices, 

the state ELD standards appeared inadequate in describing the capabilities and in 

suggesting instructional goals for the case study students. 

Summary 

 This chapter addressed the final question of the study:  What is the relationship 

between the discursive practices of students and their school performance?  In answering 

this question, I focused on academic performance as defined by the state ELD standards.  

I provided a background which described the nature of the instruction English learners 

received at Westside.  This was characterized overall by an elevated concern for English 

learners on the part of district officials, who provided additional support and mandated 

programmatic changes at Westside to address the needs of this population.  Much of the 

understanding of English learner ability was based on the CELDT, a legally required, 
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standardized measure administered yearly to students.  Most of the instruction of these 

students was guided by the ELD standards as presented in The Map of Standards for 

English learners.  In the final part of this chapter, I related the expectations of both the 

CELDT and the ELD standards to the discursive practices and peer cultural processes of 

the case study students.  I concluded that the exam and the standards were inadequate; 

both underestimated the capabilities of the students, and held low expectations for their 

growth.  
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CHAPTER 7 

SUMMARY, FINDINGS, RECOMMENDATIONS, AND IMPLICATIONS 

“We don't stop playing because we grow old; we grow old because we stop playing.” 

-- George Bernard Shaw, 20077 

 In May of 2007, Alan McMurdo, headmaster of the largest, most expensive state 

school in England, announced that his newly constructed campus would not have a 

playground.  McMurdo argued that the absence of an area for play would increase 

academic achievement.  He reasoned, “. . . youngsters can play in their own time, play in 

their local communities.  What I want from my teachers is maximum teaching and I want 

maximum learning from the youngsters.” (BBC News, May 6, 2007).   

 Here in the U.S., a recent study revealed that though recess is alive and well on 

83% of our nation’s elementary campuses, the amount of time children played on 

playgrounds correlated with the overall socioeconomic status of a school’s student body.  

For instance, a sixth grader at a wealthy public school (one with a lower percentage of 

students qualifying for free or reduced lunch), received about 29 minutes of recess a day, 

compared to her counterpart on a poorer campus who got just 17 daily minutes (Toppo, 

2006).   Debates about the disappearance of school recesses have led the National PTA, 

the Cartoon Network and others to launch a Rescuing Recess campaign.  Pro-recess 

arguments have emphasized the importance of recess for combating childhood obesity 

and for stimulating creative play in schools that are increasingly test-driven (CBS News, 

                                                 
 

7  Quote attributed to George Bernard Shaw. Brainy Quote.  (Retrieved (9/27/07).   
http://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/quotes/g/georgebern120971.html 
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May 27, 2006).  The elimination of recess is taking center stage in a larger debate focused 

on the roles of play, learning, and schooling in the lives of children. 

 This study posits that recess is an important time for all of us.  On the playground, 

students perform discursive feats, negotiate the confusing adult world, and create 

gendered displays in peer groups.  But recess is also a time for adults to watch and learn, 

a moment when our preconceived notions of children’s capabilities are challenged, when 

the development of entirely new, dynamic cultures can be witnessed.  As Shaw implies 

above, it wouldn’t hurt if we all learned how to play again.   

 This inquiry emerged from my struggle as a second grade teacher to understand 

the linguistic abilities and development of English learner students.  I chose the 

playground as the place to learn about this.  The major decisions informing the 

assessment and instruction of English learners in our schools have been based on second 

language acquisition research that is questionable at best, and while many have 

recognized the value of language that is generated in peer groups, few have considered 

what these groups mean for bilingual children.  Curiosity about the inner workings of 

English learner peer cultures on the playground spurred my interest in exploring this area 

of research. 

 In this chapter I summarize the current study, describe the findings, offer 

recommendations for further research, and discuss implications. 

Summary of the Study 

 The purpose of this qualitative, ethnographic case study was to learn the nature of 

the discursive practices of English learners in playground peer cultures.  Additionally, it 
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sought to understand the relationship between these practices and ideology, gender, and 

school performance. 

 Three questions guided this study:  (1) What are the discursive practices of 

English learners in peer culture, playground interactions?, (2) How do gender and 

ideology play a role in children’s games?, and (3) What is the relationship between these 

discursive practices and school performance? 

 The theoretical framework informing this study was rooted in research emanating 

from the ethnography of communication, the performativity of gender, and ideology as 

discourse.  Hymes’ (1964) ethnography of communication provided a particularly helpful 

perspective in holding the competency of children as genre-based (on their own terms), 

and their context as socio-cultural.  Research reflecting this perspective in studying the 

discourse of young peer groups has illuminated the unique competencies of children 

within larger, value-laden, sometimes restrictive social contexts. 

 The perspective of the “doing” of gender, as provided by recent performativity 

studies, contributed particularly helpful insights into the nature of gender, as both co-

constructed in groups, and as asymmetrical.  Young peer group discourse studies 

reflecting this approach have debunked separate-world theories of gender differences, 

and have recognized the power of gendered performances. 

 van Dijk’s (1995a) multidisciplinary work situating ideology as part of discourse 

brought to this work an emphasis on the socio-cognitive nature of ideology.  In particular, 

it emphasized the importance of interpretation and generalization in the formation of 
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group ideologies and discourse.  van Dijk’s mental model stressed the indirect 

relationship between discourse and ideology, one that is regulated by cognitive processes. 

 This ethnographic playground case study was conducted at Westside Elementary, 

a public charter school in a medium-sized community of Northern California.  The 

research took place over a period of ten months, from September 2005 until June 2006.  

Westside, like its surrounding community, had experienced dramatic demographic 

change resulting in substantial increases in the English learner population.  Of the 560 

students at the school, 58% were English learners during the year of this inquiry.  Over a 

decade ago, Westside became a charter school and adopted a Two-Way (Dual) 

Immersion model for instruction, which allowed for linguistic balance in enrollment 

policies, and instruction in both Spanish and English.  Pressure to increase yearly test 

scores led to recent modifications of the program, the introduction of standardized 

curriculum, and the implementation of repetitive review strategies.   

 The immediate context of this study was Westside’s playground, a recently 

remodeled area provided for student recesses.  The case of interest was Westside’s 

second grade, English learner students.  Four were selected from my own class reflecting 

gender diversity (two boys and two girls) as well as a range of proficiency levels as 

determined by the California English Language Development Test (CELDT).  These four 

students were observed while playing for twenty minutes each day during their lunchtime 

recess.   

 Data sources included audio and video taped observations and observational field 

notes, as well as audio taped interviews with the students, their parents and five Westside 
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staff members (the principal, two teachers and two yard supervisors). Artifact collection 

of student writings, playground journals and relevant school documents also took place.   

 Data analysis was ongoing, characterized by member-checking, triangulation, 

peer review, and rigorous, timely transcriptions.  In-depth analyses combined the 

approaches of both analytic induction (Robinson, 1951), and the constant-comparative 

method (Glasser & Strauss, 1967) in multiple coding of the data arranged in different 

ways.  The end results were portraits of each student longitudinally and thematically, in 

addition to an overall thick description of the Westside playground situated within both 

its larger community and the unique historic moment.   

Findings 

 In answer to the first question, “What are the discursive practices of English 

learners in peer culture, playground interactions?” a working definition of discursive 

practice was developed which included those mechanisms involved in the performance of 

play, including words, pitch, gestures and silence.  Play was viewed as a “situated activity 

system” (Goffman, 1981).  A primary finding was that discursive practices on the 

Westside playground were highly dynamic, and that no case study student appeared to 

have a tidy set of strategies to draw upon.  Instead, discourse varied and evolved, 

depending on the participants, event and moment in time. 

 Some of the discursive practices of interest were described for each case study 

student.  For Andrés, an Intermediate speaker, the exploration and explanation of new 

games, along with the uses of imitative behaviors, facilitated his inclusion in larger and 

larger groups dominated by boys and by English use.  Nicolás, meanwhile, an Early 
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Advanced speaker, performed rule talk and counter-imitative behaviors as a way of 

establishing superior status for himself in games. Roberta, of Early Intermediate 

proficiency, put her athletic prowess to work, along with the use of language and gesture 

within her all-girl network, to develop confidence and sometimes orchestrate exclusion or 

resistance.  Finally, for Roxana, the Advanced speaker, the differentiated affiliation with 

social groups, as well as the use of what she called Spanglish (code-switching and 

language alternation) allowed her to establish status as a leader, capable of manipulating 

rules, and arranging for the inclusion or exclusion of other players.   

 In answer to the second question, “How do gender and ideology play a role in 

these children’s games?” I began by reviewing the literature emanating from the history 

of childhood and play. I then proposed a working model for conceptualizing the 

interactions of peer cultures at Westside, one that combined the social cognition ideology 

model of van Dijk (1995a) and the Orb Web Model of Corsaro (2005).  Within this 

model, the playground became a site for the processes of interpretive reproduction and 

the appropriation, negotiation and transformation of ideologies to take place.   

 The processes inherent in the interpretive reproduction of ideologies were 

apparent within Westside’s English learner peer cultures.  First, students in peer groups 

demonstrated that they had appropriated adult ideologies in creative ways.  As an 

example, I illustrated that adults interviewed for this study reflected ideologies relating 

language learning to immigrant identity.  Students likewise related language use and 

learning to immigrant identity, but in creative ways.  Second, within play events, students 

negotiated ideologies of gender roles present in adult culture.  While playing, they 
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appeared to work through these complex understandings in the organization of players, 

and in gestural, gendered performances.  Third, peer cultures at Westside both preserved 

and transformed adult cultural notions related to playground safety and rules.  Through 

their resistance and subversion of recess procedures, peer groups both reinforced the 

rules, and led to them being changed.   

 In answering the third question, “What is the relationship between these practices 

and school performance?” I began by providing background describing the nature of 

English learner instruction at Westside.  Elevated concern with the test scores of this 

population had led district officials to devote extra resources, time and support to this 

group, and to mandate greater accountability for their progress.  The California English 

Language Development Test (CELDT), a legally mandated standardized measure, 

became the single most powerful assessment tool used to identify and monitor the 

progress of English learners at Westside.  Use of the state’s English Language 

Development (ELD) Standards as presented in The Map of Standards for English 

Learners (Carr & Lagunoff, 2003), was recommended for planning instruction, and 

targeting the needs of individual students.  Since one-level-per-year gain was the goal, 

teachers were expected to teach students the discrete skills needed to attain the next 

proficiency level.   

 Recalling the findings of the first two research questions, I analyzed the 

relationship between the discursive practices and peer cultural processes observed at 

Westside with the expectations outlined within the ELD standards for Listening and 

Speaking.  For both of the clusters, Speaking to Be Understood and Participate in Social 
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Conversations, I revealed that the descriptions of the case study students’ proficiency 

levels were inaccurate.  Furthermore, the expectations of the next level of proficiency 

(the instructional goals) highly underestimated the potential of these English learners.  I 

suggested that both the CELDT and the ELD standards failed to accurately identify 

current abilities and appropriate goals for these students because both documents are 

based on a view of language as a collection of discrete skills, rather than a dynamic, 

evolving performance.  Furthermore, the exam and the standards appeared to adopt a 

perspective of talk as an isolated, individual affair, rather than as a co-constructed, social 

activity.   

 The findings of this study have reaffirmed for me as a classroom teacher, both an 

understanding of student discourse as essentially social, as well as a belief in the power of 

peer cultures.  On the playground, English learners demonstrated sophisticated abilities to 

use discursive practices in concert to create specific effects.  Within their peer cultures, 

they revealed through play the ways they adopt, work through and transform our own 

adult world.  Sadly, these important processes were left largely unrecognized by a school 

system ruled by a restricted notion of language reflected in state mandated documents.   

 The findings of this research are connected to the particular context of Westside 

Elementary School.  However, it is anticipated that teachers and researchers at other 

schools, increasingly concerned with the education of English learners, may resonate 

with the experiences described here.  Perhaps they will even venture out to watch, listen 

and play on the playground.   
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 This study adds to a growing field of research applying ethnographic 

methodologies within educational environments.  In particular, it contributes to a 

developing body of work focused on the way young children use discourse within 

situated activities at school.  By highlighting the discursive practices of English learners, 

it also joins an established, still-evolving corpus of inquiry tracing the language 

development and schooling of bilingual students in our country.  In the next section, I 

provide recommendations for future research based on this inquiry. 

Recommendations for Future Research 

 In this study, I analyzed the data looking for discursive practices of specific 

children and at the ways ideology, gender and school performances related to these.  

Additional analyses of the same data are possible, though.  Re-examining the data with an 

eye toward the following would shed even greater light on the discourse and peer 

processes of English learners:  (a) specific types of statements coupled with non-utterance 

displays (gesture, changes in pitch) made within turns of talk on the playground, and the 

effects these created; (b) the particular physical and social characteristics of the Westside 

playground that allowed for the development of peer cultures; (c) relationships among the 

ideologies of various study participants regarding English learner education, gender roles, 

and play, and how these related to the ideologies inherent in the larger school institution; 

and (d) how overall student performance in other academic areas (biliteracy growth, 

content area achievement) mirrored the linguistic and social development on the 

playground. 
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 Since this study focused on observing discursive practices in games already in 

progress, further research highlighting playground entrances and the initial choices 

students make at the start of recess would be of interest.  The instances of game initiation 

and the entrance of students into peer cultures captured by the current study demonstrated 

processes laden with fascinating discursive and ideological tensions.  Likewise, a study 

focusing just on the termination of games by school bells signaling the end of recess 

would reveal other ways children frame the peer culture experience. 

 Additionally, this study highlighted the development of discourse with peer 

cultures on the playground only.  Further research detailing and comparing similar 

processes in other settings, such as neighborhoods or after-school and day care programs, 

would be significant.  It would be particularly interesting to study the relationship 

between peer cultures in settings like these, and those that become apparent within 

classrooms, for example, in cooperative group work activities.   

 This research took place within a school whose Two-Way (Dual) Immersion 

program facilitated cultural and linguistic integration.  Students on the playground were 

fluent in two languages, and came from both Latino and Anglo households.  Not all 

schools are like Westside.  It would be interesting for example, to conduct the same study 

on another campus in the same local community, one that doesn’t benefit from the same 

level of integration.  Along the same vein, the same study could be completed within 

schools whose demographics and instruction reflect even greater diversity.   

 Finally, this research, by focusing on second graders in California, highlighted the 

discursive and peer cultural practices of young students in this particular setting, as they 
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exited early childhood and moved toward pre-adolescence.  Use of this methodology with 

other age groups would certainly reveal new insights into the development of language, 

the emergence of age-related social skills, and the effects over time of experience with 

the school system.  Additionally, application of this inquiry to schools in other 

communities would shed light on both the universality and the diversity of playground 

experiences.  Peer culture, playground research in any setting holds powerful possibilities 

for theory and practice.  The implications of the current study follow.   

Implications 

 The findings of the current research highlight the dynamic nature of discursive 

practices on the school playground, the importance of peer cultures, and the inadequacy 

of standardized testing and instruction alone in addressing the authentic needs of English 

learner students.  This one case study is admittedly limited; further research is needed to 

contribute to a growing body of work on peer culture discourse in school settings, 

particularly among English learner students.  At the same time, though, theoretical and 

practical implications can be drawn from the present inquiry.  In this section I discuss 

three principal implications of this study.  First, I situate this research theoretically, 

amidst a diverse corpus of literature on the subject.  Second, I discuss suggestions for 

educational reform based on the findings of this study, urging consideration in particular 

for changes in both instructional and playground policies.  Finally, I explore implications 

of this inquiry for classroom teachers. 
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Theories of Play 

 This has been above all, a study of play.  Situating an exploration of childhood 

discourse within a context of play highlights the importance with which the topic has 

been dealt throughout the last century.  Brian Sutton Smith (1997) has observed that 

though as adults we have all played, as theoreticians, we have been hopeless at defining 

and describing the phenomenon.  First of all, play is a highly subjective experience, and 

hence, ambiguous in interpretation.  Modern theories of play have been characterized 

more by vague forms of rhetoric, each one reflecting historic and disciplinary biases, 

often held subconsciously, with little sound basis in theory.  Sutton-Smith (1997) notes: 

From this study of some aspects of the way in which rhetorics in general are 

influential within the scholarly disciplines about play, it would have to be 

concluded that scholars also seem to have in common, wittingly or not, the way 

they manipulate these rhetorics to justify their own preoccupations with the 

different play forms (p. 216). 

 This ambiguity, this manipulation of play rhetoric, was detected while conducting 

the current research.  Prior to and throughout the investigation, studies of play from 

diverse fields were consulted, ranging from experimental psychology, to evolutionary 

biology, to anthropology and folklore.  Definitions, much less theories, of play were 

multiple and conflicting.  Was play a purposeful activity or fun frivolity?  Did it 

contribute to development or reflect a historic moment?  Did other animals really play, or 

was play a uniquely human activity?  The words of the study participants reflected a 
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similar confusion.  To some, play was simply a form of relaxation, to others, a 

manifestation of emotion, and yet to others, a process for learning. 

 Though it would be tempting to avoid such complexities and ambiguities, the very 

diversity in interpretations of play admittedly begs a look toward this inquiry’s place in 

relation to theory.  For Sutton-Smith’s study, this meant embracing the multiple forms 

and functions of play as evolutionarily adaptive; the variability of play became the key to 

its lasting, widespread existence across species.  For the current research, the challenge is 

two-fold:  first, to make plain the manifestations of play theory rhetoric within the work, 

and second, to draw conclusions based on the variability of its interpretations.  I begin by 

revealing two play rhetorics present in this research.  These aren’t the only two, nor are 

they the most important.  They are chosen to illustrate both diversity within play theory, 

as well as assumptions in this and other works on play.  

Play for Learning. 

 Sutton-Smith recognized a rhetoric of “play as progress”, the idea of play 

contributing to development, originating in psychology, biology and education.  

Certainly, this notion dominated the current study, partly because of the school setting 

and the teacher-researcher at the helm.  So prevalent was this rhetoric, in fact, that it even 

motivated the study design.  The expectation that play provided, not only a useful 

observational setting, but also important opportunities for student learning, was an 

underlying assumption. 

 The theories of both Piaget and Vygotsky were particularly influential in 

reinforcing this rhetoric.  Piaget’s exploration of the assimilative-accommodative nature 
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of play (1962), and the development of childhood morality through the construction of 

game rules (1997) emphasized the cognitive benefits of play, maintaining, in fact, that the 

cooperative play of middle childhood actually led to a more sophisticated moral 

understanding.  For Vygotsky (1978), play created a zone of proximal development, 

where children took on new, imaginary roles and acted beyond their current abilities, at 

the same time acquiring social rules and developing self-regulation.  Both scholars 

emphasized the importance of play, situating it as a valuable factor contributing to 

development. 

 Observing unique discursive practices and powerful peer cultural processes 

during recess, I was tempted to point to the play itself as creating, or causing, the learning 

of discursive and peer cultural strategies.  Certainly this bias wiggled its way more than 

once into the analytic discussion.  But Sutton-Smith cautioned that actually little research 

to date has supported a causal relationship between play and learning;  obviously, 

children appear to grow emotionally, socially, and cognitively as they play, but the 

relationship between play and learning, it could be argued, may be coincidental, or even 

reciprocal.  It has been said after all, that children play to learn, but they also learn to 

play.  

 Additionally, Sutton-Smith noted that the progress rhetoric was one that has 

developed out of adult convenience, specifically within Western cultures:  a way to 

explain the play of animals and small children.  The rhetoric identifying play for learning 

is rarely used to explain the play of adults, even though adults clearly play.  Sutton-Smith 
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has questioned with reason the utility of a theory that applies to some, but not all, 

participants. 

 Within the current work, this contradiction has already been noted.  When asked 

about why Westside had recesses, the only participants of the study to cite learning or 

development as a goal of play were members of the school faculty.  The children and 

their Latino parents talked instead about having fun, or taking a break.  I was puzzled, 

and at the same time wondered about the place of these notions of fun and rest within 

play theory.  A significant assumption permeating the current research, then, has been the 

notion that play contributes to learning.  Another is one that defines play in relation to 

what it is not:  a conceptualization of play as an entity unto itself, separate from all other 

human behaviors.   

Play as Separate. 

 Rhetorics of play theory were all formulated in response to another, much older, 

well-recognized rhetoric:  the Puritanical, post-industrial notion that defined play as the 

opposite of work:  non-productive, useless, and silly.  Sutton-Smith (1997) noted, “. . . 

the Puritan ethic of play has been the strongest and most long lasting of all the rhetorics 

of play in the past four hundred years” (p. 201).  Naturally, this work ethic has reflected 

more religious, economic ideologies than accurate assessments of play; nevertheless the 

vestiges of this rhetoric have persisted today.  Ironically in fact, evidence of the work vs. 

play dichotomy and the subsequent denigration of play have been found within the 

hegemonies of many play theories. 
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 Additionally, Sutton-Smith identified a “rhetoric of self” which situated play 

within individuals, and interpreted it in terms of motivation, emotions, and inner 

experiences.  This rhetoric was characterized by an emphasis on individual players and 

subjectivity:  the importance of play as providing a means of escape and of self-

actualization, the value of play as good for the inner soul.  The problem with this rhetoric, 

was that the notion of self espoused here was a uniquely Western one, emphasizing the 

isolated individual rather than a necessarily social self.   

 Furthermore, the rhetoric of self, by focusing on inner feelings, neglected the 

importance of player actions:  the performative aspects of play.  And yet, Sutton-Smith 

(1997) reflected, this rhetoric of self, this notion of play for one’s own subjective benefit, 

has become almost common-place.  “As it turns out, even children of the twentieth 

century, not surprisingly, believe, like their parents, that this is indeed what play is about:  

pleasure, voluntariness, friends, the outdoors, and not work”  (p. 190).  (As noted earlier, 

this was certainly evident in the notions of play expressed by the student and parent 

participants of the current study.) 

 Both rhetorics, of work ethic and of self, have been powerful partners in creating 

an insidious assumption of play as a separate entity; play distinguished itself from other 

activities and separated us from others.  As noted, the hegemonies present in most play 

rhetorics reinforced the notion of play as separate.  But additionally, attempts at taking 

play seriously through the formulation of theory have at the same time, reaffirmed this 

separateness.  Sutton-Smith pointed to Huizinga’s (1955) idealization of play as 
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ultimately reinforcing its triviality.  Theorizing of play at once essentialized it, and hence, 

separated it from the total human experience.  Callois (2001) noted,  

Whatever the theoretical or practical value of the results obtained by each of these 

perspectives, these results are still without true meaning or impact, unless they are 

interpreted within the context of the central problem posed by the indivisibility of 

the world of play  (p. 175).   

 The purpose of this discussion is not to debate the place of theory within our 

understandings of play, but rather, to demonstrate that a notion of play as an entity that at 

once separates and is separate, has pervaded our theoretical as well as practical 

understandings.  So sublime and insidious this assumption, it has become almost 

impossible to conceptualize play as an activity taking place at all times of the day, with 

various groups of people.   

 Schools are prime examples of the institutionalization of this assumption.  Play is 

separated from all other activity by time of day (recesses framed by bells), by participants 

(children with same-age peers), and by setting (fenced schoolyards).  And the current 

study was influenced by, not only these institutional structures, but by a larger rhetoric of 

separateness that led to choices in study design limiting observations to lunch-time games 

on the playground.  Why, for example, was the decision not instead made to analyze play 

at Westside within the classroom, during instruction, between teacher and students?  

Certainly not because play does not exist at these times, within these settings:  play, 

again, is indivisible from everyday life.  Do children not spar in speech play displays with 

their peers and teachers during instruction?  Do they not participate in fantasy play, even 
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through daydreams, within the classroom?  Play seethes through every moment, every 

interaction of the school day; well-meaning teachers know only too well the immense 

challenge of attempting to stifle play for the undivided attention of their students.   

 Hence, another rhetoric that has influenced this work has been one that promoting 

a view of play as separate.  It joins the rhetoric of play for learning as part of a theoretical 

bias that permeated the current research.  I will now consider the implications of these 

assumptions, as well as the place of this inquiry in play theory.   

 Studies of Play:  Creating New Understandings. 

 Given that theories of play are laden with vague assumptions, one might question 

the theoretical value of conducting play research.  It is my belief, however, that such 

studies do hold a significant place, if for no other reason than they force us to consider 

the issues of ambiguity and bias raised by Sutton-Smith above.  Play studies provide us 

the opportunity to examine long-held, subconscious notions about children, development, 

play behaviors, and spaces.  And in so doing, we contribute innovative theoretical 

understandings of play as complex and dynamic.  We raise new, exciting questions about 

the very nature of play. 

 Additionally though, ethnographic play studies continue to resonate because they 

pay homage to everyday participants within a larger socio-historical context.  Those in 

particular that employ forms of micro-analysis (like conversation analysis) place 

emphasis on the everyday aspects of play.  By looking closely at what appear to be 

mundane activities, we reveal the complexities and sophistication of discursive play 

practice. 
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 The current research, then, joins a growing body of play scholarship in 

questioning long-held assumptions about play.  It begs reconsideration of the relationship 

between play and learning, and challenges the paradigm separating play from all other 

activity.  This study furthermore challenges theory to reflect upon the role of discursive 

practices developed during play activities.  It suggests that children wield significant 

agency in their play, particularly within their peer cultures.  Above all, this inquiry 

affirms the importance of both play and play research, especially within schools.  In the 

section that follows, implications for such educational settings are discussed.   

English Learner Schooling:  Instructional and Playground Policies 

 In Chapter 6, discrepancies between the discursive practices of students and their 

capabilities, as defined by the CELDT and ELD standards, became apparent.  Assessing 

our students based on these two mandates alone is not only inaccurate; it is also unwise 

and unfair.  Though teachers in California and elsewhere are legally bound to adopt and 

use these and similar measures and standards, blind reliance on the restricted, discrete 

skills-based approach to language learning inherent in them misrepresents our students 

and removes our power as educators to adequately address their true needs.   

 Adopting instead an understanding of language as necessarily social, dynamic and 

multi-faceted is more than just smart teaching.  It is a moral imperative.  This research 

suggests that we all take charge of representing our English learners as more than just 

their CELDT scores.  As a community, let us explore creative ways of identifying and 

assessing their abilities as social language users.  Let us adopt instructional goals that 

expect, not one level per year, but the most our students can give us.   
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 Schools needs to reconsider the way English learners are taught, assessed, and 

monitored.  Educational policy must begin to adopt broader, socially-based definitions of 

discourse that recognize the central role of peer groups in the acquisition of language.  

Accordingly, schools should be encouraged to capitalize on multiple group processes for 

organizing instruction.  Rather than simply mandating the homogeneous grouping of 

English learners by proficiency level for instruction, policy makers must encourage 

teachers to look for opportunities for a variety of peer groupings throughout the day.   

Published curricula and strategy-based literature should also begin to reflect the social 

nature of language learning in emphasizing learning strategies that are collaborative in 

nature.   

 Additionally, new, observation-based assessments must be developed and 

provided for schools to accurately monitor the growth of English learners as they perform 

in group settings.  Consider the four dynamic students portrayed in this study:  though 

they performed impressive discursive feats, negotiated ideologies, and transformed 

school culture, they were known of by district officials, simply by their single CELDT 

score.  It appears clear that something is wrong with a system that sustains such an 

obvious, wide-spread contradiction.  Consequently, innovative demonstrations of student 

abilities, as well as reformed standards for English Language Development must be 

created.  All of these should consider the complexities of discursive practice, especially 

among students within their peer cultures.   

 Finally, schools and school districts must recognize the importance of the 

playground, and place a priority on preserving recess time for all students and for English 
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learners in particular.  Furthermore, schools and districts must value the playground as 

the domain of children.  Some study participants called for a playground completely 

organized by adult games, with greater adult-imposed order.  Of course, adults have 

important roles to enact on the playground.  But for the current study, the freedom and 

choices present for children during recess were precisely what allowed peer cultures to 

thrive.  Educational policy must begin to take seriously the institution of recess by 

formally recognizing its value, calling for its preservation, and maintaining student 

choices on the playground.  The current study recommends reform in the educational and 

playground practices affecting English learners.  Specific suggestions for instructional 

practice follow. 

Classroom Practices:  Implications for Teachers 

 This inquiry revealed a wealth of new understandings that can be gleaned from 

observations of the play activities of students.  A primary implication for those of us who 

teach is to consider ways we can harness this knowledge and put it to use.  “Funds of 

Knowledge” work (Gonzalez et al., 2005) emphasized the value of teachers as 

ethnographers, entering student homes as learners, capturing the resources of family 

cultures, and applying these in our teaching.   The findings for the current study suggest 

that similarly, playground peer cultures possess significant knowledge, resources which 

have yet to be tapped for use in the classroom.  

 For teachers, becoming ethnographers of play means entering the playground, not 

as judges or disciplinarians, but as learners.  The knowledge acquired through the 

experience of observing and participating in games, when later applied in the classroom, 
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creates connection for students between outdoors and in, peer and adult relationships, the 

fun of games, and the fun of learning.  Additionally, using playground knowledge in the 

classroom sends students a powerful message:  “I honor what you know and how you 

learn within your peer cultures.”  

 In Chapter 5, I alluded to the power of play in peer cultures.  These groups are 

capable of adopting adult notions and changing them to fit their needs.  They practice 

these and rework them repeatedly in varied settings and with multiple members.  Peer 

cultures allow for the maintenance of adult culture and even cause it to change.  These 

processes, whether we recognize them or not, occur every day on school playgrounds, 

and because of them, students learn to reproduce and create culture themselves.  In short, 

through their peer cultural experiences, children are learning what it means to become 

adults. 

 Given the great power of peer cultures, it behooves us as teachers to consider how 

these cultures present themselves in our classrooms.  How, for example, do we harness 

the power of peer cultures for the purposes of learning in the classroom?  Do we allow 

for flexible groupings, choices in learning activities, and even play?  Allowing peer 

cultures a place within the classroom applies peer play toward learning within the 

classroom.  

 The three implications outlined here urge us all to value and expand our notions 

of play, adopt new visions of discourse for English learner schooling, and recognize the 

value of play and peer cultures within our classrooms.  As this paper comes to a close, I 

reflect upon a few further lessons learned on the playground.  
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Final Thoughts:  The Lessons of the Playground 

 Admittedly, before this study, I had viewed the playground as more a nuisance 

than anything else.  As a classroom teacher, my own time outside was usually spent on 

“yard duty”; it was hurried and tiring, full of bench tickets, whistle-blowing, and shouting 

at kids about safety and school rules.  I often resented my supervisory responsibilities, 

anxious about those valuable fifteen minutes I instead could have been spending inside 

the classroom, getting ready for lessons.  At the end of my yard duty stints, I would drag 

myself back to the classroom, wind-blown, haggard, with little energy to face the next 

lesson plan of the day. 

 At that time I even questioned the value of recess breaks for the students 

themselves.  I understood the notion that children needed a break to expend their pent-up 

energy, but so many fights started on the playground.  On top of that, after coming in 

from the yard, the kids had a hard time settling down to listen to my lessons.  Besides, a 

lot of students didn’t appear to know how to play anyway.  Their games seemed messy 

and disorganized, and so many of the children appeared just to wander around aimlessly 

on the blacktop.  Sometimes, when I could, I even elected to keep my students in during 

recess breaks; time inside my classroom with me, I had decided, was time better spent.  

The idea of shortening or even eliminating recess times at my own school, a campus 

struggling to stay afloat in the face of low test scores and federal sanctions, sounded 

increasingly good to me.  

 The tragedy here, though, was that I had allowed a perspective dominated by 

anxiety over achievement, misconceptions about learning, and an obsession with time, 
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taint my view of the playground.  I hadn’t actually taken the time to stop and see, with 

open eyes, what was really happening out there.  It took contradictions in my practice, 

sheer frustration, and a couple of honest questions for me to look toward the playground 

again, this time as a curiosity, a setting of interest:  a place where I could find answers. 

 Once outside as a learner, I began to see things I hadn’t noticed before, important 

things about my students that I couldn’t have gleaned from their classroom tests.  Many 

of these have already been described in the findings of this paper.  At first, there were the 

general, obvious insights, like the realization that beginning English learners could play 

successfully in English with native English speakers.  Later, the revelations were 

stunning:  the awareness that my students, English learner and English dominant, girls 

and boys alike, could work together to invent and co-construct dynamic games, surprised 

and amazed me.  I had certainly never witnessed anything like this within the classroom. 

 Not only that:  the experience of spending each day watching and playing outside 

slowly, over time, changed me, too.  Yes, I learned a lot about my students, their abilities, 

what they already knew, and how they learned.  I also came to value recess.  But the 

playground gave me much more than I had bargained for.  After 16 years working in 

elementary schools, I have been stunned by the realization that my role as a classroom 

teacher, while important, can be quite minor.  It is how I choose to play my part that is 

significant, whether I situate myself as a transmitter of state standards and assessments, 

or as an ethnographer of childhood, listening, reflecting, and using new understandings to 

teach.  My time on the playground has been a humbling experience, indeed.  I close this 
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paper with three final lessons I learned from the playground.  Perhaps they will be of 

value to others as well. 

 Lesson one: we all played once.  I was only in my first week of playground 

observations, when suddenly I was flooded with 30-year old memories of the plaid-filled 

parochial playground of my youth:  the exciting thrill of running toward base, the heart-

pumping fear of the smack of the dodge ball on my back, the uncomfortable nervousness 

and rejection of not being chosen for the basketball team.  Standing in the middle of a 

playground, watching, and listening, takes us all back to a time when we were children.  

It reconnects us, even ever so briefly, with our own pasts, and at the same time, creates a 

present connection with our students.  Such a connection makes us better teachers; 

feeling some of what our students feel, understanding some of what they understand, 

makes us intuitive, more creative, and better able to meet learning needs. 

 Lesson two:  yes, we are grown-ups, but we can still play.  One can’t imagine the 

flutter of excitement I felt when, after a few weeks of observing, I was finally invited to 

jump in an “Ice Cream Soda” game.  I only managed four jumps, and the players giggled 

at my awkward footing, but no matter:  I couldn’t wait to try again.  As the recess bell 

rang, I returned to the classroom renewed, energized from the physical activity, and 

happy.  Suddenly, the disorganized, neglected classroom I used to tidy up during recesses 

looked fine to me, because I understood then that learning isn’t in the room, it’s in the 

children.  Today, if you visit Westside, you’ll still find me out on the playground at lunch 

time, where I’m a bit better at jump rope now.  My students and I come in after lunch, 

and the room is as we’ve last left it; it may be somewhat disheveled, but intuitively it 
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seems, the children help me get it ready for the next part of our day.  As teachers, play 

reminds us to put aside our adult preoccupations and trust the learning that takes place 

within and among students.  And equally important, play brings us personal joy:  

happiness and hope much needed in often discouraging, challenging work environments. 

 Lesson three:  avoid judgments and assumptions about play.  Before, upon seeing 

a solitary student wander around the middle of the playground, I would want to rush over 

and find a game for her to play.  Hearing loud shouting in the middle of the dodge ball 

circle, I would try to intervene and go over rules with the players.  Seeing a group of boys 

swinging hula hoops on their arms, I would be tempted to stop them to talk about safe use 

of the equipment.  Now I understand that much of what I once assumed to be exclusion, 

conflict, or danger, is purposeful play.  Children need the space to plan entry into games, 

work through differences, and experiment with their materials and their bodies.  They 

need the time that recess provides them to negotiate uses of language, experiments with 

gestures, and play strategies.  I’m still asked to fulfill my yard duty responsibilities, but 

now as I do, I keep in mind that while safety is important, play is more important, and the 

playground is the realm of the children.   

 As I write these last lines, soft drops of rain fall outside, signaling the start to our 

Northern California autumn.  I admit I’m a little disappointed that we won’t have recess 

today, though I know the children won’t feel this way.  Whenever second graders hear 

the loudspeaker announce, “We are on rainy day schedule, no playing outside,” they 

always cheer.  I’ve always been puzzled by this response, but now I think I understand 

why they applaud.  Rainy days are the only days their peer cultures bring the playground 
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inside to us.  Playing with puzzles and building with blocks, listening to music, painting 

or reading together, they take over; the classroom belongs to them.  And shouldn’t it?  

The lessons of the playground are many, but perhaps the most important one is this:  

Learning belongs to students.  It’s about time we gave it back to them.   
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APPENDIX A   

BEHAVIOR MANAGEMENT TASK FORCE MEMO 

WESTSIDE SCHOOL:  3-9-05 
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APPENDIX A-- Continued 
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APPENDIX B 

PARTICIPANT RECRUITMENT MEETING PARENT LETTER--ENGLISH 

 
October 11, 2005 

 
Dear Families, 
 
 As many of you know, this year I will be completing a research study here at 
school as part of my graduate work.  The study will look at the ways our students use and 
learn a second language while they play during lunchtime recess. I am hoping that this 
project will help us better understand how our children develop language so that we can 
all work with them even more effectively.   I would like to invite you to an informational 
meeting to learn more about this study: 
 
 INFORMATIONAL MEETING 
 
  WHEN: Tuesday, October 18, 2005 
    6:00-7:00 p.m. 
 
  WHERE: Room 27, N.V.L.A. 
 
 I look forward to the opportunity to share more with you about the study, and to 
invite you to help out if you'd like.   Both the meeting and your participation in the study 
are strictly voluntary.  If you have any questions about the meeting or the research project 
in general, please don't hesitate to call me or drop by Room 27.  Hope to see you 
Tuesday! 
 
       Sincerely, 
 
 
 
       Ms. Cathy Carmichael 
       Room 27, N.V.L.A. 
       217-3923  
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APPENDIX C 

PARTICIPANT RECRUITMENT MEETING PARENT LETTER--SPANISH 

 
11 de octubre de 2005 

 
Estimadas Familias, 
 
 Como muchos de Ustedes saben, este año me toca completar un estudio de 
investigación aquí en la escuela como parte de mis estudios graduados.  La investigación 
se tratará de las maneras en que nuestros niños usan y aprenden un segundo idioma 
mientras juegan en el patio escolar durante el almuerzo.  Espero que este proyecto nos 
ayude a entender mejor cómo los alumnos desarrollan su idioma, así para poder trabajar 
con ellos aún mejor.  Me gustaría invitarles a una reunión informativa para aprender más 
acerca de este proyecto: 
 
 JUNTA INFORMATIVA  
 
  CUANDO:  martes, 18 de octubre de 2005 
     6:00-7:00 p.m. 
 
  DONDE:  Salón 27, N.V.L.A. 
 
 Me dará mucho gusto compartir más con Ustedes acerca de este proyecto e 
invitarles a ayudarme si es que gusten.  Tanto la junta como su participación en el estudio 
serían voluntarias.   Si tienen preguntas acerca de la reunión o del proyecto, favor de 
comunicarse conmigo, o por teléfono, o en el Salón 27.  ¡Nos vemos el martes! 
 
       Sinceramente, 
 
 
 
       Maestra Cathy Carmichael 
       Salón 27, N.V.L.A. 
       217-3923 
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APPENDIX D 

PARTICIPANT RECRUITMENT MEETING STAFF LETTER--ENGLISH 

 
October 11, 2005 

 
Dear Colleagues, 
 
 Many of you know that this year I will be completing a research project here at 
school for my dissertation.  The study will look at the ways our students use and learn a 
second language while they play during lunch recess.  I am hoping that this project will 
help us better understand how our students are developing language through play.  I 
would like to invite you to an informational meeting to learn more about this study: 
 
 INFORMATIONAL MEETING 
 
 WHEN: Tuesday, October 18, 2005 
   6:00-7:00 p.m. 
 
 WHERE: Room 27 
 
 I look forward to the opportunity to share more with you about the study and to 
invite you to help out if you'd like.  Both the meeting and your participation in the study 
are strictly voluntary.  If you have any questions about the meeting or the project in 
general, please don't hesitate to call me or drop by Room 27.  Hope to see you Tuesday! 
 
 
       Cathy Carmichael 
       Room 27 
       217-3923 
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APPENDIX E 

PARENT/LEGAL GUARDIAN CONSENT FORM--ENGLISH 

 
PARENTAL CONSENT FORM 

ON THE PLAYGROUND:  DISCOURSE IN ENGLISH LEARNER PEER CULTURES 
 
I am being asked to read the following material to ensure that I am informed of the 

nature of this research study and of how my child will participate in it, if I consent 

for him/her to do so.  Signing this form will indicate that I have been so informed 

and that I give my consent.  Federal regulations require written informed consent 

prior to participation in this research study so that I can know the nature and risks 

of my child's participation and can allow him/her to participate or not participate in 

a free and informed manner. 

PURPOSE 
My child is being invited to participate voluntarily in the above-titled research project. 
The purpose of this project is to learn about the social and linguistic skills English 
Learner students use while they play on the playground.   
 
SELECTION CRITERIA 
My child is eligible to participate because he/she is between 6-8 years old and is enrolled 
in second grade at the school selected for this study.  Approximately 100 students from 
the school may be observed, and 13 people will be interviewed for the study.  
 
PROCEDURE(S) 
If I agree for my child to be in this study, his/her participation will involve the following 
for the period August 2005-August 2006. After each step, I am being asked to check the 
box allowing consent and write my initials next to it. 
 
1.    Daily lunch recess observations of my child (approximately 30 minutes each), two 
oral interviews with my child (approximately 30 minutes each), and one group oral 
interview with my child and three other students (approximately 30 minutes).  The 
investigator will take handwritten notes and will not reveal the true first or last name of 
my child.  The investigator will also use my child's test scores and his/her work samples 
to inform the study, without revealing his/her true first or last name. 

�Yes        �No        Initials___________ 
 
2.    Audio recording of the above observations and interviews.  I grant my consent so 
that these audio recordings may be heard without the true first and last name of my child  
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and utilized for educational purposes.  In this scenario, the investigator and her professor 
would be able to listen to my child's observations and interviews.   

�Yes       �No        Initials___________ 
 
3.    Photography and video recording of the above observations and interviews. The 
photographs and video recording will be viewed without the true first and last name of 
my child, and personal identifiers on the photos and video (such as eyes and mouth) will 
be obscured.  In this scenario, the investigator and her professor would be able to listen to 
and view the interviews and observations. 

�Yes        �No        Initials___________ 
 
RISKS 
There are no foreseeable risks associated with participation in this study, and whether or 
not my child participates will not affect his/her grades. My child may experience unease 
at being observed.  He/she may also bear a psychological risk by discussing his/her 
experiences with other students in the group interview. There are procedures in place to 
protect my child from these risks. These procedures include: 

1. My child may choose not to answer some questions and he/she may withdraw 
from the study at any time.   

2. Any information gathered from my child in the form of photographs, audiotapes, 
videotapes, writing or work samples will not be shared with other children, 
parents, teachers or administrators. 

3. All information linking my child's name with his/her pseudonym will be 
destroyed before the completion of the study and all other information gathered 
from him/her will be destroyed after a period of five (5) years. 

4. If my child does not want to be interviewed with a group, he/she may instead 
choose to be interviewed alone.  

5. During the group interview, ground rules will be set to minimize psychological 
risk.  These rules are: 
a. Everything that will be discussed stays with the group. 
b. Everyone will accept other's attitudes and experiences as their own, and will 

not comment on the other students or on their abilities. 
c. All names used will be pseudonyms. 
d. All must be honest and respectful. 

 
BENEFITS 
There is no direct benefit from my child's participation.  However, by allowing him/her to 
participate, my child might learn more about him/herself and how he/she is developing as 
a second language learner.  My child also may help other people understand the school  
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experiences of English Learners and contribute to a possible improvement in their 
instruction. 
 
CONFIDENTIALITY 
My child's name will be protected through the use of a pseudonym which will only be 
recognized by me, my child, the principal investigator and her professor.  Similarly, the 
names of any other people mentioned on recordings will be changed or omitted in the 
investigator's dissertation and all work based on it.  Personal identifiers in photos and 
video will be erased.  Observations and interviews recorded on tape will be transcribed 
using a computer and saved to disc.  When not in use, these discs, as well as all data 
obtained in the interviews and observations, will be kept in a locked safe in the 
investigator's home.  The data will be kept for five years after the dissertation is finished 
so that it can be used for any follow-up research that may arise.  After five years, all data 
will be shredded, and tapes and discs will be destroyed. 
 
PARTICIPATION COSTS AND SUBJECT COMPENSATION 
There is no cost to me or my child for participating except our time.  My child will 
continue to play as before during the daily lunch recess, except now he/she may be 
observed and/or photographed/recorded doing so.  The only additional time cost will be 
approximately 30 minutes of my child's time outside of class for each of three interviews 
over the course of 12 months. Neither my child nor I will be compensated for my child's 
participation. 
 
CONTACTS 
I can obtain further information from the principal investigator Cathy Carmichael, Ph.D. 
candidate, at (707) 217-3923. If I have questions concerning my child's rights as a 
research subject, I may call the University of Arizona Human Subjects Protection 
Program office at 1-866-278-1455. 
 
AUTHORIZATION 
Before giving my consent by signing this form, the methods, inconveniences, risks 

and benefits have been explained to me and my questions have been answered.  I 

may ask questions at any time and I am free to withdraw my child from the project 

at any time without causing bad feelings.  My child's participation in this project 

may be ended by the investigator for reasons that would be explained.  New 

information developed during the course of this study which may affect either my 

willingness or that of my child to continue in this research project will be given to 

me as it becomes available.  This consent form will be filed in an area designated by 

the Human Subjects Committee with access restricted to the principal investigator, 

Cathy Carmichael, Ph.D. candidate, or authorized representative of the Department 

of Language, Reading and Culture.  I do not give up any of my legal rights by  
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signing this form.  A copy of this signed consent form will be given to me.  
 
____________________________________     ______________________________ 
Subject's Name (Printed)    Date 
 
__________________________________  ______________________________ 
Parent/Legal Guardian's Signature   Date 
 
INVESTIGATOR'S AFFIDAVIT 
I have carefully explained to the subject the nature of the above project. I hereby certify 
that to the best of my knowledge the person who is signing this consent form understands 
clearly the nature, demands, benefits, and risks involved in his/her child's participation 
and his/her signature is legally valid. A medical problem or language or educational 
barrier has not precluded this understanding. 
 
____________________________________    ______________________________ 
Signature of Investigator                               Date 
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APPENDIX F 

PARENT/LEGAL GUARDIAN CONSENT FORM--SPANISH 

 
FORMULARIO DE CONSENTIMIENTO DEL PADRE/GUARDIAN 

EN EL PATIO ESCOLAR: EL DISCURSO DE LOS APRENDICES DEL INGLES 
 

Me piden que lea el presente documento para asegurar que he recibido información 

sobre la naturaleza del estudio de investigación descrito aquí y que sé en qué 

consiste el estudio y cómo mi hijo/a va a participar, si es que consiento en que 

participe.  Mi firma en este documento indica que he recibido la información y que 

convengo en participar.  Las normas federales requieren que, antes de participar, 

otorgue mi consentimiento por escrito habiendo recibido previamente la 

información sobre este estudio de investigación de modo que, conociendo la 

naturaleza del estudio y los riesgos de la participación de mi hijo/a, pueda decidir 

libremente si participe o no. 
  
PROPOSITO 
Mi hijo/a ha sido invitado a participar voluntariamente en este estudio.  La finalidad de 
este estudio de investigación es de profundizar el conocimiento de las destrezas sociales y 
lingüísticas que demuestran los aprendices del inglés mientras juegan en el patio escolar.   
 
CRITERIO PARA SELECCION     
Mi hijo/a ha sido invitado a participar porque tiene entre 6 a 8 años, y es estudiante de 
segundo grado de la escuela seleccionada para este estudio.  Aproximadamente 100 
alumnos de la escuela pueden ser observados, y 13 personas serán entrevistadas para este 
estudio.    
 
PROCEDIMIENTO(S) 
Si estoy de acuerdo con que mi hijo/a participe en este estudio, se me pedirá 
consentimiento a lo siguiente para el período agosto 2005 a agosto 2006.  Después de 
cada requisito, tendré la oportunidad de marcar la casilla adecuada y de usar mis iniciales 
para dar consentimiento. 
 
1.   Observaciones diarias durante el recreo del almuerzo (aproximadamente de 30 
minutos cada una), dos entrevistas orales individuales (aproximadamente de 30 minutos 
cada una), y una entrevista oral en un grupo con tres otros estudiantes (aproximadamente 
de 30 minutos). La investigadora tomará notas a mano y no revelará el nombre ni apellido 
verdaderos de mi hijo/a.  La investigadora también usará los resultados de las pruebas de 
mi hijo/a, además de sus trabajos, sin revelar su nombre ni apellido verdaderos, para 
informar al estudio. 
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�Sí          �No           Iniciales:   ___________ 
 
2.    Audio grabación de las observaciones y las entrevistas. Doy mi consentimiento a que 
las grabaciones sean escuchadas sin el nombre ni apellido verdadero de mi hijo/a y 
utilizadas para fines educativos. En este escenario científico, la investigadora y su 
profesor escucharían las observaciones y las entrevistas.   
�Sí          �No           Iniciales:   ___________ 
 
3.   Fotografías y video grabación de las observaciones y las entrevistas.  Las fotografías 
y video grabaciones pueden ser vistas sin el nombre ni apellido verdadero de mi hijo/a, y 
las imágenes en las fotografías y la video grabación serán alteradas (serán borrados los 
ojos y la boca). En este escenario científico, la investigadora y su profesor escucharían y 
verían las entrevistas y las observaciones.   
�Sí          �No           Iniciales:   ___________ 
 
RIESGOS     
No se anticipa ningún riesgo en este estudio, y la participación o no participación de mi 
hijo/a de ninguna manera afectará sus calificaciones.  Quizás mi hijo/a se sienta 
incómodo/a al ser observado/a y a lo mejor sufra un posible riesgo psicológico al platicar 
sus experiencias con otros alumnos en la entrevista del grupo.  Hay procedimientos que 
protegen a mi hijo/a de estos riesgos, incluyendo: 
1. Mi hijo/a puede decidir no contestar algunas preguntas, y puede salir del estudio en 

cualquier momento. 
2. No se compartirá ninguna información obtenida de mi hijo/a, (fotografías, 

audio/video grabaciones, y trabajos) con otros alumnos, padres, maestros o 
administradores.   

3. Se destruirá toda información que podría revelar el nombre y apellido verdaderos de 
mi hijo/a antes del fin de este estudio.  Todos los datos serán destruidos después de 
cinco (5) años. 

4. Si mi hijo/a no quiere participar en la entrevista con el grupo, podrá ser entrevistado/a 
solo/a.   

5. Durante la entrevista del grupo, habrá reglas para evitar riesgos psicológicos.  Estas 
reglas incluyen: 
a. Toda conversación se queda con el grupo. 
b. Todos aceptarán las actitudes y las experiencias de los demás sin hacer 

comentarios acerca de otros estudiantes y sus habilidades. 
c. Se usarán pseudónimos. 
d. Todos serán honestos y respetuosos. 

 
BENEFICIOS    
No hay un beneficio directo para mi hijo/a.  Sin embargo, si permito que participe, puede  
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que mi hijo/a aprenda más sobre si mismo/a y cómo se desarrolla como aprendiz de 
segundo idioma.  Además, puede que su participación ayude a otras personas a aprender 
acerca de las experiencias escolares de los aprendices del inglés, y quizás contribuya a 
posibles mejorías en la instrucción de estos alumnos. 
 
CONFIDENCIALIDAD 
El nombre de mi hijo/a será protegido a través de un seudónimo, el cual sólo será 
reconocido por mí, mi hijo/a, la investigadora y su profesor.   Igualmente, el nombre de 
cualquier persona mencionada durante las grabaciones será cambiado u omitido en la 
disertación de la investigadora y otros trabajos relacionados.  Los rasgos personales en las 
fotos y en el video serán alterados.  Las observaciones y las entrevistas grabadas serán 
transcritas usando una computadora y guardadas en un disco.  Cuando no en uso, los 
discos, además de todos los datos obtenidos en las entrevistas y en las observaciones se 
guardarán en una caja fuerte dentro de la casa de la investigadora.  Los datos se 
guardarán durante cinco años después de que se concluya la disertación para informar a 
otros estudios que quizás surjan.  Después de cinco años, todos los datos y los 
documentos serán destruidos. 
  
COSTOS DE PARTICIPACION Y RENUMERACION AL SUJETO 
No hay costo ni para mí ni para mi hijo/a, menos nuestro tiempo.  Mi hijo/a seguirá 
jugando durante el recreo del almuerzo como antes, excepto que ahora podrá ser 
observado/a, fotografiado/a y/o grabado/a.  El único costo de tiempo adicional podrá ser 
de aproximadamente 30 minutos fuera de clase para cada una de tres entrevistas durante 
los 12 meses.  No habrá compensación ni para mi hijo/a ni para mí por participar en este 
estudio. 
  
CONTACTOS 
Puedo obtener más información de la Investigadora Principal Cathy Carmichael, 
candidato del doctorado, teléfono (707) 217-3923.  Si tengo alguna pregunta sobre mis 
derechos como sujeto de investigación, puedo llamar a la oficina del Programa de 
Protección de Sujetos Humanos (Human Subjects Protection Program),  teléfono 1-866-
278-1455.  
 
AUTORIZACION 

Antes de haber dado mi consentimiento por medio de mi firma en este documento, 

me explicaron los métodos, inconvenientes, riesgos y beneficios del estudio y 

contestaron todas mis preguntas. Puedo hacer preguntas en cualquier momento y 

estoy en libertad de cancelar la participación de mi hijo/a en este proyecto en 

cualquier momento sin ofender a nadie. La investigadora del proyecto podrá 

terminar la participación de mi hijo/a y me explicará las razones que tenga para 

ello. Me dará oportunamente, a medida que se obtenga durante el transcurso del 

estudio, toda nueva información que pudiera afectar mi buena voluntad para seguir  
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participando. Este formulario de consentimiento se archivará en el lugar designado 

por el Comité de Sujetos Humanos (Human Subjects Committee) y el acceso a este 

documento se limitará a la investigadora principal, Cathy Carmichael, candidato 

del doctorado, o al representante autorizado del Departamento de Lenguaje, 

Lectura y Cultura. Al firmar este documento no renuncio a ninguno de mis 

derechos legales. Me darán una copia firmada de este documento. 
 
___________________________________ _________________________________ 
Nombre del sujeto     Fecha 
 
________________________________        _________________________________ 
Firma del padre/guardián    Fecha 
 
TESTIMONIO DEL INVESTIGADOR 
Con mucho cuidado le he explicado al sujeto de este estudio en qué consiste el proyecto 
descrito en este documento. Por medio de la presente certifico y atestiguo, según mi leal 
saber y entender, que la persona que firma este documento entiende la naturaleza, 
exigencias, beneficios y riesgos de su participación y que su firma es válida. Ningún 
problema médico ni barrera de lenguaje o de escolaridad le ha impedido este 
entendimiento. 
 
_________________________________      _________________________________ 
Firma del Investigador    Fecha 
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MINOR'S ASSENT FORM--ENGLISH 

 
MINOR'S ASSENT FORM 

 
On the Playground:  Discourse in English Learner Peer Cultures 
 
Your mother/father told me it was okay if I observed you during recess while you play 

and asked you some questions.  You might feel a little uncomfortable being watched 

sometimes.  I am trying to learn more about how children play and learn English.  During 

lunchtime, I will write notes and I might take pictures or tape-record you.  I will also ask 

you some questions about how you play.  I will be making copies of your work and your 

test scores for me to keep.  You do not have to participate if you do not want to.  There 

will be no hurt feelings if you do not want to do this.  Your participation or not will not 

help or hurt your grades in my class.   

 
Do you understand?  Is it OK? 
 
________________________________________________ 
Child's Name 
 
____________________________________ ______________________________ 
Child's Signature     Date 
 
____________________________________ ______________________________ 
Investigator's Signature    Date 
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MINOR’S ASSENT FORM--SPANISH 

 
FORMULARIO DE ASENTIMIENTO 

 
En el patio escolar: el discurso dentro de las culturas pares de los aprendices del 

inglés 

 
Tu mamá/papá me ha dicho que está bien que yo te observe durante el recreo y que te 

haga unas preguntas.  A veces quizás esto te haga sentir un poquito incómodo.  Estoy 

tratando de aprender más acerca de cómo los niños juegan y aprenden el inglés.  En el 

patio, escribiré notas acerca de cómo juegas y puede que te tome fotos y te grabe.  

También te haré preguntas acerca de cómo juegas.  Haré copias de tus trabajos escritos y 

tus resultados de prueba y me quedaré con ellos.  No tienes que participar si no quieres.  

No habrá sentimientos lastimados si es que no quieres hacer esto.  Tu participación o no 

participación no ayudará ni afectará a tus calificaciones en mi clase. 

 
¿Entiendes? ¿Está todo bien? 
 
_____________________________________________________ 
Nombre del estudiante 
 
_______________________________  ______________________________ 
Firma del estudiante     Fecha 
 
_______________________________  ______________________________ 
Firma de la investigadora    Fecha 
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SUBJECT'S CONSENT FORM--ENGLISH 
 

SUBJECT CONSENT FORM 
ON THE PLAYGROUND:  DISCOURSE IN ENGLISH LEARNER PEER CULTURES 
 
I am being asked to read the following material to ensure that I am informed of the 

nature of this research study and of how I will participate in it, if I consent to do so.  

Signing this form will indicate that I have been so informed and that I give my 

consent.  Federal regulations require written informed consent prior to 

participation in this research study so that I can know the nature and risks of my 

participation and can decide to participate or not participate in a free and informed 

manner.   
 
PURPOSE 
I am being invited to participate voluntarily in the above-titled research project. The 
purpose of this project is to better understand the social and linguistic skills of English 
Learner students as they play on the playground.   
 
SELECTION CRITERIA 
I am being invited to participate because I am a parent/legal guardian or employee at the 
school selected for this study.  Approximately 100 students from the school may be 
observed, and 13 people will be interviewed for the study.  
 
PROCEDURE(S) 
If I agree to participate, I will be asked to consent to the following for the period August 
2005-August 2006.  I will participate in two interviews (approximately 60 minutes each) 
to share my experiences and give my opinions about the education of English Learners. 
 
RISKS 
There are no foreseeable risks associated with participation in this study, and whether or 
not I participate will not affect my student's grades. 
  
BENEFITS 
There is no direct benefit from my participation.  However, by participating, I might learn 
more about my student(s) and how they develop as second language learners.  I also 
might help other people understand the school experiences of English Learners and may 
contribute to a possible improvement in their instruction.  
 
CONFIDENTIALITY 
My name will be protected through the use of a pseudonym which will only be 
recognized by me, the principal investigator and her professor.  Similarly, the names of 
any people mentioned during the interviews will be changed or omitted in the  
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investigator's dissertation and all work based on it.  Interviews recorded on tape will be 
transcribed using a computer and saved to disc.  When not in use, these discs will be kept 
in a locked safe in the investigator's home.  The data will be kept for five years after the 
dissertation is finished so that it can be used for any follow-up research that may arise.  
After five years, all data will be shredded, and tapes and discs will be destroyed. 
 
PARTICIPATION COSTS AND SUBJECT COMPENSATION 
There is no cost to me for participating except my time, approximately 60 minutes for 
each of two interviews. I will not be compensated for my participation. 
 
CONTACTS 
I can obtain further information from the principal investigator Cathy Carmichael, Ph.D. 
candidate, at (707) 217-3923. If I have questions concerning my rights as a research 
subject, I may call the University of Arizona Human Subjects Protection Program office 
at the University of Arizona, at 1-866-278-1455. 
 
AUTHORIZATION 
Before giving my consent by signing this form, the methods, inconveniences, risks 

and benefits have been explained to me and my questions have been answered.  I 

may ask questions at any time and I am free to withdraw from the project at any 

time without causing bad feelings.  My participation in this project may be ended by 

the investigator for reasons that would be explained.  New information developed 

during the course of this study which may affect my willingness to continue in this 

research project will be given to me as it becomes available.  This consent form will 

be filed in an area designated by the Human Subjects Committee with access 

restricted to the principal investigator, Cathy Carmichael, Ph.D. candidate, or 

authorized representative of the Department of Language, Reading and Culture.  I 

do not give up any of my legal rights by signing this form.  A copy of this signed 

consent form will be given to me.   
 
__________________________________ ___________________________________ 
Subject's Signature     Date 
 
INVESTIGATOR'S AFFIDAVIT 
I have carefully explained to the subject the nature of the above project. I hereby certify 
that to the best of my knowledge the person who is signing this consent form understands 
clearly the nature, demands, benefits, and risks involved in his/her participation and 
his/her signature is legally valid. A medical problem or language or educational barrier 
has not precluded this understanding. 
 
___________________________________  ___________________________________ 
Signature of Investigator                               Date 
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SUBJECT CONSENT FORM--SPANISH 
 

FORMULARIO DE CONSENTIMIENTO DEL SUJETO 
EN EL PATIO ESCOLAR: EL DISCURSO DENTRO DE LAS CULTURAS PARES 

DE LOS APRENDICES DEL INGLES 
 

Me piden que lea el presente documento para asegurar que he recibido información 

sobre la naturaleza del estudio de investigación clínica descrito aquí y que sé en qué 

consiste el estudio y cómo voy a participar, si es que consiento en participar.  Mi 

firma en este documento indica que he recibido la información y que convengo en 

participar.  Las normas federales requieren que, antes de participar, otorgue mi 

consentimiento por escrito habiendo recibido previamente la información sobre este 

estudio de investigación clínica  de modo que, conociendo la naturaleza del estudio y 

los riesgos de mi participación, pueda decidir libremente si participo o no.  
 
PROPOSITO 
He sido invitado a participar voluntariamente en este estudio.  La finalidad de este 
estudio de investigación es de profundizar el conocimiento de las destrezas sociales y 
lingüísticas que demuestran los aprendices del inglés mientras juegan en el patio escolar.   
 
CRITERIO PARA LA SELECCION     
He sido invitado a participar en este estudio porque soy padre/guardián o empleado de la 
escuela seleccionada para este estudio.  Aproximadamente 100 alumnos de la escuela 
pueden ser observadas, y 13 personas serán entrevistadas para este estudio.    
 
PROCEDIMIENTOS 
Si estoy de acuerdo con participar en este estudio, se me pedirá consentimiento a lo 
siguiente durante el periodo agosto 2005-agosto 2006.  Participaré  en dos entrevistas (de 
aproximadamente 60 minutos cada una) para compartir mis experiencias y dar mis 
opiniones acerca de la educación de los estudiantes aprendices de inglés.   
  
RIESGOS  
No se anticipa ningún riesgo en este estudio.  Mi participación o no participación de 
ninguna manera afectará a las calificaciones de mi estudiante. 
  
BENEFICIOS 
No hay un beneficio directo para mí.  Sin embargo, si participo, puede que aprenda más 
sobre mi(s) estudiante(s) y cómo se desarrolla(n) como aprendices de segundo idioma.  
Además, puede que mi participación ayude a otras personas a aprender acerca de las 
experiencias escolares de los aprendices del inglés, y quizás contribuya a posibles 
mejorías en la instrucción de estos alumnos. 
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CONFIDENCIALIDAD 
Mi nombre será protegido a través de un seudónimo, el cual sólo será reconocido por mí, 
la investigadora y su profesor.   Igualmente, el nombre de cualquier persona mencionada 
durante las entrevistas será cambiado u omitido en la disertación de la investigadora y 
otros trabajos relacionados.  Las entrevistas grabadas en cinta serán transcritas usando 
una computadora y guardadas en un disco.  Cuando no en uso, los discos se guardarán en 
una caja fuerte dentro de la casa de la investigadora.  Los datos se guardarán durante 
cinco años después de que se concluya la disertación para informar a otros estudios que 
quizás surjan.  Después de cinco años, todos los datos y los documentos serán destruidos.    
  
COSTOS DE PARTICIPACION Y RENUMERACION AL SUJETO 
No hay costo para mi participación menos el de mi tiempo, aproximadamente 60 minutos 
para cada una de dos entrevistas.  No habrá compensación por participar en este estudio. 
  
CONTACTOS 
Puedo obtener más información de la Investigadora Principal Cathy Carmichael, 
candidato del doctorado, llamando al teléfono (707) 217-3923.  Si tengo alguna pregunta 
sobre mis derechos como sujeto de investigación clínica, puedo llamar a la oficina del 
Programa de Protección de Sujetos Humanos (Human Subjects Protection Program), 
teléfono 1-866-278-1455. 
 
AUTORIZACION 

Antes de haber dado mi consentimiento por medio de mi firma en este documento, 

me explicaron los métodos, inconvenientes, riesgos y beneficios del estudio y 

contestaron todas mis preguntas. Puedo hacer preguntas en cualquier momento y 

estoy en libertad de cancelar mi participación en este proyecto en cualquier 

momento sin ofender a nadie. La investigadora del proyecto podrá terminar mi 

participación y me explicará las razones que tenga para ello. Me dará 

oportunamente, a medida que se obtenga durante el transcurso del estudio, toda 

nueva información que pudiera afectar mi buena voluntad para seguir 

participando. Este formulario de consentimiento se archivará en el lugar designado 

por el Comité de Sujetos Humanos (Human Subjects Committee) y el acceso a este 

documento se limitará a la investigadora principal, Cathy Carmichael, candidato 

del doctorado, o al representante autorizado del Departamento de Lenguaje, 

Lectura y Cultura. Al firmar este documento no renuncio a ninguno de mis 

derechos legales. Me darán una copia firmada de este documento. 
_____________________________  _________________________________ 
Firma del sujeto     Fecha 
 
TESTIMONIO DEL INVESTIGADOR 
Con mucho cuidado le he explicado al sujeto de este estudio en qué consiste el proyecto 
descrito en este documento. Por medio de la presente certifico y atestiguo, según mi leal  
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saber y entender, que la persona que firma este documento entiende la naturaleza, 
exigencias, beneficios y riesgos de su participación y que su firma es válida. Ningún 
problema médico ni barrera de lenguaje o de escolaridad le ha impedido este 
entendimiento. 
___________________________________        _________________________________ 
Firma del Investigador    Fecha 
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OBSERVATION FORM 
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STUDENT INTERVIEW PROTOCOLS 
 

The following is an interview guide for use with students that combines the structure of 
Seidman's (1991) Three-Interview Series and the content of Patton's (1990) typology of 
questions. 

INTERVIEW I:  Focused Life History 
Introduction/Purpose of the Interview 
Before we get started, I want to thank you for letting me ask you some questions.  The 
purpose of this study is to learn more about how students like you use language, 
especially when you play on the schoolyard.  This will help me make our classroom 
activities even better.  The questions I will ask you today are all about you on the 
playground, both now and before.  I want to tell you that everything you tell me will be 
confidential, which means that it will be kept private.  I will not tell anyone else your 
name or any of the answers you tell me.  I want you to read this assent form so that you 
can understand this. 
(Assent form will be given, and student will be allowed to read it.  Any questions or 
concerns will be addressed.  Student will be given a pen to sign the form.) 
So that I can remember everything you tell me, is it OK if I record what we talk about on 
a tape recorder?  
 
Section 1: Experiences 
The first few questions have to do with your experiences.   
1.  Tell me all about playing with your friends last year in first grade.  Who were your 
friends?  What did you used to play and where?  What language did you used to speak 
when you played? 
2.  Now tell me all about playing in kindergarten.  Who did you play with and what were 
your favorite games?  What language did you used to speak and where?  How about 
before kindergarten, before you started school.  Where did you used to play with friends?  
Who did you play with and what games did you play?  What language did you speak? 
3.  Now, where are all the places you play?  Who do you play with the most and what 
games do you usually play together?  What languages do you and your friends speak to 
each other? 
4.  Tell me about learning English.  Did you learn English last year?  Are you learning 
English now?  When and how do you learn English? 
 
Section 2: Opinions 
These next questions are all about what you have thought. 
1.  In first grade and kindergarten, what did you used to think about the games?  Was 
there a best game? Who were the best kids to play with or the best places to play in?  
Which was the best language to use when playing? 
2.  Now, is there a game that's the best?  Where is the best place to play?  Which is the 
best language to talk in when you play? 
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3.  What have you thought about learning English?  Is it important?  Is it a good thing to 
know?  Why/why not? 
 
Section 3: Feelings 
These next questions are about how you have felt. 
1.  In the first grade and kindergarten, did you like playing on the yard?  Why/Why not?   
2.  How do you feel about playing on the school yard now?  How do you feel when you 
can't play on the yard? 
3.  How do you feel about learning English?  How do you feel in your English class?  
How does it make you feel when someone talks to you/you have to talk all in English? 
 
Section 4: Knowledge. 
These next questions are so that you can teach me about the yard. 
1.  In kindergarten and first grade, why did you play out on the yard at school? 
2.  Why do you get time to play out there now?  What is recess for? 
3.  Share with me some of the important things you learned about the playground in first 
grade and kindergarten. 
4.  Why do you take English at school?  Why are you in an English class? 
 
Section 5: Background 
These next questions are so that you can tell me a little more about yourself. 
1.  In kindergarten and first grade, what type of play friend were you?  Who were the fun 
kids to play with and why? 
2.  Now, what kind of friend are you on the playground?  Who are the good kids to play 
with and why? 
3.  How are you as an English speaker?  Who are the kids who are good at English?  Why 
do you think they are that way? 
 
Closing: Drawing 
On this piece of paper, you will see three boxes.  Please draw a picture of you playing on 
the playground in kinder, in first grade and now.  If you can, show me the game you were 
playing and the friends you played with.  In the dialogue bubble, write something you 
might have said while playing that game. 
 
Thank you for talking to me today! 
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STUDENT INTERVIEW PROTOCOL 
 

INTERVIEW II:  Details 
Introduction: 
Thank you again for answering some more questions for me.  I want to remind you that 
the purpose of this study is to learn more about how students like you use language, 
especially when you play on the schoolyard.  This will help me make our classroom 
activities even better.  The questions I will ask you today are to find out the details of 
your experiences on the playground now.  I want to remind you that everything you tell 
me will be confidential, which means that it will be kept private.  I will not tell anyone 
else your name or any of the answers you tell me 
So that I can remember everything you tell me, is it OK if I record what we talk about on 
a tape recorder?  
 
Section 1: Experiences 
These first questions are all about how you play. 
1.  I want you to think about your day yesterday and today.  Could you tell me all that 
you remember about what you did during recess times?  What did you play?  How long?  
Where were you?  Who else was there?  What language(s) did you speak in? 
2.  Now think about your play time at home.  Tell me all about what you played, for how 
long, where you were and who else was there? What language(s) did you use? 
3.  Generally, who do you play with a lot now?  What do you play together? 
4.  How are you learning English?  Where are the places that you use English, when and 
with whom? 
 
Section 2: Opinions 
These next questions are all about your ideas. 
1.  Which are the best games to play at school/home?  Why? 
2.  Which are the games that aren't as fun?  Why? 
3.  Who should play _______(game)?  Why? 
4.  Which are the games for using Spanish/English?  Why? 
5.  Which are the games for girls/boys?  Why? 
6.  Is playing on the playground important?  Why/Why not? 
7.  How about learning English:  is that important?  Why/why not?  What should happen 
to a kid who does/doesn't learn English? 
 
Section 3: Feeling Questions 
These next questions are all about how you feel. 
1.  Do you like playing on the playground?  Why/Why not? 
2.  How do you feel about _____(game)?  Why/Why not? 
3.  Is there a game you don't like?  Why not? 
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4.  How do you feel when you hear English?  How does it make you feel when you have 
to speak to someone who only knows English?  How does the sound of English make you 
feel? 
 
Section 4: Knowledge 
These next questions are so that you can teach me about the playground. 
1.  Imagine I'm a kid from a different country that has no playgrounds.  What would you 
need to teach me about playing on the playground?  What would I need to know about 
the games, the kids and the languages? 
2.  Why do schools have recess and playground time? 
3.  What are the rules of the playground?  What happens if a kid breaks the rules? 
4.  How do kids learn English?   
 
Section 5: Background 
These next questions are for you to tell me a little more about you. 
1.  Now, what kind of kid are you on the playground?  Are you a good friend/player? 
2.  What are you good at on the playground? 
3.  Who is good at _____(game)?  Why? 
4.  What type of speaker are you on the playground? 
5.  What type of English speaker are you?  Who is good at speaking in English?  Why? 
 
Closing: Feelings Game 
Today we're going to play a game.  Do you see this grid?  On one side, there are short 
stories about things that sometimes happen on the playground.  On the other side, there is 
a blank face.  When I read each story to you, I want you to think if something like this 
has happened to you.  Even if it hasn't, think about how you would probably feel.  Then 
on the face, draw the feeling you have/would probably have.  You can even write the 
name of the feeling on the line below.  Don't worry about getting the right answer; I 
really just want to know how you feel when these things happen to you. 
 
Story How I feel… 
You are playing 4-square with your friends.  
Some boys/girls come up to the game and 
start to stand in line.   
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You are playing dinosaurs with your 
friends.  You are speaking to each other in 
English.  A student comes and wants to 
play, but doesn’t know very much English. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

________________________________ 
________________________________ 

 
 
You are playing tag in the park.  The yard 
duty blows the whistle and says you can’t 
run in the park. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

________________________________ 
 

You are playing dodge ball with your 
friends.  A yard duty stops the game and 
says you are playing the wrong way.   
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

________________________________ 
________________________________ 

 
 
You and your friends are playing clock 
with the jump rope in Spanish.  A child 
wants to play who doesn’t speak Spanish. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

________________________________ 
________________________________ 
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You are playing basketball.  A boy/girl 
comes up after the game already started, 
and asks to play. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

________________________________ 
________________________________ 

 
 

 
Thank you for talking to me again today! 
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STUDENT INTERVIEW PROTOCOL 

INTERVIEW III (Focus Group):  Reflections 
 

Introduction: 
Thank you again for answering some more questions for me.  I want to remind you that 
the purpose of this study is to learn more about how students like you use language, 
especially when you play on the schoolyard.  This will help me make our classroom 
activities even better.  The questions I will ask you today have to do with thinking about 
what play time, English and Spanish really mean to you.  I want to remind you that 
everything you tell me will be confidential, which means that it will be kept private.  I 
will not tell anyone else your name or any of the answers you tell me. 
So that I can remember everything you tell me, is it OK if I record what we talk about on 
a tape recorder?  
 
Section 1: Experiences 
These first questions are all about your experiences. 
1.  Given all that you have told me about your play experiences before and now, how do 
you think the playground is important in your life? 
2.  How do you think you will play in third grade?  With whom?  Where?  Using which 
languages?   
3.  How about English; when do you think you will use English and where? 
 
Section 2: Opinions 
These next questions are all about what you think. 
1.  Remembering everything we've talked about, what is the importance of the 
playground to you? 
2.  How do you think you will view the playground next year? 
3.  Is English important to you?  How? 
 
Section 3: Feelings 
These next questions are all about how you feel. 
1.  Thinking about all that you have felt and feel on the playground, how does recess feel 
for you?  
2.  How do you think you will feel about recess in third grade? 
3.  How do you think you will feel about English next year? 
 
Section 4: Knowledge 
These next questions are for you to teach me about the playground. 
1.  Given all that you've taught me already, why were playgrounds and recesses invented? 
2.  Next year in third grade, will recess still be the same for you or will it change? 
3.  How do you think learning English will be next year? 
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Section 5: Background 
These last questions are all about you. 
1.  Remembering all the ways you are on the playground, what kind of a person do you 
think you are on the playground? 
2.  Will the playground in third grade make you change as a student? 
3.  Do you think learning more English in the future will change you or your life? 
 
Closing: Classification Game 
On these cards I have written the names of some of the games we've talked about.  We're 
going to play a game.  I want you to classify these games, depending on if it's a 'boy', 
'girl' or 'both boy and girl' game.  Think about all you have experienced on the 
playground and put the card where you think it goes best.  There's no right or wrong 
answer. 
 
Now, we're going to play the same game.  But this time I want you to classify these 
games depending on if it's a 'Spanish', 'English' or 'both Spanish and English' game.  
Think about all you have experienced on the playground and put the card where you 
think it goes best.  There's no right or wrong answer. 
 
Finally, we're going to play one more time.  This time, classify these games depending on 
if it's a 'second grade', 'third grade' or 'both second grade and third grade' game.  Think 
about you playing this year and next year and put the cards where you think they go best. 
There's no right or wrong answer. 
 
Thank you for helping me! 
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PARENT AND STAFF INTERVIEW PROTOCOLS 

INTERVIEW I:  FOCUSED LIFE HISTORY AND DETAILS 
 

The following is an interview guide for use with adult participants (parents and school 
staff) that approximates the structure of Seidman's (1991) Three-Interview Series and the 
content of Patton's (1990) typology of questions.  Adult interviews will only take place 
twice, at the beginning and at the end of the study.   

INTERVIEW I:  FOCUSED LIFE HISTORY AND DETAILS 
Introduction: 
Before we begin the interview, I want to thank you for giving me the opportunity to 
interview you.  The purpose of this research study is to learn more about the ways 
English learners use language on the playground so that we can better understand their 
needs and plan for their instruction.  The interview today deals with your history and 
current experiences as a parent/teacher/administrator.  I want to emphasize that all 
responses to the questions are strictly confidential.  At no time will your name or the 
information that you have given me be divulged to anyone outside of the research study.  
In order to safeguard your privacy, I ask that you read the following consent form so that 
you may be aware of the confidentiality of the study. 
(Participant will be given the form and given time to read it.  Any questions or concerns 
will be addressed.  The participant will be given a pen to sign the form.) 
In order to help with my note taking, would you mind if I recorded the interview?  Thank 
you. 
 
Section 1: Experiences 
These first questions are about your past and current experiences as a student and also as 
a parent/teacher/administrator. 
1.  Describe what school was like for you as a child.  What are your earliest memories?  
Describe what you remember about recess.  What are your earliest memories about 
playing and games?  Describe a little of your experiences learning language. 
2.  Now, describe your experiences with school as an adult.  Do you still go to school?  If 
not, what are your experiences with breaks/recesses at our school?   
3.  Describe for me the specifically your experiences with games and languages on the 
playground.  How do games sound to you on our playground? 
 
Section 2: Opinions 
These next questions are to learn about your past and current opinions about language 
and play. 
1.  As a young student, what were your opinions about Spanish/English?  How about 
your opinions about playing?  Were there good/bad games? 
2.  Now, tell me a little about your opinions regarding language learning.  How do you 
think children learn language best?   
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3.  What are your opinions about play time and recess?  What do you think other 
teachers/parents say about the playground time? 
 
Section 3:  Feelings 
These next questions are to learn about your feelings about language and play. 
1.  How do you remember feeling out on the playground of your elementary school?  
What were the games or events that made you feel excited or anxious?   
2.  What were your feelings about learning language?   
3.  Now, as a parent/teacher/administrator, how do you feel when you go out on the 
playground during recess?  How do you feel when you watch the children play? 
4.  Now, what are your feelings about learning language?  How do you feel while 
learning another language and how do you feel watching children learn? 
 
Section 4: Knowledge 
These questions are to learn what you know about language and play. 
1.  Describe for me what you know about the importance of play.  Why do schools give 
recess time and develop playgrounds?  How do successful students interact on a 
playground?  What are is the role of rules and structure on a playground?  Let's say you 
met a new teacher/parent.  What advice would you give him/her about being out on the 
yard? 
2.  Now, describe for me what you know about learning language.  Why do schools place 
a lot of emphasis on learning English?  How do successful English learners become FEP?  
If a new English learner moved to the school/neighborhood, how would you be able to 
tell if he/she were becoming successful? 
3.  How would you describe for me the value of recess for English learners? 
 
Section 5: Background 
These questions are for me to understand how you define yourself. 
1.  What kind of a student were you on your childhood playground?  How were you as a 
language learner?   
2.  What kind of a student are you now? 
3.  How would you describe your overall philosophy as a parent/teacher regarding 
language learning?   
4. How would you describe your overall thoughts on the importance of playground time? 
 
Closing: 
Thank you for taking the time to answer my questions.  I will transcribe our interview 
and give you a copy of the transcript so that you can review it.  Please let me know if you 
have any questions or want to add to it. 
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PARENT AND STAFF INTERVIEW PROTOCOLS 
 

INTERVIEW II:  STUDENT DETAILS AND REFLECTION 
Introduction 
Before we begin the interview, I want to thank you again for giving me the opportunity to 
interview you.  The purpose of this research study is to learn more about the ways 
English learners use language on the playground so that we can better understand their 
needs and plan for their instruction.  The interview today deals with your experiences 
with specific students, as well as your overall reflections on this topic.  I want to 
emphasize that all responses to the questions are strictly confidential.  At no time will 
your name or the information that you have given me be divulged to anyone outside of 
the research study 
In order to help with my note taking, would you mind if I recorded the interview?  Thank 
you. 
 
Section 1:   Experiences 
These first questions will be about your experiences this year. 
1.  Describe for me your most recent experience on the school yard.  Tell me everything 
you remember.  What do you remember about the activities the children took part in?  
What do you recall about the languages you heard?  What have your experiences with 
____(case study [cs]student) on the yard? 
2.  Tell me about your experiences as a parent/teacher of English learners this year.  What 
have you noticed or learned about their language development this past year?  What have 
your experiences with ___(cs student) been this past year? 
 
Section 2: Opinions 
These next questions ask about your current opinions. 
1.  What are your opinions at this time about recess and the school playground?  How 
would you characterize ______ (cs student)'s interactions on the playground? 
2.  Tell me your thoughts about English learners.  What are your opinions of their 
progress and the instructional program used to teach them this past year?  How would 
you characterize ____(cs student) as a language learner this past year? 
 
Section 3: Feelings 
These next few questions are about your current feelings. 
1.  How do you feel when you are out on the school playground?  How do you think the 
children feel?  Specifically, how have you observed that ___ (cs student) feels? 
2.  Share with me some of the feelings you have now as a language learner.  Also, how do 
you sense our EL students feel?  How do you think ___(cs student) has felt this past year 
learning English? 
 
Section 4: Knowledge 
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APPENDIX M—Continued. 
 
These next few questions are for you to share with me some of your current 
understandings. 
1.  This past year, what have you noticed about what makes a student socially successful 
out on the playground?  What are the important aspects that make a playground an 
effective one?  What have you noticed about ____(cs student) out on the yard? 
2.  Now share with me what you learned this past year about learning language.  What 
makes a student successful at learning a second language, particularly English?  How do 
you know when a child has learned English well?  How has ___(cs student's) progress in 
English been this year? 
 
Section 5: Background 
These questions are about how you define yourself in relation to playgrounds and 
language learning. 
1.  How would you describe your overall position on playgrounds, recesses, games and 
rules?  If you could institute any changes on the playground, what might they be?  How 
do you envision your role with children in this setting?  What has been your role with 
___(cs student) on the yard? 
2.  What is your overall philosophy on language learning, particularly of English 
language learning?  If you could advise on the future instructional program for English 
learners, what changes/enhancements would you suggest?  How do you see yourself in 
relation to children who are learning English?  What has been your role with ____(cs 
student) in learning English, and how do you envision your role with him/her to 
continue?     
 
Closing: 
Given what you have said about your past and present experiences on playgrounds, how 
do you understand the role of the playground in your life as a teacher/parent and in the 
life of ____(cs student)? 
 
Thinking about what you have shared with me about your own experiences (past and 
present) with language learning, what sense does language learning on the playground 
make to you, particularly when you think about ___(cs student)? 
 
Given all that we have discussed, how will you regard the role of the playground and 
language learning, particularly for EL students, next year? 
 
Thank you for taking the time to answer my questions.  I will transcribe our interview 
and give you a copy of the transcript so that you can review it.  Please let me know if you 
have any questions or want to add to it. 
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APPENDIX N 
 

TRANSCRIPTION SYMBOLS 
  

(ADAPTED FROM GOODWIN, 2006, P. 256-257) 
 

°   Low volume (Talk following this symbol is low in volume) 

CAPITALS  Increased volume and/or emphasis 

-   Cut-off (Sudden cut-off of sound) 

[ ]   Translation 

Bold   Emphasis 

   Overlapping talk by two or more speakers 

:   Lengthening of sound 

.   Falling intonation 

?   Rising intonation 

,   Falling-rising intonation 

=   Latching (no pause between turns of talk) 

~   Rapid speech (slurred together) 

(( ))   Comments by the transcriber 

 (0.4)   Silence in seconds/tenths of seconds 

( )   Hard to hear (uncertain transcription) 

(h)   Laughter 
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APPENDIX O 

PLAYGROUND RULES AND REMINDERS 

WESTSIDE SCHOOL, 4-18-06 
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APPENDIX P 
 

EXAMPLE OF CELDT REPORT (Received by Schools and Parents) 
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APPENDIX P—Continued. 
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